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PREFACE 
Cornme'ntaries On the writings of Maimonides are 'not, 
for the most part, actually commentaries On his writings, but 
rather attempts either to show him completely depe'nde'nt On the 
Jewish traditioT' or as a premature 3pi'nozaT'. Si'nce his writings 
are an important factor i'n the history of medieval and moder'n 
philosophy, the lack of objective examination of his thought is 
extremely regrettable. For this reason, the author determined to 
attempt a cO'nsideration of Maimonides' philosophy based, so far 
as possible, upon the philosopher's own works, rather thaT' upon 
comme"taries. 
The mere mass, alone, of Maimonides' writings preclude 
the author's giving a detailed accouT't of the former's philosophy 
as a whole; he'nce, the exami'nation of the concept of God, a fun-
dame'ntal poi'nt in Maimonides' thought, has been chosen as the 
main purpose of this thesis. 
To avoid the confusion which might be atte'ndant upon 
differe'nces i'n tra'nslation in Jewish and Catholic versions of the 
Old Testame~t, all quotatio'ns from Scriptures are those used i'n 
the work in which such quotation appears. Further, since this 
thesis is primarily a study of MaimoT'ides rather thaT' of St. 
Thomas Aqui'nas, all quotations from the latter's writings, except 
those made by authorities cited in the thesis, are from the Basic 
iv 
v 
writings of st. Thomas Aquinas. l This edition was chose~ as a 
representative a~d readily available selectio~ from his works a~d 
because its system of indexing references makes it most suitable 
for the purposes of this paper. 
1St. Thomas A~ui~as, Basic Writings of Saint Thomas 
Aquinas, ed. A~ton C. Pegis (New York: Random House, 1945), I-II. 
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-CHAPTER I 
THE HISTORY OF THE JEWS 
Karl Pearson begi~s his study of the relatio~ship 
betwee~ Maimo"'ides a'Y1d Spi~oza by saying: 
I shall omit all matter which has no direct beari~g on 
Spinoza's ~thica, however interesti'Y1g it may otherwise be, 
a,.,d e~deavour to make allowa'Y1ce for the age a~d theologico-
philosophical la"'guage i~ which Maimonides wrote. We have 
rather to consider the spirit in which Spinoza read the Yadl 
tha'" that in which the Yad itself was composed. 2 ---
It is certai,.,ly true that, if o~e is attempting a Siudy of the in-
flue'Y1ces which led to Spinoza's philosophy, o"'e will be more con-
cer"'ed with what Spi'Y1oza got out of Maimo"'ides' works tha'Y1 with 
what Maimo'Y1ides himself intended to say. However, it is foolish 
to co"'sider or "'ame such an essay as in any respeat a study of 
Maimonides. 
Any thi~ker is, to some ext e'Y1t, i"'fluenced by the age in 
which he lives; the history of thought sets the problems he must 
a"'swer, the poi,.,ts he must emphasize, the points he may take as 
IThe reference is to Maimo'Y1ides' Yod Ha-Hazakah, or 
Book of Mishnah Torah. 
2Karl Pearson, flMaimonides a~d ::>pinoza", The Ethic of 
Freethought (2nd ed., rev.; London: Adam & Charles Black, 1901), 
pp. 126-7. 
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axioms. Not even the philosopher is wholly exempt from the spirit 
of his time. To abstract from the "age and the theologico-philo-
sophical la'l'1guage" of the thinker is also to abstract from his 
very thought. 
It is:trae in the study of philosophy ge~erally; it is 
eve"'" more true in the case of such a philosopher as Maimonides. 
From the very fact that he is a "theologico-philosopher" it fol-
lows that a study of his work must also include a study of the 
cO'l'1ditio'l'1 of the Jewish theology 0'" which his work is based. 
For example, his most famous work, the Guide of the 
perplexed:devotes the whole of the first volume to the explana-
tio'l'1s of a'l'1thropomorphisms in the Old Testament, but only one 
chapter of the second volume to proving the existence of God. 
Apparently, this is a complete reversal of the importa~ce of the 
two problems. 
It is in order to explain such problems in emphasis as 
this one that we must provide at least a brief sketch of the his-
tory of Jewish religion a'l'1d philosophy prior to r~imonides, from 
the begil"l'Yling of the Christia'l'1 era to the twelfth century. This 
period may be roughly divided, in terms of the development of 
Jewish thought, into two sections: the age of faith a'l'1d the age of 
3Maimonides, The Guide of the Perplexed, trans. M. 
Friedlander (New York: Hebrew Publishing Co., n .d.). All refer-
ences will be to this translation, except when otherwise noted. 
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reasOn; that is, the age of explication and codificatio~ of 
Jewish dogma a~d law and the age of speculation on the nature of 
mar and the universe. The first period ends a~d the second begins 
at approximately the beginning of the ~inth century. 
At the beginning of the Christian era, the Jewish faith 
was centered about the Temple at Jerusalem. There the sacrifices 
were celebrated, there the priesthood was established, there were 
made the official decisions concerning all matters of Jewish law. 
It was, as one historian says, tlthe capital of a vast spiritual 
empire.,,4 
However, the established priesthood of the Temple had, 
in some irstances, over-reached itself in assuming power over the 
whole community of Jews, and there had arisen the class of Phari-
sees, who set themselves the task of interpreting the Mosaic laws 
and acting as a check upon the priests. These Pharisees, by vir-
tue of vast learning in the Torah (Old Testament), eventually be-
came the dominating force in JUdaism. Their leaders, the rabbiS, 
formed a Sanhedrin, or Parliament, of seventy-one which made all 
decisions on Jewish law. 
Hence, when the Temple was destroyed in 70 A.D., and wifu 
it the organized priesthood, the Jewish religion remained alive, 
u~der the leadership of the rabbis. The physical center, Jerusa-
lem, was no longer a link for the race; the Laws took its place as 
4Lewis\Browne, Stranger than Fictiol'l (New York:The Mac-
Millan Co. 19431 D 181 
--
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a binding force. 
At first, the Sanhedrin remained in Palestine, moving 
from the rabbinical school at Jabne, on the seacoast, which Joha-
nan ben Zakkai 5 had founded at the beginning of the persecution, 
to various other towns. The movement of the Sanhedrin would be 
occasioned either by the hostility of a local government or by ta 
rise to fame of some new teacher. When Palestine as a whole be-
came too hostile for the Jews, the Sanhedrin moved to Babylonia. 
While Palestine was still in the ascendant, however, tbe 
Rabbi, Judah the PriTlce 6 , formulated and published the Mishna, the 
"Repetition". This six-volume work was a compilation of four 
thousand decisions in rabbinical law, second in importance only tc 
the Torah. It appeared in the second century, and shortly became 
the major authority in the interpretation of the Mosaic law. 
Soon, however, even this massive text became insuffician. 
The continual addition of new decisions and new applications of 
the law required a new text of rabbinical deCiSions, the Talmud OI 
"Teaching" • 
Actually, there were two Talmuds, the Palestinian, com-
pleted about 450, and the Babylonian, compiled under the directior 
50f. Solomon Grayzel, A Ristor! of the Jews (Philadel-
phia: The Jewish Publication SOCiety of merica, 1947), especially 
pp. 194-195. 
6Ibid., pp. 205-207. 
5 
of Rav Ash1, head of the academy at Sura, about 500 A.D. The Be 
lo~ia~ became the more i~flue~tial and authoritative of the two; 
it co"'sisted of sixty-three voltL.'TI.es of comme~tary o~ the I,:ish"'a, 
a",d co~tai~ed legal material, ethics, history, lege~d -- in 
effect, a~ e~cyclopedia of Jewish life. 
With the completio'" of the Talmud, there was also com-
pleted the dogma of the Jewish religion. All further religious 
wri ti 'Ylg was merely expa"'ded or explai ned Mish~aic or l'almudic 
comme",tary. The Jews, for the next three centuries, were contin-
ually on the move. Whether in Christian or :,iohammedan cou~tries, 
they were hunted a"'d persecuted; they could concern themselves 
o~ly with remai~i'l'"lg alive a~d remaini~g Jews. 
For the second of these purposes, the trilogy of the 
Law became the sta'l'"ldard. There was not time, i~ the constant 
flight, to revise or clarify texts, o'l'"lly to lear~ the laws a"'d 
attempt to follow them. Accordi ~gly, the Lish~a a"'d l'almud, 
co~fused a~d complicated clutter of decisio"'s though they were, 
became the dogmatic expression of Judaism, which had to be 
followed literally u~der all circumsta"ces. 
I~ the eighth ce~tury, ho'wever, Mohammed's death removed 
o"'e of their more ardent persecutors, a~d the Jews bega'" to gain 
power a'l'"ld i"'flue~ce in Islam. The academy at ,jura regai~ed some 
of its old vigor; attempts to systemati~e the faith began. 
A~ early attempt was made by A~an ben David, about the 
year 762, when he fou~ded the sect known as the Karai tes. 'l'his 
ir--------------, 
6 
sect wa ..... ted to overthrow the 'l'almud a"d iLish""a completely a"d 
retur"" to the 'old-time religio'", based e"tirely upo" the ~orah. 
The Karaites were i"flue1"'tial for a short time, but soo" lost 
stre"gth through the co,.,tradictory views held by various members 
as a result of the i"dividual i"terpretation of 3criptures. 'rhey 
became, eve ..... tually, merely a minor sect in Judaism.? 
The schism had, however, pointed up 0"8 of tile faults 0 
this basi"g of all Judaism on the observatio" of the laws. the 
three compilations had, indeed, provided the Jews with a definite 
statement of their duties a ..... d obligations u ..... der almost a ..... y imagi" 
able circumsta1"'ces; but it had also so formalized the practice of 
the faith that little of the perso"al eleme ..... t, or eve" of true 
religious feeling was left. 
It was this complete formalization of religion which 
A""a" had attempted to overthrow; it also bec[~me ol"le of the prob-
lems with which Maimo ..... ides had to deal. 
The lV10saic law, co ..... solida ted i" the Torah, Llish ..... a a"d 
Talmud, had held the Jewish people together in their wa"deri"gs; 
i"" Europe, Palesti"e, Babylo"ia, they had remai"ed o"e people, 
disti"ct from the ""atives of those cou ..... tries. Now, however, that 
they were no lo"ger fleei"g, the law bega" to lose its efficacy a 
?Ibid., pp. 26?-2?0. 
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a u~iti~g eleme~t, ~ot because the laws had become too few but 
because the Talmud's sixty-three volumes had become too ma~y. 
I~ lear~ing and Bpplyi~g these rabbi~ical decisio~s and 
laws,8 the Jewish people were begin~ing to forget the in~er 
meani~g of their religion •9 
This period, from the beginni~g of the Christian era to 
the end of the eighth century, is almost completely a dark age fm 
Jewish philosophy. Philo of Alexa~drialO was born approximately 
25 B.C.; the next name which occurs in the history of Jewish 
speculatio~ is Isaac Israeli,ll born approximately 855. In the 
interve~i~g period there is, indeed, some speculative thought, bm 
it is found almost entirely in the context of Mishnaic or Talmudic 
interpretatio~. 
8Some scholars were said to have memorized the whole of 
the 'ralmud and to have bee'n able to quote a~y part of it, given 
page 'number, volume and location on the page. ThiS, to show some 
what of the spirit of the time, was considered more praiseworthy 
than the ability to explai'n the mea'ni~g of the decisio'ns. 
9For general data o~ this period of codificatio'n, cf. 
Brow'ne, £E. cit., pp. 151-203; Grayzel, 2£. cit., pp. 137-271. 
The latter volume also has a~ extensive bibliography on the sub-
ject. 
10Friedrich Ueberweg, History of Philosophy, I, trans. 
Geo. S. Morris (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901), pp. 223-
232. 
llIsaac Husik, A History of Medieval Jewish Philosophy 
(New York: The t~acmillan Company, 19l6} , pp. 1-16. 
8 
It is reaso~able to presume that the co~ti~ual disper-
sio~ of the Jews is the expla~atio~ of the empti~ess of this 
period so far as philosophy is co~cer~ed. It is difficult to 
speculate 'on the ru~'; o~e ~eeds time to study, to read a~d to 
thi~k quietly a~d deeply. With the i~crease of Jewish security ~ 
Islam came a correspo~ding increase i~ speculative thought; the 
Jews could turn from the study of laws to the study of principles. 
Pre-Maimonidean Jewish philosophy may be divided, in 
ge~eral, in accordance with the history of Greek philosophy. As 
Husik poi~ts out: 
The developme~t of the three religious philosophies in 
the middle ages, Jewish, Christian a~d L,lohammedan , followed 
a similar line of progression. In all of them it was not so 
much a developme~t from withi~, the unfolding of what was 
implicit and potential in the original germ of the three re-
spective religions, as a stimulus from without, which then 
combined, as a~ integral factor, with the original mass, and 
the fi~al outcome was a resultant of the two originally dis-
para te elements. We know by this time w~lat these two ele-
ments were in each case, Hellenic speculation, and the Semitic 
religio~ i~ the shape of sacred and revealed documents. The 
seco~d factor was i~ every case complete whe~ the process of 
fusio~ bega l1 • :!ot so the first. Vlhat I mean is that not all 
of the writi~gs of Greek a~tiquity were know~ to Jew, Chris-
tian a~d Mohammedan at the begi~ning of their philosophical 
career. A~d the progress in their philosophical development 
kept equal step with the successive accretio~ of Greek philo-
sophical literature, in particular Aristotle's physical, 
psychological a~d metaphysical treatises, and their gradual 
purgation of Keo-Platonic adhesions. 12 
As an example of the first stage of the u~io~ of the 
Jewish faith and Greek philosophy, we may consider the writings 
12Ibid., p. 199. 
9 
of Saadia ben Joseph al-Fayyumi13 (892-942), Gaon or dea~ of the 
academy at Sura. Born in Egypt, he travelled exte"'sively iJ1 the 
near :;~ast and acquired some knowledge of the philosophy of the 
Greeks, which was begi,.,nirtg to occupy the Arab thi~kers. He was 
a mathematician, grammarian and theologian. 
His major work, the Emunot ve-Deot, is the first great 
work of Jewish philosophy. Its main purpose is, indeed, apolo-
getic, the defe"'se of the faith, yet there is much philosophic 
co,.,tertt. He follows no one of the major schools; though showing 
aCl.uaintance both with Plato a"'d Aristotle, he argues agai"'st ther 
equally whe'" they te ..... d to contradict the Jewish faith. In general 
he folloVJS the postulates of the Arab theologians, the ;:i~utakal-
limum, though appare,.,tly "'ot holding their atomistic theories. 
In ge"'eral 3aadia is a realist in his theory of know-
ledge. 14 He is o"'e of the first to discuss the complementary use~ 
of fai th and reason.,15 his arguments bei"'g later amplif ied by 
1,laimonides aYld St. 'I'homas; he argues agai"'st Aristotle's eternal 
u""iverse a"'d gives a "'umber of proofs for the creation ex :rTihilo.l 
Solomon ibn Gabirol17 (ca. 1021-1058), knovJn to the 
Christia'" Scholastics as Avicebron or Avicebrol, is "'ot so impor-
13Ibid ., pp. 23-47. 
14Saadia Gaon, Emu"'ot ve-Deot, tra~s. Alexander Altman 
(Philosophica Judaica series. uxford: East and West Library,1946) 
Pp. 25-42. 
15Ibid., Pp. 43-47. 16Ibid •• PP. 49-73 • 
.L'/HusJ.k, ~. cJ.t., pp. 59-79. 
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ta~t i~ relatio~ to liaimo"ides, si~ce he holds that everything 
outside of God Himself is composed of a universal matter, emanat-
i T'1g from God's esse"ce. I.iIaimonides characterizes all such pseudo 
Empedoclea" philosophy as u~worthy of study, havi~g bee" rendered 
obsolete by the works of Aristotle. 
Gabirol is important, however, for several other reaso~ 
First, he illustrates the c~ of the center of Jewish culture 
from Babylo"ia, where Saadia taught and wrote, to Spain, where 
Maimo"ides was born. 3econd, his Fo"s Vitae had a good deal of 
i "flue"ce on Christian thougllt, as evidenced both by ACl.uinas t 
attacks and Scotus' defense of his positio~. 
The mystical philosophy is exemplified by Judah Halevil~ 
(~. 10S0-1140), o"e' of the classical Jewish poets, who concerned 
himself mainly with attacki"g the philosophical investigation of 
faith a~d its principles. He holds that philosophers are incom-
pete"t to consider matters of revelation and doctrine. His philo-
sophy embodies some of the more ethereal elements of' !reo-Platonisn ~ 
Lastly, me~tioT'1 should be made of Abraham ibn Daud19 
(lllO-llSO), a "ative of Toledo, who is, according to Husik, 
the first Jewish philosopher who shows a" i'!1timate knowledge 
of the works of Aristotle and makes a deliberate effort to 
harmonize the Aristotelia'!1 system with Judaism •••• Maimo'!1-
ides does nothing more than repeat the effort of Ib" Daud in 
a more brilliant a'!1d masterly fashion.20 
lSIbid. pp. 150-1S3. 
-' 
19Ibid., pp. 197-235. 
20Ibid., p. 199. 
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It would be going to·o far to say that, in anyone of 
these four instances, the particular stage arrived at was no more 
than a fusion of the religious dogma with whichever stage of an-
cient Greek philosophy the thinker was acquainted. Certainly, in 
each philosopher t s work there is i'l'1di vidual and original thought, 
beyond the mere sum of Greece and Israel. 
Yet, as a brief schema of the development of the Jewish 
school, we may classify the four by their relation to the Greeks: 
Saadia, though acquainted with the later Greek schools, is, in 
general, related to the stoiCS, through his association with the 
Arabian Kalam; Gabirol follows generally the Platonic and ::eo-
Plato:"1ic thought; Halevi represents a fusion of the Ileo-Platonic 
mysticism with the tendency, common in all periods of the history 
of philosophy, to exclude reason entirely from the matter of 
revelation. 
Ibn Daud, finally, marks the entrance of the specificaIlj. 
Jewish philosophy into its highest period with the attempt to Sh01 
complete consistency between the work of Aristotle and the tradi-
tions and laws of the Jewish faith. 2l 
There are, then, two distinct elements to be considered 
in the understanding of Jewish philosophy: the background of faith 
a""d that of reason. Let us now synopsize these two as they affect 
21For general data on medieval ~Jewish philosophy, cf. 
Ueberweg, ££. cit., pp. 405-428; Husik, Q£. cit., pp. xiii-235. 
The latter 12:1 ves a detailed eX'Dosition of: each 'Ohfl()sD'Dher f S vmrk. 
? 
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the philosophy of Nlaimo1'"lides. 
The first eleme~t, the faith, is represe~ted by the 
three books of revelation and law; the seco~d eleme~t, the reason 
is represented by the various developme~ts of Jewish philosophy 
exemplified by Saadia, Gabirol, Halevi and lb1'"l Daud. 
The books of fai th affect Maimonides' philosophy iTl tha 
they contain the Mosaic law, given by God and, according to tra-
dition, u~alterable; they had been followed by the Jews for so 
many years that a1'"l u~questioning belief in the literal meaning of 
every word had become almost secoJ1d nature for the J-ewish people. 
un the other ha~d, the increase in scientific knowledge 
and in philosophic speculation following upon their dark age of 
wa""dering and resulti"g from the temporary abatement of persecu-
tion had led many of the more learned J-ews to the Greek wri tings 
and to a conviction of the conflict between Jewish faith and in-
tellectual truth. How ca1'"l Aristotle's 'unmoved mover' be recon-
ciled with the 'angry God' of the Israelites? 
Two hu~dred years before Maimonides, Abu'l-Ala, a con-
temporary of Saadia comrae1'"lted thus on the intellectual life of 
his time: 
Muslims, Jews, Christians and r:lagians, they all are 
walking in error and darkness; there are only two kinds of 
people left in the world; the one group is intelligent, but 
lacking in faith; the other has faith, but is lacking in in-
telligence. 22 
22Cited in tra~s. introduction Saadia on cit n 11 
13 
OT1 e T1eed o'Mly substitute fta ratio"'al explaT1 atioT1 of the 
u"'iverse" for "i T1telligeT1 ce" a'l"'ld the judgme'l"'lt will apply equally 
to the Jews of _,~a imoT1 ides' time. 
'.l'he materials VJith which l,::aimonides worked, the'l"'l, were 
a religioT1 bou'l"'ld up iT1 seve T1 ty volumes of laws and corrunentaries 0 
laws, all of which, traditioT1 ally, had to be followed to the 
letter, plus a reborT1 passio'l"'l for speculatio'l"'l and i'l"'lvestigation, 
plus the corpus of Greek speculation as translated a T1 d expanded 
by Jewish a'Md Arab philosophers. 
? 
This material and this attitude of respect for traditi ? 
determine, to a great extent, where the emphasis falls in his 
philosophical and theological writi T1g. 
UHAPTI£R II 
MOSES :,.:A, IMONIDES 
~Ve are concer'!"i ..... g ourselves rather \li th particular 
poi'!'1ts i"" ~\=aimonides! philosophy than with a complete survey of 
hiS life a"'d work. However, a brief biographical note seems re-
quired to set the stage for the discussion of his philosophy. 
r"Iaimo"'ides, k"'ow"'" variously as Abu Imram Mousa ben Mai-
mo"" ibn Abd Allah (or Obeid Allah), lJIoise ben Maimon , Maimun i , 
Moyses Aegyptiacus a""d Rambam,l was bor'" March 30, 11352 in Cor-
I dova a""d die~ December 13, 12043 in Fostat (Old Cairo). His 
rather, Maimon be'!" Joseph, was a noted talmudic scholar, interes~ 
in mathematics a'!'1d astronomy; the father's learning and desire fOI 
k"'owledge greatly i'!'1flue~ced his son's pursuit of wisdom. The boy 
bega'" his studies early, readi'l1g in both the rabbinical books a'l1d 
the writi'l1gs of the Greek and Arab philosophers. 
In 1148, the Almohades, o'l1e of the more fa'l1atical sects 
of Islam, e'l1tered Spai'l1; Maimon a"'d his family at first travelled 
from town to town i'l1 Spain fleeing persecutio"', the'!'1, in 1160, 
lAbbreviated from the initials Rabbi Moise be'!'1 Maimon. 
214 Nissan 4895 in the Jewish calendar. 
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they moved to Fez. Here again they met with trouble; indeed, 
Maimo'r'ides was in danger of execution for his zeal in the Jewi sh 
faith and the letters on theology he had begun writing to the 
various Jewish communities. only the intervention of the Arab 
poet, Ibn Moischa, saved him.4 
Accordingly, in 1165, the family quitted Fez for Pales-
tine. Upon arrival, they found that this region, too, was one of 
misery for the Jews, and moved on to Egypt, where they finally 
settled. They were in the midst of one of the most secure Jewish 
colonies; the Jews of Egypt were both numerous and relatively 
free. They were allowed to practice their religion, to form com-
munities, and to administer their own community affairs. Maimon 
and his family joined the community at Fostat, but, shortly after 
they had settled there, in 1166, Maimon died. 
With their father's death, Moses and his younger bro-
ther, DaVid, became pearl-merchants. However, DaVid, who was the 
more active partner in the business, perished on a voyage, and 
Moses took up the practice of medicine, becoming within a short 
while one of the court-physicians of Saladin. 
~ot only his fame as a physician but his influence 
among the Jews iT'lcreased rapidly. Through his writings on theo-
logy, which had first drawn upon his head the wrath of the author 
4David Yellin and Israel Abrahams, Maimonides (Philadel 
phia: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1903), pp. 49-51 
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ities at Fez, and through his work in the commu~ity, he had be-
come a sort of unofficial ruler, of the Egyptian Jews. In 11?5, 
he was officially named rabbi of Cairo; by 1190, he was named 
head of all the Jewish commu~ities in Egypt. 
Whe~ he died, the Jews and Mohammedans at Fostat obser-
ved public mourni~g for three days; at Jeru~alem, the funeral was 
the occasion of a general fast. Lege~d5 has it that, while his 
body was being buried at Tiberias, in Palestine, the passage from 
the first book of Samuel ~arrating the capture of the Ark of the 
Covena'l"1t by the Philistines was being read in his honor at Jeru-
salem, concludi~g with the words: "The glory is departed from 
Israel, for the Ark of God is take,.,."6 
WORKS? 
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mo~ides als geistiger Fuehrer in unserem Zeitalter, as refuting 
this lege~d. 
6For fuller biography, cf. Levy, £E. cit., pp. 8-2? 
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title: Yad ha-'Hazaqah, The Strong Ha't1d. 
Dalalat al-'Hairin (1190). Guide of the Perplexed. Sy't1thesis of 
Aristotelia't1 philosophy and Jewish dogma; this is the 0't11y 
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schoolme't1. Hebrew title: Moreh ,r';ebuchim. 
Maamar Te f hiyath ha-hlethim (1191). Tree tise on Resurrectio't1. 1't1 
In answer to accusatio't1s of heresy, Liaimonides protests his 
belief in resurrectioTl , though stati'l"1g it is impossible to 
prove philosophically. 
I,lakala fi al-Taou f hid. 'rreatise ~ the U't1i ty of God. 
Makela fi al-Saadah. Treatise on Eter"'al Beatitude. 
The-above two works are doubtful, both as to date a"'d authe'" 
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8For more complete descriptio't1s, cf. especially Levy, £E • 
.ill., pp. 11-27; Husik, £E. cit., pp. 236-311. 
CHAPTER III 
PROOFS OF THE ~'GSTENoE OF GOD 
As we have mentio~ed,l Uaimonides devotes only a small 
portion of his writings to proofs of the existence of God. The 
Guide is the o~ly o~e of his major works in which he bothers to 
discusS this problem, a~d i~ that work he spends only one chapter 
o~ proofs. Before taking up the various argume~ts, we should, pel 
haps, attempt to discover why so little importance seems to be 
placed upon them. 
The main reason is, of course, that, for the twelfth 
ce~tury, God's existence was no problem. The question of the mid 
dle ages was not so much the existence of God as His essence. oer 
tainly there was confusion and, to some minds, a conflict between 
faith and reason, but the conflict was on the latter ground rather 
than on the former. 
Whether the philosopher was a Jew, a Mohammedan or a 
Christian, it never (so far as one can tell) seriously entered 
lOf. supra, p. 2. 
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hiS mi~d that there might ~ot be a God. There were divergences 
between Platonists and Aristotelians as to whether the universe 
was real or merely an irrlage of the Ideas, but even the Idealists 
held that those Ideas were in the mind of God, an infinite Good. 
The Mutaka.llimum, in opposition to the Aristotelian theory, held 
that all matter, all time was composed of indivisible atoms, but 
they also held that those atoms were created and continually up-
held in existence by an omnipotent Deity. 
The question that agitated the philosophers and theo-
logians was not whether God existed but what He might be. Here 
occurred the basic conflicts between fa.ith and reason, and here 
lay one of the major problems of philosophy. We may note that, 
in the Mishna Torah, Maimonides' major work in the field of theo-
logy, it is taken for granted that the reader believes in God and 
has '110 need of proofs for His existence. It is stated as bald 
fact, with '110 reasons deemed necessary: 
1. The foundation of foundations and firmest pillar of 
all wisdom is, To know that there is a First Being, that He 
caused all beings to be, and that all beings 'from heaven and 
earth and from between them, could not be ~ave for the truth 
of His Own Being. 
2. Thus, supposing that He is not, none else could have 
been called into existence. 
3. Conversely, supposing all other beings, save He alo~E 
non-existent, His Being alone remains; for, He does not ceaSE 
to be because of their non-existence, as all beings are de-
pendent upon Him, but He, blessed is Hel is not dependent 
upon them nor upon a single one of them; therefore, the truth 
of His Being is incomparable to the truth of any other indi-
vidual being .• 2 
2Book of Mishnah Torah. trans. Rabbi Simon Glazer (New 
York: MalmoIl lCles rUb.L1ShH'g Co., .L927) I, 79. 
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Belief i -n the exis te-nce of God is also lis ted by Iv:lai-
mo-nides as the first of the Thirteen Roots of Faith,3 a-nd the 
first of the Posi tive Commandme-nts of the 110saic law: "We are com 
ma-nded to ack-nowledge the existe-nce of the Deity, as it is said, 
I !!ill. the Lord thy God. • • tt4 
With these poirts in mind, the casual way in which the 
Rabbi prese-nts the proofs of God's existe-nce becomes more reason-
able. O-ne might almost say that they are included in the Guide 
only because Maimo-nides wished to make this work a complete syn-
thesis of Aristotelianism, not because he felt any need for 
stati-ng them. 
That Maimonides' presents these proofs casually is evi-
de-nt from the very begi-n-ni-ng of the second book of the Guide, in 
which he lists the twenty-five propositions employed in his argu-
me-nts. These propositio-ns, he says, "have bee-n fully established, 
and their correctness is beyo-nd doubt. Aristotle a-nd the Peri-
patetics who followed him have proved each of these propositions.!~ 
Havi-ng stated them as proven, he lists them a-nd proceeds to apply 
them to the problem. 
We will prese'l'1t here a brief summary of the twenty-five 
propositions, together with the twe-nty-sixth (on the eternity of 
the universe) which, Ivlaimonides says, !twe do not accept ••• but VIe 
3Cf • infra, Appendix I. 
5:Maimonides. Guide. II 1 
4Cf. infra, Appendix II. 
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will admit it for the present, because by doing so we shall be 
eT'labled clearly to demo"'strate our own theory.,,6 
The propositions 7 are: 
1. 
2. 
exist. 
AT'! infinite magnitude cannot exist. 
An infiT'lite T'!urnber of fiY!ite magT'litudes caT'lnot co-
3. AT'! infiT'!ite series of causes caT'!T'lot exist. 
4. f'Our ca tegories can change, the cha'Y'lges bei 11g T'lamed 
as follows: SubstaT'lce, genesis and destruction; ,{uaT1 tity, 
i'Y'l crease a T'ld decrease; Quali ty, tra ""sforma t i011; Pla ce, motio11 
5. JlLotioT'! implies cha'!"!ge from poteY!tiali ty to actuality 
6. MotioT'l is either esse'Y'ltial or accidental to the 
movi'Y'lg thing, or due to an exterral force, or to the parti-
cipatio'" of the thing i'" another's motion. 
7. 7Vhat is changeable is di visi ble; wha t is i "'di visi ble 
caT'!not move a"'d therefore caY!T'lot be corporeal. 
8. AccideT'ltal motio11 canT10t conti"'ue forever. 
9. A body which moves a"'other must at the same time 
move itself. 
10. A thiT'lg contained in a body must either cause the 
body's existeT'!ce or be caused by it, as an essential property 
or aT'! accideT'lt. 
11. Among the things which exist through the body, some 
are accide T1 tally divisible; amo"'g the thiT'lg which form the 
esse'Y'ltial elements of the body, some are indivisible. An ex-
ample of the first type is color, of the second, the soul. 
12. A force which occupies all parts of a finite body 
is itself fiT1ite. 
13. The oT11y kind of change which'can be continuous is 
circular motion. 
14. In the T'latural order of cha T1ge, locomotion is first, 
since cause must approach thing to be chaT1 ged before changin€ 
it. 
15. Time aT'ld motion are incoT'lceivable apart; what does 
not move has T'l0 relatioT1 to time. 
16. IT'lcorporeal forces can oT'lly be numbered when iT1 a 
body; purely spiritual beings can only be couT'lteu as causes 
aT'!d effects. 
17. AT'lything which moves is moved by an ageT'lt, either 
wi thi T'l or without itself. 
18. A potentiality is actualized only by an agent ex-
ternal to it. 
6Loc. cit. 7 Ih i d nn 1 _] 1 
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19. A thi~g which exists through a~other has in itself 
only possible existence. 
20. A thing which exists necessarily cannot have any 
cause for its existence. 
21. A composite thing is dependent for its existence on 
its component parts and their combination. 
22. All bodies are composites of matter a~d form a~d 
are subject to accidents. 
23. i~verythi""g which exists potentially may at some time 
be non-existent. 
24. Whatever is potential iG lllaterial. 
25. Any compound substance requires an agent for its 
existence; matter does not move itself. 
26. Time and motion (circular) are eternal, constant and 
in actual existence.8 
Taking these first twenty-five propositions as proven, 
IvIaimonides now makes use of them to demonstrate the existence of 
God. In order to state the arguments in their most basic form, 
we shall omit illustrations and examples, except where necessary 
to explain the sense. N'umbers in parentheses refer to the propo-
sitions on which the argument is based. 
'rhe first argument is based on motion. 9 The existence 
of material things posits a mover (25). The exis -~el1ce of the mover 
~equires an agent (4). But an infinite series of motions is im-
possible (3). Therefore, the locomotion of the sphere is posited 
as the cause of ~l other motions (14). 
The sphere's motion must come from a force either inside 
or outside itself (17). If inside, it will be a force existil1g 
either indivisibly or throughout the whole sphere divisibly (10-1) 
If outSide, it will be either corporeal or incorporeal, and if in-
8Cf. infra, Chap. VII, for further discussion. 
9Maimon; des (!.n; OA II ll-l n 
--------------------..... 
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oorporeal it must be referred to not as 'outside' but 'separate 
from' the sphere, since the incorporeal cannot be delimited by 
space. 
The force moving the sphere, then, must be one of four 
possibilities: 
a. A qorporeal object outside the sphere. This is im-
possible, because a corporeal body must be moved by another (9), 
and we would again be led into an infinite series (2). 
b. A force existing divisibly throught the whole sphere 
This is impossible, because the sphere is corporeal, and therefor 
finite (1). The force, then, would also be finite (12), since 
each part of the sphere would contain part of the force (11). But 
a finite f0rce cannot produce an infinite motion. 
c. An indivisible force within the sphere. (An example 
of an indivisible force in a corporeal body is the human soul). 
This explanation is impossible, because if this force were the 
cause of the sphere's motion, the prime motor would have acciden-
tal motion (6). But accidental motion must come to rest (8), and 
therefore cannot cause infinite motion. 
d. Therefore, if the motion of the sphere is to be con-
tinual ad infinitum, the cause must be incorporeal and separate 
from the sphere or any other corporeal object. It must move 
neither of its OW" accord "or accidentally; it must be indiviSble 
and unchangeable (7, 5). 
-------------------------
-
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This first cause, God, must be i~corporeal and not a 
force i~ a body; He must be O~e, because spirits are countable 
only as cause a~d effect (16); He must be unchangeable a~d, beca~~ 
He is u~changeable, He will also be i~dependent of time. 
• 
The second arg~ae~t is based on the nature of compounds. O 
If a thing is composed of two elements and one is known to exist 
alone, the other alsJ exists alone. Therefore, since we see ob-
jects which set others in motion, themselves being moved, and 
moved objects which move nothi~g else, there must exist an object 
or class of objects which is, unmoved itself, but moves others. 
The third argument is one based on change. ll There is 
'1'10 doubt that things exist. 'l'his bei ng so, there are three ways 
in which they can exist: 
a. All things exist without beginning and without enu. 
This is obviously false, from common experience. 
b. All things exist with a begi~ning and end. This is 
i~admissable, si~ce, if the existence of all things were temporary 
the possibility of destruction would be part of the ~ature of eacl 
species. Si~ce the species is consta~t, the cause of destruction 
would be present in the first moment of existence. 12 'l'here would, 
then, be nothing existing; but things do exist. 
c. ~here must therefore be an eternal being, ~ot sub-
10Ibid., pp. 16-18. 
12Ibid., p. 18, n. 3. 
llIbid., pp. 18-20. 
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ject to destructio~. 
The existe~ce of this bei~g is necessary, either on 
account of itself or of another; if through another, that other 
would be the absolute existe~ce (19). This independent existence 
cannot be dual, si~ce the~ it would not be essential, but a com-
mo'" property of both existe~ces. Yet independent existence must 
be absolutely simple, in order to be uncaused (25). 
The fourth argume~t is one from causality.13 Things 
pass from potentiality to actuality. This requires a cause, whic 
agai~ reQuires a cause for its activity. This series of causes, 
si~ce it ca~~ot be iMfi~ite, reliuires, eventually, a cause which 
is without potentiality, since if it were potential, the first 
cause would Mever operate (23). It must be spiritual (24) and in 
corporeal, a~d therefore One (16). 
ThUS, says Maimonides, without denying the eternity of 
the u~iverse, which »is admissable, but ~either demonstrative, as 
the comme~tators of Aristotle assert, nor, o~ the other hand, im-
pOSSible, as the Mutakallemim say,n14 we can still prove the 
~ecessary existe~ce of the First Cause, the Prime Mover. 
---
These four argume~ts for the existence of God15 are, as 
ca~ be see~, independe~t of the teachings of the Jewish religion, 
l3Ibid., pp. 20-22. 14Ibid., p. 11. 
15St. Thomas Aquinas uses the first, third a~d fourth 
arguments as his first, third and seco~d proofs. Cf. Summa Theo-
logiae I Q. 2 B. 3. 
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bei~g based e~tirely upo~ the Aristotelia~ physics a~d metaphysic 
so far as k~own.16 Indeed, throughout that portion of the Guide 
i~ which he lays dow~ his pri~ciples a~d their application in the 
proof of God' s existe~ce, ~'/Iaimo~ ides does not o~ ce refer to a 
Biblical or Talmudic authority. This is a~ unusual occurre~ce, 
whether in IvIaimonides or i~ any other of the medieval Jewish 
philosophers, si~ce they make a practice of presenting a concur-
rent text from the Tradition for almost every purely philosophic 
Dostulate. 
Quite obviously, then, what Maimo"'ides is doi"'g here is 
attacki"'g the anti-theistic Aristotelia"'s on their own grou~ds. 
Taking "'0 principle which ca"''''ot be fou T1d in the writings of thei 
master himself, he has shown that the existe!1ce of the First Caus 
is demonstrable, abstracti"'g entirely from the words of revelatio 
a'!'ld dogma. 
What, then, can we decide about the nature of God at 
this stage in our lVestigation? First, that He exists, as First 
Cause a'"d Prime Mover of all other beings. .second, that He is 
16Cf. Samuel- Hirestein , The Problem of the Existe"'ce 0 
Q2£ in MaimoTiTdes t Ala"'us a"'d Averroes (Philadelphia: The Jewish 
Publication Society Press, 1924), p. 48: "1J.[aimonides' proofs are 
clearly the I9-ost scie,.,tific a'" d in tellectual. tf; ibid., p. 49: "AI 
this, "'0 doubt, i"'volves an obsolete philosophy a"'d the value of 
such disquisitio"'s may be [~uestio~ed, since Aristotelianism is no 
completely discarded." 
(The author of this work does not state the grounds on 
which he thus dismisses both Aristotle and IvIaimonides as flobsoleta 
'!'lor does he attempt to show any co~tradictions withi'" the argu-
me~t selves' the bo s el 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ANTBROPOIvIORPHISWJ.3 
We have taken the proofs for the existence of God in the 
Guide out of their proper sequence, since, in attempting to define 
-
God's ~ature, it seems to us necessary to show that He is before 
determining what He is. However, "_aimonides, in writing the work, 
begi~s instead with the consideration of the anthropomorphic terms 
applied to God in the Jewish Scriptures and dogma. 
The reason for this is clear from the historical back-
grou~d of the problem. As we noted, the Jewish religion had be-
come so dogmatic that literal i~terpretatio~ of its doctrinal 
writings was almost always the official method. It was not merely 
a case of the common phenome~on of the imaginatio~ formi~g a pic-
ture of God as "a'" old man with a long white beard', a phe~omenon 
commo'" alike to the prese,.,t day and to the representations of God 
the Father in the religious art of the Middle Ages. 
rrhis phe'1omenon, we might say, is almost i nsti ncti ve. 
~:Te'" have a tendency to picture anything they can in its Simplest 
~erms, and the Fatherhood and Eternity of God combine to form an 
image of a man of great age. However, except among small children 
~hose main acquaintance with the idea of God is in such portraits, 
28 
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there are few people who hold such a picture to be accurate. 
The Jewish people, however, did seriously and convin-
cedly hold such an opinio~. Since, for them, every word of the 
Torah was literally and exactly true, man's being made 'in the 
..::-;---
image a~d likeness of God' had, as its corollary, God's being 
made in the phys ical image and likeness of man. The problem is 
indicated by ~jIaimonides at the very begi~ni"'g of the Book of 
~owledge, the first tractate of the Mishna Torah: 
8 •••• it is clearly indicated i~ the Torah a~d in the 
Prophets that the Holy One, blessed is He! is Incorporeal. 
9. If so, wherefore is it written in the Torah ••• 
"under his feet" (Ex. 24, 10). • .and more like expressio"s?' ~ 
Maimonides here immediately and briefly gives his an-
swer to the whole problem: 
All such terminology is in accordance with the conception of 
the sons of rna" who cannot recognize aught but corporeal 
thi~gs, a"'d the TIords of the Torah is CSic] like hurna" 
speech, but they are all attributes; for example, it is said 
"If I whet My glittering sVJord," (Deut. 32, 41); Hath He a 
sword, or doth He slay wi th a sword? But it is a filetaphor, 
so is all metaphorical. •. He hath "ei ther forLl nor iraage, 
but all is a vision of prophecy and a mirage, the absolute 
truth of the matter no hUi'il.an mind comprehe"ds or is able to 
fathom it or penetrate it. It is even this what [sic] it 
says in Scripture: "Canst thou find out the deep things of 
God? Canst thou attain unto the purpose of the Almighty? 
(Job. 11, 7)2 
~hy is it necessary that all such terminolgy be meta-
phorical? In the Mishna 'rorah, u~like the Guide, liIaimonides has 
already stated some of the properties3 of God, before considering 
the a~thropomorphic attributions; he has already posited God as 
2Ibid., pp. 122-123 • 
..L. ~ ... ~V..I.' VV..I.V vv avu ......... JI. ... uvO • 
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I~corporeal,4 so that he ca~ logically deny the attributions of 
cha~geability on that grou~d: 
11. Si~ce it is clear that He is Incorporeal, it 
clearly follows that no~e of the corporeal cha~ges happen to 
Him; ~o joi~ing and no separation, no place a~d no measure, 
~o ascent and ~o descent ••• neither is His being dependent 
o~ time to attributebto Him either a begin~ing, or an end, 
or number of years; nor -is-He Ul'1dergoing a""y change as there 
is naught to cause any change in Him; He is neither subject 
to death nor to life similar to the life of a living body; 
to Him cannot be attributed either folly or wisdom of a wise 
man; no sleep and no awakening, no anger and no laughter, • 
• • 
12. All such and other similar expressions in the Torah 
and in the words of the Prophets are merely proverbial and 
figurative ••• if He could sometimes be angry and sometimes 
mirthful, He would be subject to changes. Indeed, such and 
all kindred attributes are not present in any save in dark-
ened, lowly bodies, inhabitants of houses of clay, whose 
origin is of dust; but He, blessed is Het in blessil'1gs is 
exalted above all this. 5 
Thus, in the Idishna Torah, he briefly dismisses all sual: 
attributes on the basis of the i~corporeality of God. In the 
Guide, however, he considers the problem more thoroughly, not 
merely to prove that corporeal terms cannot, other than meta-
phorical1y, be applied to God, but also to explain what the meta-
phoric sense of such terms is. 
The terms discussed in this first part include: (1) the 
nou~s a~d verbs used in refere~ce to God, Chaps. I-XLIX; (2) the 
attr,ibutes of the Deity, Chaps. L-LX; (3) the expressioT1 s commonl:y 
4Cf. supra, p. 29. 
5Maimo'l1ides, Mish'l"la Torah, pp. 124-125. 
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regarded as "'ames of God, Chaps. LXI-LXX. 6 
As a'" example of the first type of term, let us take thE 
disCUSS io'" of nLet us make rna'" in our form". 7 The word O~~ 
zelem (form), he says, is u~derstood by some to mea'" shape or 
-
figure. Accordi"'gly, they hold that either one must believe God 
to be corporeal or reject the Bible. Maimo"'ides, however, holds 
tha t generally the word ., ~~ 1-1, toar (shape) is used i'" this 
mea"'i"'g, a"'d that the term zelem refers to specific form, i'" this 
case IIp'tellectual perceptio",u.8 
0'" this accou,.,t, i. e., on accou",t of the Divi"'e I",tellect 
with which rna'" has bee'" endowed,9 he is said to have been 
made i'" the form a"'d likeness of the Almighty, but far from 
it be the notion that the Supreme Bei"'g is corporeal, having 
a material form. 10 
Maimonides uses this ge"'eral method throughout the first 
section of this ,olume, explai"'i"'g the terms 0'" a basis of ety-
mology or analogy. The seco",d section, co'" cerni"'g the a ttri butes 
of the Deity, deserves more careful co"'sideration , since here he 
cO"'siders the attributes i'" ge""'eral, aT'ld which of them ca'" a'l'ld 
which ca"''''ot be properly applied to God. 
The section begi"'s with an i",troductory chapter, on the 
subject of faith. ll By faith, he says, "we do not u"'dersta"'d 
merely that which is uttered with the lips, but also that which if 
6Classified i'" Friedlander's ffAnalysis tf , Guide, 11 l-lx 
7Maimon ides, Guide,I,pp. 28-33. 
8Ibid., p. 30 9Ibid., cf. p. 33, n. 1. 
10Ibid •• pp. 32-33. llIbid •• pp. 171-172. 
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vprehended by the soul, the conviction that the object of belief a~ 
is exactly as it is apprehended. ,,12 Accordingly, you find many 
people expressing in words articles of faith which they do not 
really believe. 
If, however, you have a desire to rise to a higher state, 
viz., that of reflection, and truly to hold the conviction 
that God is V"'e and possesses true U'!"li ty, wi thout admi tti ng 
plurality in a'!"ly sense whatever, you must und9fstand that 
God has no ess~ntial freal or non-metaphorica~ attribute in 
any form or in any se'!"lse whatever, and that the rejection of 
corporeality implies the rejection of essential attributes. 
Those who believe that God is 011e, and that He has many 
attributes, declare the unity with their lips, and assume 
plurality in their thoughts. l3 
~r.yone, therefore, who holds the unity of God and His Incorporeal-
i ty , and yet holds that He has real at tri bu tes, is not a true be-
liever, but rather he is merely using a form of words, since the 
~ea~ings are contradictory.14 
He continues by cO'!"lsideri'!"lg the necessity for proof that 
God has '!"lo attributes. He poi'!"lts out that " if man had been left 
in his primitive state, such thi~gs as the existence of motio'!"l, of 
man's free will, of the thi'!"lgs known by the se11ses would require 
no proof; yet, either through error or for some ulterior motive, 
12Ibid., p. 171. 
13Ibid., pp. 171-172. 
14Here MaimO'!"lides makes one of his i'!"lfreque'!"lt references 
:to Christianity, to the fact that the ChristiaTls say "He is one 
fl.'!"ld ••• three; the three are one." The Trinitarian doctrine is 
dis~issed on this very grou'!"ld of implying plurality i'!"l God. 
\ 
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men have established theories contrary to these obvious truths. 
Philosophers, therefore, must prove thi~gs which are self-evident 
and disprove things which exist only in the imagination •15 To 
thiS class belongs the rejection of essential attributes in God, 
since it is evident that "the attribute is not i~herent in the ob 
ject to which it is ascribed, but it is superadded to its essence 
and is consequently an accident."lB 
The only way in which an attribute can be more than a 
mere accident of the being is its being part of the essence, and 
then its attribution is merely an explanatioP of the essence. If 
you admit attributes)as accidents to God, you have many eternal 
beings. 
To say that the attributes of God are neither His esse 
nor anything extraneous to that esse"'ce is somethi"'g which "exists 
only i'" words, "'ot i'" thamght, much less i'" reality.u17 Si"'ce 
nothi"'g tthas ever bee'" found that cO"'sists of o"'e simple substa"'c 
without a"'y attribute" ,18 it has bee'" though-Ii that God is corpor 
eal. This error results from adherence to the literal sense of 
15As examples are given Aristotle's proof of motio'" and 
disproof of the existe"'ce of atoms. 
16Maimon ides, Guide, I, 174. 
17Ibid., p. 176. As a co",tradiction, it can exist only 
verbally. 
18Ibid., p. 177. 
----------------............. 
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the text of Holy Writ. 
The next chapter classifies the five possible types of 
affirmative attributes19 and explains why they ca",not be predi-
cated of God: definition, because it requires a genus, which ca n-
not be given for God; a part of its definitio"', since this would 
be consideri"'g His esse'!")ce as compound; quality, because it is an 
accident and there ca'!") be nothing accidental in GOd;20 relatio"', 
since God has nothing in common with any other being;21 action, 
,:,'hich can be employed in describing God, 
especially' since we know that these different actions do not 
imply that different elements must be contained i'" the sub-
stance of the agent, by which the different actions are pro-
duced •• • 01'1 the contrary, all the actions of God emanate 
from His' essence, not from any extraneous thing superadded t( 
His essence. 22 
The attributists, he conti nues,23 make th~ error in 
setting man as the standard for judging God. That is, because 
they see in rna'!") that the actions resulting from intellect and 
those resulti"!g from will come from two different sources, they 
argue that God, whose actions manifest what would in man be called 
b01ih intellect and will, must therefore be compound. 
19Ibid., pp. 178-185. These five attributes include all 
the Aristotelian categories: definition and part of a definition, 
substa""'ce ; quality i ncludes~~uanti ty and passion; relation, place 
a~d time and property; action includes position. 
20Ibid., p. 181. Maimonides' four Clualities are: (1) 
i'1tellectual--or-moral; .. (2) physical; (3) emotions; (4) quantitative 
21l.Qi.Q..., p. 183: "existence is applied.by .homonymity.ff 
22Tbtd lJ lRfi 23Thiit ilIL 1 Qt=; .101 
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If we, therefore, perceive i~ God certain relatio"'s cf 
various characters--for wisdom in us is differe",t from power 
a"'d power from will--it does by no means follow that differ-
e",t eleme",ts are really contained in Him, that Be co",tains 
o"'e eleme",t by which He knows, another by which He Wills, 
a"'~ a"'other by which He exercises power, as is, in fact, the 
sig"'ification of the attributes according to the Mutakal-
lemim. 24 
r'" God, differe",t actions ca'" be caused by o"'e substa"'ce; the at-
tributes fou"'d i ..... the Torah are either "qualificatio"'s of His ac-
tiors, without a"'y refere"'ce to His esse"'ce, or indicate absolute 
perfectio"', but do "'ot imply that the esse"'ce of God is compou"'d 
of various elements. n25 
Some believe that life, power, wisdom a"'d wi 11 are dif-
fere",t eleme",ts i'" God;26 we believe that He is a simple esse"'ce, 
that !!He created the u"'iverse, a"'d knows it, but "'ot by a"'y extra 
"'eous force. n27 These eleme",ts, therefore, are "'ot disti"'ct a"'d 
differe",t, but merely differe",t ways of cO"'sideri"'g the same es-
Agai"', the "ThirteeT" Attributes" or middoth which God 
revealed to I,loses, by which He might be known ,28 are actions 
24Ibid., p. 187. 25Ibid., p. 188. 
260"'e of the thirkers he refers to here is Saadia. Cf. 
~. cit., pp. 80: "Our Lord (be He exalted a11 d glorified) hasi",-
formed us throul';h the '.Nords of Bis prophets that He is U"'e, Livi'" 
Powerful a"'d ;,ise, a"'d that "'othi ng ca'" be compared u""'t 0 Him or 
u~to His Works. They established this by sig"'s a"'d miracles, and 
VIe accepted it imm.ediately. Later, speculatio'Yl led us to the same 
result." 
217L~aimo"'ides, Guide, I, 190-191. 28Ex. 34, 6. 
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erna"ating from God, meani"'g that "He performs actio"s similar to 
such of our actions as origi1"'ate in certai1'" ~-lualities, i. ~., in 
certain psychical disposition s. tf29 These thirteen mid dot h i "'clud 
"tho se acts of God which refer to the creation and the gover""'merlt 
of ma"kind. tt30 ttThe pri"cipal object of this chapter31 was to 
shOW that all attributes ascribed to God are attributes of His 
acts, and do ""ot imply that God has any qualities. lf32 
The four ge1"'eral classes of terms which ca1"'1"'ot be predi 
cated of God irlclude, the1"', a"'y which imply corporeality or 
emotio1"',33 rlon-existence34 or similarity to any o"'e or His crea-
tures. 35 -
These terms existence, wisdom, power, will, life, the rl , 
are applied to God and to other bei"'gs by way of "perfect homo-
'!"Iymity, admitting of rio compariso"" whatever. t136 "There is, i'" no 
way or sense, a"'ything commo'" to the attributes predicated of God 
a""d those used i'" reference to ourselves; they have only the same 
29Maimonides, Guide, I, 194. 
31Ibid., pp. 191-198. 
30Loc. cit. 
32Ibid., p. 198. 
33Since these imply change, which implies a prior age'11t 
34Maimonides mea'11s here that we ca'11not say that any per 
fection is at one time absent i'" God and later present, since the 
potential is relatively rlo"'-existe,.,t and requires a"other existin 
thing i'" order to become actualized. 
3~kaimonides, Guide, I, 199-200. 
36Ibid., p. 202. 
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~emes, A'I"d nothi 1'"\g else is commo" the them. n37 It is T10t proper, 
therefore, to believe that these properties add aT1 ythi1'"\g to God's 
essence, as our properties add to ours. 38 
In anythi"g whose existence is due to some cause, exis-
ts"ce is a" accident superadded to the essence. 
But as regards a being whose existence is not due to a"Y 
cause--God alone is that bei"g, for His eXiste'l"lce, as we hav 
said, is absolute--existence anQ essence are perfectly iden-
tical; He is not a substance to which existence is joi T1 ed as 
a" accident, as a'l"l additional element. His existe'l"lce is 
always absolute, and has 'I1ever been a "ew eleme"t or an acci 
dent i" Him. COnseclue"tly c;.od exists wi thout possessing the 
attribute of existe"ce. 39 Similarly, He lives, without pos-
sessing the attribute of life; knows without possessi"g the 
attribute of k"owledge;40 is omnipoteT1 t without possessi'l"g 
the attribute of wisdom; all this reduces itself to one and 
37Ibid.t, p. 203; but cf. St. Thomas Aqui"as, £E.. cit., 
I, Q. 13, a. 5: "Neither, on the other hand, are "ames applied to 
God and creatures in a purely equivocal sense, as some have said. 
Because if that were so, it follows that from creatures '!"lothing a 
all could be know'!"l or demo'strated about God; for the reaso"ing 
would always be exposed to the fallacy of equivocatio". Such a 
view is against the Philosopher, who proves ma'!"ly thi'!"lgs about God 
a'1"ld also agai"st what the Apostle says: The i"visible thirgs of 
God ~ clearll see" bei"g u""derstood Ex the thi"gs that ~ made 
(Rom. i. 20). rrherefore it must be said that these names are sai 
of God and creatures iT1 a" analogous se"se, that is, accordi"'g to 
proportio'n." 
38Ibid., pp. 201-203. 
39That is, i" Him it is neither an attribute nor an ac-
cident, but His very essence; in Him essence a"d existence carmot 
be distinguished. 
40Cf. MaimoT1 ides, Shemo"ah Perakim, ed. & trans. Joseph 
1. Borfi "kle tColumbia U"i vers i ty Orie"tal Studies, VII. Hew York 
Columbia university Press, 1912), p. 100: 
It is, indeed, a" axiom of the science of the divi"e,i.e , 
metaphysics, that God (may He be blessed!) does "ot know by mes"s 
38 
the same entity; there is no plurality in Him, as will be 
shown .41 
Even in considering the attribute of unity, Ivlaimonides 
diS ti nguishes between the common mean i ng of the term and its 
meaning as applied to God;42 in God unity is not accidental or 
superadded, but "He is one without possess i ng the at tri bute of 
u1'1i ty. ,,43 
In general, then, we may conclude by saying that God ha! 
no positive attributes distinct from His essence. 44 
At this pOi nt,45 one of the m.ajor 1'Ilaimo11 idean innovat:ion~ 
is presented: the Negative Attributes. 
Know that the negative attributes of God are the true 
attributes: they do not include any incorrect notions or any 
deficiency whatever in reference to God, while positive attrj-
butes infer polytheism, and are inadequate, as we have 
already shown • 46 
of knowledge, and does not live by moans of life, so that He and 
His knowledge may be considered two different things in the sense 
that this is true of maT'; for man is distinct from knowledge, and 
knowledge fram man, in consequence of which they are two differen 
thi ngs. If God knew by means of knowledge, He would necessarily 
be a plurality, and the primal essence would be composite, that 
is, co'" si sti ng of God Hirilself, the knowledge by whi ch He knows, tl f3 
life by vlhich He lives, the power by which He has strength, aJ'ld 
similarly of all His attributes. I shall only mention one argu-
ment, simple a~d easily understood by all, though there are strorg 
and convincing arguments and proofs that solve this difficulty. It 
is ;~1.anifest that God is identical wi th His attributes and His 
attributes with Him, so that it may be said that l.;.e is the know-
ledge, the knower and the kn01,vn, and that He is the life, the 
livi r 0 , and the source of His own life, the same bei~g true of His 
other attributes. 'l'his conception is very hard to grasp, and thot: 
shouldst not hope to thcroughly uncierstaT'd it by two or three 
li ""es i"" this treatise. If 
44::Maimonides, Guide, I, 204-205. 42Cf. inf'ra Chap. V. ";if"!."i~o T 9()"1:'\ AiI.,.,-;! ... ...... 7'\r'i ' 
" I ~ ! ..... 45Ibid., pp. 207-212. ~oIbld., pp. 207-208. 
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These ~egative attributes may be validly used to de-
scribe God, si~ce they exclude from the dGscriptio~ certai~ ideas 
which would otherwise be i~cluded. 
God's existence is absolute, (that) it i'l1cludes 110 com-
nosi tio~, as will be proved, and (that) we comprehe 11d only 
the fact that He exists, not His esse~ce. Consequently, it 
is a false assumption to ho~d that He has any positive attri 
bute; for He does not possess existence in addition to His 
essence; it therefore cannot be said that the one may be de-
scribed as a~ attribute (of the other); much less has He (iT' 
addition to His existe~ce) a compound essence, co~sisting of 
t~o constituent elements to which the attribute could refer; 
still less has He accidents, which could be described by an 
attribute. Hence it is clear that He has TIo positive attri-
bute whatever. The negative attributes, however, are those 
which are necessary to direct the mind to the truths which 
we must believe concerning God; for, on the one hand, they 
convey to ma~ the highest possible knowledge of God; ~.£., 
it has bee~ established by proof that some being must exist 
besides those things which can be perceived by the senses, 0 
ap,rehe~ded by the mind; when we say of this being, that it 
exists, we mean that its ~o11-existence is impossible. 47 
hus with all the ~egative attributes: by God's existence is meant 
impossibility of His non-existence;48 by 'living', that He is 
ot dead;49 by 'incorporeal', not material;50 by 'first', not 
caused. 51 when we say He has power, wisdom, Will,52 we mea11 that 
e is not limited, 110t feeble, ignorant nor hasty.53 Whe~ we say 
that He is O~e, we mean that there are not more gods than one. 54 
Thus, "every attribute predicated of God either denotes 
the ~uality of an action, or--when the attribute is intended to 
convey some idea of the Divine Being itself, and not of His 
47 I bid., p. 209. 48Lo c. cit. 
50Loc. cit. 51Loc:-Git:--
53Guide-I • 210-=211--
210. 
33, n. 26 
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actio"s--the 'I'1ega tion of the opposite. ,,55 
- 55Loc. cit. Cf. St. Thomas, Summa Theo., I, Q.13, a.2: 
"Names which are said of God negatively or which signi:tY 
His relation to creature manifestly do not at all signify His sub 
sta"'ce, but rather express the uistance of the creature from Him, 
or His relation to something else, or rather, the relation of 
creatures to Himself. 
But as regards the names of God said absolutely and af-
firmatively, as good, wise, a'l'1d the like, various and many opinio 
have bee" held. For some have said that all such names, although 
they are applied to God affirmatively, nevertheless have been 
brought i"to use more to remove somethi"g from God than to posit 
something in Him. Hence they assert that whe'l'1 we say that God 
lives, we mea" that God is "'ot like an i'l'1animate thing; and the 
same i'" like ma'l'1"er applies to other "ames. 'rhis was taught by 
Rabbi Hoyses. Others say that these 'I'1ames applied to God signify 
His relatio"ship towards creatures: thus in the words, God is good, 
we mea", God is the cause of goodness in things; and the same 
i"terpretatio'l'1 applies to other names. 
Both of these opi nio'l'1s, however, seem to be u"true for 
three reaso"'s. First, because i" neither of them could a reason 
be assigned why some "'ames more tha'l'1 others should be applied to 
God. For He is assuredly the cause of bodies i'l'1 the same ~ay as 
He is the cause of good thi"gs; therefore if the words God is 
good sig'l'1ified "'0 more tha"', God is the cause of good t~gS: it 
might in like ma'l'1"er be said that God is a body, i'l'1asmuch as He i 
the cause of bodies. So also~o say that He is a body implies 
that He is "ot a mere pote",tiality, as is primary matter •••• 
Thirdly, because this is agai'l'1st the i'l'1tentio'" of those who speak 
of God. For i" saying that God lives, they assuredly mean more 
tha'l'1 to say that He is the cause of our life, or that He differs 
from i'l'1animate bodies. 
Therefore we must hold a differe"t doctrine--viz., that 
these "ames signify the divine substance, a'l'1d are predicated sub-
sta'l'1tially of God, although they fall short of represe'l'1ting Him • 
• when we say, God is good, the mearing is not, God is the cause 
of goodness, or, God is not evil; but the meaning is, Whatever 
good ~ attribute to creatures pre-exists in God, and in a higher 
way. tt 
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What, then, can be the result of our efforts, when we 
try to obtai~ a knowledge of a Being that is free from sub-
sta~ce, that is most Simple, whose existence is absolute, a~ 
not due to any cause, to whose perfect essence nothing can bE 
superadded, a~d whose perfection co~sists, as we have show", 
in the absence of all defects. All we u-derstand, is the 
fact that He exists, that He is a Bei~g to whom none of all 
his creatures is similar, who has .... othi""'g in co.::nmo n with then, 
who does not i .... clude plurality, who is .... ever too feeble to 
produce other beings, a .... d whose relation to the u~iverse is 
that of a steersman to a boat; a"d eve .... this is not a real 
relation, a real simile, but serves only to convey to us the 
idea that God rules the u .... iverse; that is, that He gives it 
duratio", a"d preserves its .... ecessary arra~geme"t.55 
The way of nega tion is the way of knov.leuge of God, 
si .... ce "every time you establish by proof the .... egation of a thi .... g 
in refere"1ce to God, you beccme more perfect, while with every 
additio~al positive assertio" you follow your imagi .... ation and re-
cede from the true k"1owledge 81' God.,,57 The "1egatio"s are the 
only terms which ca" be truly predicated of Him, for: 
God, praised be His ~ame, exists, a .... d His existe""ce has 
bee .... proved to be absolute a .... d perfectly simple, as I shall 
explain. If such a simple, absolutely existing essence were 
said to have attributes, as has been contenued, and were com-
bined with extra"eous elements, it would i" no way be an 
existi .... g thi .... g, as has been proved by us; and when we say 
that that essence, which is called 'God', is a substance with 
many properties by which it can be described, we apply that 
"'ame to an object which does not at 6.11 eXist. 58 
A number of ~ames for God are used i~ the Scriptures; 
these are ge~erally derived from His actio~s, except the Tetra-· 
56Ibid., p. 212. 
57Ibid., pp. 214-215. 
58Ibid., p. 225. 
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grammato~, which co~sists of the letters yod, he, ~,he. This 
T"arne is applied to God al 0"" e , the fldistinct and exclusive desig-
"'atio'l" of the Di vi ne Bei "'1g," 59 while the other names are commot'l 
appellatives, similar to those applied to men.50 
Among the ""ames of God which Maimonides co""siders in tre 
first volume of the Guide is that which God spoke to Moses, when 
Moses said that he might have to ~rove the existence of God before 
the people would accept his as a messenger. 51 The't1, says Maimon-
ides: 
God taught Moses how to teach them, and how to establish 
amo""gst them the belief i"" the existence of Himself, namely, 
by sayi ng7'j1"lR .,'W~ ,.,'n~ (Ehyeh asher Ehyehl, a name derived 
from the verb n'". in the se'l"se of 'existing', for Ii 1.,-,. 
de~otes 'to be', and in Hebrew no difference is made between 
59Cf. Charles a"'d Dorothea W. Singer, "The Jewish FactoI 
i'" Jlledieval Thought, n The Legacy of Israel, ed. Edwyn R. Bevan and 
Charles Si""ger (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), pp. 262-263: "He 
[Albertus Mag"'us] agreeS' with Maimonides that if attributes be 
predicated of both Creator a"'d created, then predication must be 
i'" wholly different se't1ses. He accepts too the Maimonidea'l" tea-
chi~g that while 'l"0 name is adequate to the Divi'l"ity, that which 
is I'I'Ieffable (i.~., the Tetragrammato'l") is the least inadequate." 
50Maimo"'ides, Guide, I, 226-231. Cf. also Maimonides, 
Mishnah Torah, p. 154: "Whosoever willfully destroys a'l" i'l'lscrip-
tio'" of a""y of the Holy a"'d Pure !Iames by which t :le Holy one, 
blessed is He! is called, is guilty of a sin pU""ishable u'l"der the 
laws of the Torah with flogging •••• There are seven such names: 
Tetragrammaton , but written to be pro"'ounced Lord; All Powerful; 
God; God of the u""iverse; God of our Fathers; Almighty; and Hosts; 
Ibid., p. 155: "All other attributes by which the Holy 
O"'e, blessed is He! is praised, such as Graceful, VIerciful, Great, 
Powerful, Awe-inspiring, Faithful, Jealous, Mighty ard the like, 
are like other words of Holy Writ which may be erased." 
61Ex. iii. 13. 
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the verbs 'to be' a~d 'to exist'. The pri~cipal poi~t in 
this phrase is that the same word which de~otes 'existe~ce' 
is repeated as a~ attribute. The word~W~ 'that', corres-
p01"!ds to the Arabi c .:, ~ Hand ')) 1, ~, a'l"ld is a~ i"" complete noun 
that must be completed by a~other nou~; it may be co~sidered 
as the subject of the predicate which follows. The first 
'!"Iou"" which is to be described is n ~/i 11 ; the seco~d.,. ;rhr H, 
the identical word, as if to show that the object which is 
to be described a~d the attribute by which it is described 
are in this case necessarily ide1"!tical. This is, therefore, 
the expressio"" of the idea that God exists, but ~ot i'!1 the 
ordi~ary se~se of the term; or, i~ other words, He is 'the 
existi~g Bei1"!g which is the existi'!"lg Bei""g, , that is to say, 
whose existe'!"lce is absolute. 62 
This passage from Scripture is, of course, o'!"le of the 
basic texts for any c01"!sideratio~ of God's 1"!ature which guides it 
self by the Bible. Here, God Himself states His own- nature, i'!"l 
a'r1swer to Moses' questio"', flA~d they say u1"!to me, What is His 
"'arne? What shall I say u""'to them?u63 It is i'l"lteresting to note 
the strictly scie~tific way i~ which Mairno1"!ides attacks the state 
me1"!t; he gives a detailed grammatical exposition of the se'!1tence, 
i'r1 order that we may be sure precisely what God did say. However, 
i~stead of i~terpreti'l"lg it to mea'!1 that God is EXiste'!1ce, or 
Bei1"!g, he takes the phrase as a mere stateme'l"lt that God exists an 
exists absolutely. 
He has, of course, already poi~ted out that, in God, 
existe1"!ce is 1"!ot disti~ct from esse'l"lce,64 yet it would seem that 
6~aimo'l"lides, Guide, I, 239. 63Ex. iii. 13. 
64Cf. supra, pp. 37-39 a~d ~~. 39-40. 
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he has here missed an obvious opportu~ity to quote a most authori 
tative text i~ support of his argume~t. 
For the remainder of this third sectio""',65 Maimoflides 
co~siders a~d explai~s other flames of God, with two views: to 
shoW that they do ~ot deny the unity or I~corporeality of God and 
that they are either attributes of His actiofls or negative attri-
butes. For example,66 he says that the ifltellectus, intelligens 
a"'d i""telligibile of the philosophers are ifl God "one and the 
same, a~d do not in any way co~stitute a plurality,,,67 since the 
i~tellect in action [sic] is the thing known, and God comprehends 
His own essence. 68 
65Maimonides, Guide, I, 241-272. 66Ibid., pp. 252-259. 
67Ibid., p. 253. 
68Ibid., pp. 253-259. Cf. Maimonides, ShemonahPerakim 
pp. 101-102: I1From what we have said, it has bee"! demoflstrated 
also that we cannot comprehend God's knowledge, that our minds 
ca~not grasp it all, for He is His knowledge, and His knowledge i 
He. This is an especially striking idea, but those (who raise th 
!:j.uestion of God's knowledge of the future] fail to grasp it to 
their dyi~g day. They are, it is true, aware that the divine es-
se"'ce, as it is, is incomprehensib'le, yet they strive to compre-
he~d God's knowledge, so that they may know it, but this is, of 
course, impossible. If the human reason could grasp His knowledg 
it would be able also to defi~e His essence, siflce both are one 
and the same, as the perfect knowledge nf God is the comprehension 
of Him as He is in His essence, whi cll consists of His knowledge, 
His 'will, His life, and all His other majestic attributes. 'l'bus, 
we have shown how utterly futile is the pretension to defi~e His 
knowledge. All that we can comprehend is that just as we know Go 
exists so are we cogniza....,t of the fact that He k11.0ws." 
Cf. also Ivlaimonides, Ivlishnah 'l'orah, p. 129: "The Holy 
O"'e, blessed is Het recognizes Liis cwn rrruth and knows it as it 
really is; a~d He does not know with an intelligence which is 
apart from Himself, as we know for we and 0 On 
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We have devoted much space to 1aimo~ides' ha~dli~g of 
the problem of the a,..,thropomorphisms i~ 0cripture and to attri-
butes preiicated of God for two reaso~s. ~he first is that, to 
quote 30th: 
It is o~ly withi~ the confines of a rigid a""d uncompro-
misi"'c; theological mo~otheism that subterfuge is impossible. 
The supreme u"'ity can~ot suffer diversity; but the diversity 
to all appeara~ces, is more real than the unity itself. S9 
The long discussion of the attribute ::;roblem therefore is th 
esse"'tial preliminary to the positive exposition. 70 
Si ~ce lIIaimonides is worki'Mg wi thP' the bou""'daries of a religiop 
which held as a basic tenet the Unity of God, in contradiction to 
the polytheism so cop~on i~ the pre-Christia~ world, a te'Met whim 
Maimo~ides co"'siders the seco""d root of the Jewish ]'ai th, after 
the existe'Mce of God,7l he must dispose of this problem before he 
ea"" naJ:<::e any philosophic exami "'a tio'" of the u"'i verse. 
For, if God is one, yet has ma ~y really dis ti nct attri-
butes, if He is O"'e, yet has corporeal form a""d is subject to the 
not one, but the Creator, may He be blessed! and His' Intelligen 
a"'d His Life are O~e from every lateral, a""gle a~d ma",ner of 
U"'ity." 
S9Roth seems to mean here not only unity and diversity 
withi'" the Di~i""e Being, but also the unity of God as opposed to 
the diversity in the u~iverse. We refer here o~ly to the first of 
these two problems. 
70Leon noth, Spi""oza, Descartes & Maimo1'[ides (Oxford: 
Clare""uon Press, 1924), pp. 74-75. -
7lCf. Appendix I, Second Principle; Appendix II, Second 
Positive a~d First Hegati ve Commandments; Mishnah Torah, p. 120: 
"Vlhosoever sUDposes there is another god besides this One. • • is 
an atheist den in the reat rinei Ie n" 
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cha~ges which these a~thropoillorphic terms imply, the~ the mystics 
are right, a"'d it will be impossible for the hwna'1 reason to know 
a"'ythi -ng of Him. 
Maimo~ides, however, as a basis of his whole system, h 
postulated that faith a~d reason are not contradictory, but work 
ha't"'d i'" ha Y1d to further the knowledge of God. Indeed, he often 
goes so far as to imply that the Holy Scriptures are a sort of 
metaphysics text for the ignorant and u't"'lear"ed. 72 
The Scriptures eXDlai n in language understandable by a 
the existe"'ce, incorporeality and u"'ity a"'d i"'comparability of 
God;73 those who are more i,.,tellige,.,t a"'d have gO"'e through the 
proper course of preparation74 may study the science of Metaphy-
sics a"'d learn of the existence a"'d "'ature of God through the use 
of reaso",.75 
If, then, faith and reason are not contradictory but 
complementary,76 it must be shown that the u"'ity of God and the 
ma"'y attributes applied to Him in the Bible are not contradictory 
72Maimo"'ides, Guide, I, 7. 73Ibid., pp. 106-129. 
74Ibid. ,pp.J2()"'~. The course includes the study of logic, 
the various branches of mathematics and physics. 
75Ibid., p. 11. 
76The theory of faith and reason as complementary has 
?ne of its beginnings in Saadia (££. cit., pp. 43-47, 103-104), 
18 expanded by Maimonides (Guide, loco cit.; Levy,.2.£. cit., pp. 
49-63) a"'d st. Thomas (Summa Theo., 1,.:(,.1). Since this theory :is 
outstde the limits of our subject, no discussion of it will be 
attem ted here. 
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This considerat ion will accou""t also for the vfact that, 
systematic and logical thinker as he was, he perpetrates what 
might appear at first sight as a logical blu'1der. Instead of 
first proving the existence of God and then discussihg his 
nature and attributes, as Saadia, Bahya, Ibn Daud and others 
did before him, he treats exhaustively of the divine attri-
butes in the first book, whereas the proof of the existence 
of God does not appear until the second book. This inversi~ 
of the logical order is deliberate. IVlaimonides's method is 
directed ad hominem. The Jews for 'iJhom he wrot e his 'Guide t 
did "'ot dOUbt the existence of God. But a great many of th 
had an inadeQuate idea of his spiritual nature. And apparent 
ly the Bible cou.,.,tenanced their anthropomorpilism. Hence 
Maimonides cast logical considerations to the wind, and 
dealt first with that which was nearest his jeart. The rest 
could wait, this could not. 77 
Secondly, the discussion of the various attributes 
predicated of God is important not only in relation to His unity 
but in relation to the very knowledge of His nature. Obviously, 
a~y statement concerning His nature will be predicate~ of Him, so 
Maimonides' opinion, that any term attributed to God will be 
either a~ attribute of His actions, classified as would be a 
human action, or else merely negative in mea~i""g, sets definite 
limi ts 0'11 Maimonides' conceDt of Him. Any hwna'" knowledge of God 
that is to say, is eventually only a statement of what He is not. 
Yet, this 1"legative knowledge does not therefore mean 
that its object is also ""egative, "not only non-describable, but 
""o~-existe.,..,t •••• That human descriptio""s are i'1adeQuate to ex-
press the "'ature of God does not mea1"l that God has no 1"ature.1!78 
77Husik, History, p. 241. 
78Roth, ~. Cit., p. 77. 
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We assert that He is non-human, incorporeal, non-dual or diverse; 
that i~ Him nothing is accidental, noth~ng is superadded; that He 
is 1"'ot compound, that His existence is not other than His essence. 
"That God exists, therefore, and exists in the absolute se1"'se, is 
the e~d of the whole discussion," says Roth. 79 
79Loc. cit. He says further, pp. 77-79: "As a conclu-
sion it may be invalid, but it shares its invalidity with the 
causa sui of Spinoza. The one as much as the other stands or 
falls by the argume'" t that if there is an;y -~hi "'g exis ti ng at all, 
the'" there is a 'necessary existe",t f. Leib",iz stated -~he argument 
.. . "A being the essence of which is existe"'ce necessarily ex-
ists; God is a bei""g whose essence is existe"'ce; therefore God 
~ecessarily exists." ••• this reasoni"'g appears again and agair 
i"" the -pages of Haimonides •••• One of the opinio"'s of Maimonide~ 
which fou""'d accepta"'ce in the work of Ao.ui"as was precisely that 
u~der discussio"': the illegitimacy, namely, of asoribing any attri 
bute but that of exis te"'ce to God, who alo"'e in the c o",ti ngent 
world is possessed of absolute existe"'ce. Not the trend of the 
argume"'t only, but the very words are reproduced; and the doctri~ 
whi ch i'" one place is give"" dogmatically as A.:.ui nas', is giveJ"l in 
a"other in the name of ~_~aimo'" ides. II 
Roth's references to St. Thomas i'" substantiation of tbe 
Inst stateme"'t are: S.Q.G., I, c. 12 & 22; ~uaestiones Disputatae 
De Pote"'tia Dei, ~. 7, a. 2: "ipsum di vi num esse et sua essentia 
seu ""atura; ~abbi ~oyses dicit, quod Deus est ens no,., in essentia 
••• ergo i'" Deo ",on est aliud essentia JLuarn esse." The impli-
catio'" of plagiarism by h~ui1"'as is obviously merely a personal ant 
u"'warranted impressior of rtoth's. 
If the quotatio'" from ,jpinoza is intended as a statement 
of the 'r'ature of God, th3 references to l,~aimonides and St. Thomas 
are sOr'lewhat justifiable, although St. 'rllOmas' "esse'r'tia (est) 
esse" is 'r' ot the same as Haimon ides' n illegi timacy of ascri bi ng 
a"'y other attribute but that of existence to God." l.1aimonides 
means -that all VJe can say of God is "He exists", and even by this 
we mea'" o"'ly "the impossibili ty of His "'o"'-e:z::istence tl ; St. Thomas 
is saying that existence is the esse"'ce of God, but not limiting 
What ca'" be said of Him to this one term. 
However, if the stateme,.,t is take'" for an ontological 
proof of God's eXiste'r'ce, it has no counterpart in ei ther Huimon-
ides or St. Thomas. 
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Even this, although a valid co~clusion from the words 0 
Maimo'rlides, is not all that ca'" be draWT1 from his discussion. 
pearson ,80 for instance, though he builds 0'" the passage from the 
~shnah Torah8~ rather than on those in the Guide, raises an ama-
zing structure of speculatio"', apparently on the sole basis of 
the ~egative attributes. Since, as far, as one can gather, he is 
o1'1e of the recognized authorities of the 'Maimonides was a Spi-
1'1ozan ' group, we will quote him rather fully. 
That God has similitude or form in the Scripture is due 
only to an 'apparition of prophecy'; while the assertion that 
God created ma'rl in his own image refers only to the soul or 
intellectual element in man. It has no reference to shape 
or to manner of life, but to that knowledge which constitute~ 
the ttCJ.uali ty" of the soul. • • .Ivlaimonides' conception of the 
Deity, without being professedly82 ~antheistic, is yet ~ 
tremely anti-personal and diffused83 . still more striking ~ 
the coincidence with Spinoza when we turn to the denial of 
human affections. Maimonides tells us that with God "there 
is neither death nor life like the life of a living body; 
neither folly nor wisdom, like the wisdom of a wise Dlan ; 
neither sleep "'or waki"'g; neither anger nor laughter; neitheI 
~ "'or sorrow;84 neither silence nor speech, like the speech 
of the sons of me n • tt85 
There would be some danger of self-contradiction in this 
matter, if their [Maimonides and Spi'l'lozal conception of the 
802£. cit., passim. 
82Italics mine. 
SICf. supra, p. 30. 
J3Italics mi'l'le. 
84Italics in original; no explanation is given for 
emphasis on this phrase. 
85pearson 's quotations are from a'l'l edition "in 1832 
tra"'slated by Herman Hedwig Bernard a"'d published in Cambridge 
u~der the title: The rhai n Principles of the Creed and Ethics of 
the Jews exhibited i'" selections from the Yad Hachazakah of IvIai-
~id'e'5,'"" .2].. cit. ;-p. 126. - -- -- --
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Deity had not ceased to be a perso'!'lal o"'e, and become rather 
the recog"'itio'" of an intellectual cause or law runni .... g 
thI8Ugh all phe"'omena--which, chowing beneath a material suc 
cessio'!'l a'n intellectual sequence or mental necessity, is for 
them the Highest ~Visdom, to be acquainted with which becomes 
the e"'d of human life. llhis i'l'"ttel18:;tual relatio'" of man to 
God forms an all-importa'nt feature i" the ethics of both Mai 
mo"'ides a"'d Spi'!'lozaj it is in fact a vei'" of mystic gold 
which ru"'s through the great mass of Hebrew thought.'86 
Note especially the two phrases we have italicized: 
«without being professedly pantheistic", which assuredly is i"-
te"'ded to give the impressio'" that .,_aimonides' real concept of 
God is just that, and' extremely antijErso'l"al and diffused. fI It 
would seem that Pearso'" has here effected a transferral of meanin 
~yms, by argui'l"g from the absence of huma" attributes i" God to 
Neither of these phrases is at all justified by the 
evidence. I,.,deed, even Roth, who is of the same ge"'eral school 0 
thought, says "that the u"'iverse as a totality is God could "'ever 
have bee"" affirmed by l,iaimo"'ides. n87 As o"'e sir11.91e proof, we may 
poi .... t out that the very doctri""e of the creatio'n ex '!'lihilo, on 
which Maimo'!'lides cO'!'ltradicts eve'!'l his master, Aristotle ,88 a'nd th 
simplicity of God must .... ecessarily rule out the?ossibility of a 
86Pearson , Q£. cit., pp. 128-129. 
87Roth, ££. cit., p. 105. 
88Ibid., p. 93: "But to say that the universe had a be-
gi "''''i 'ng does 'not mea.... tha t there was a time ~'Jhe'n the U'!'l i verse was 
not because time has 'n tl 
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pa~theistic system. If God is the world, what was He before He 
create,.j the world? If He is simple, how can there exist in Him 
thiS multiple u~iverse? 
Roth and Pearson both refer to Llaimo""'ides' analogy of 
IllS .... a"'d the universe89 i Yl which he speaks of the u""'iverse as tlone 
i""dividual bei~g!l,90 and says that "it is impossible that one part 
of the Universe should exist indepe""de""'tly of the other parts.,,91 
This chapter rioth, at least, takes as proof that Eaimonides held 
some sort of real simplicity i"" the uYliverse, this u""'ity being th~ 
thought of God; he ig""'ores completely the cO""cludi""'g phrase of thE 
above quotation, tliYl the existiYlg order of things as here consid-
ered." That is, kaimonides is saying that all existing thi""'gs iT' 
the u""'iverse are i"'"'ter-related a""d iYlter-depeYlde.,.,t as they now 
exist. The uYlity, therefore, is o""'e of order i" eXistence, not 
necessarily of essence. 
This bei""'g so, the tfconceptio"" of the Deitytt has not be 
through all phe""ome""'a, fl as rearson puts it; the law and ordGr in 
the u~iverse, the irter-depende""'ce of its parts are ""'ot the ""ature 
of God, but rather the result of His i""'telligence a""'d will. It 
may be a :Tdiffused cO""'cept, i"'" that it is ""'ot positive; it is 
certai""'ly ""'ot yet classifiable as either "persoYlal lt or Tfa.,.,ti-per-
sO""'al. jf 
89Roth, 2.£,. cit., p. 85; Pearson ,.2..£. cit., p. 104. 
90l:t-A:aimon ides. Guide I 288 91nod A ---::::- .90Q 
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It is e"tirely outside the rrovi"ce of this paper to 
co"'sider =.laimo'r'lides' rela tio'r'l to~pi "oza; the evide T1 ce certainly 
seems sufficie"t to co'r'lclude that Spi"oza read both the Guide and 
the' I,Tish"ah Torah, quoted from both and perhaps even based his 
philosophy o'r'l what he read i'r'lto Illaimo T1 ides. ~'ithat we are consider. 
i"'g here is the te'r'ldency to read Spinoza into MaimoTIides; as in 
pearsor~remarks i'" refere'r'lce to arrivi"g at the knowledge of God: 
"Separate the notio"'s of this paragraph from the Talmudic lan-
guage a"d they co'r'ltai'" almost the exact thought of Spinoza. tT92 
I'" other words, remove from. Maimonides a"'Y argume'r'lt 
which is 'r'lot fou~d in Spi"oza and the result will be very much 
like 8-pi "'oza T s OW"" thought; but not very much like Maimon ides' • 
Pearso", and such other commentators as consider l,Iaimonides and 
Spinoza as members of the same school seem to postulate that a""y 
two me"" who are against the same thi'r'lgs are ""ecessarily identical 
God, for Maimo"ides, is "'ot huma", ""or does He have any huma" 
traits or characteristics. The u""iverse was made by Him, but He 
is 'r'lot the universe "or mind nor some vague ttrecogni tion of an 
intellectual cause or law." If this is the idea of God for Spino 
it is certainly not so for Maimonides. 
The basic cO"'clusio"'s to be draw" cO"cer"'i""g God's"'a-
ture from the discussio"" of the anthropomorphisms are these: no 
Positive attribute can be predicated of God i" the same sense tha 
92pearso'" o 
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it is predicated of His creatures; such a term, if applied to Him 
a~d to any other being, would be entirely equivocal. The only 
attributes which may be predicated of God are those VJhich refer 
to His actio1"s a"d those which are negative. 
So far as obtai~i~g a true knowledge of God is concern 
then, we have two routes: we can predicate of His actions those 
at tri butes which like human actio"'s would indicate, so Ion g as we 
realize that we are speaki~g of His actions rather than Himself; 
we ca'" say what God is not. The former of the two routes will be 
of little aSSistance, aside from explaini~g the use of the Bibli-
cal terms; the latter, appare",tly, no matter to what detail it rna 
be carried, will give us only a statement of what must be exclude 
from our concept of God, with nothing on the positive side. 
If this i",terpretation of Maimo""ides were literally 
exact, and to be taken in the strictest sense, however, there 
would be no point in further consideratio'" of God's nature, eithe 
by I.:~aimonides or by his commentators; there would be, in the most 
exact se"'se of the words, nothi~g we could say about Him. 
Maimonides, however, did write further of God, so that, 
appare~tly, whether consciously or not, he did not take this com-
pletely negative aspect of the attributes as applying to all that 
Ca"" bo said of God. When he denies attributes to God, in order t 
U~derstand his meaning, we must ~ecessarily first consider the 
mea""ing of the term attribute, as he uses it. Let us then con-
Sider more carefully the passaoe uoted on a e 39 su ra: 
, 
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God's existence is absolute , it P"'cludes no composi tio"" 
••• we comprehe"d o"ly the fact that He exists, ""ot His 
essence. CO""seque.,.,tly,92 it is a fala.e assumption to hold 
that he has a"y positive attributes.g~ 
Here is the first "ote to co.,., sider: the positive attri-
butes are proved false by reason of the fact that God's existence 
is absolute, ff it includes no compos i tion. If Accordingly, then, to 
saY He has positive attributes is to add something to His exist-
e~ce; not merely to add something to it, but to make it a com-
posite. 
Again, Maimonides considers the attributes in reference 
to various predicables: 
He does "ot possess existence i"" addi tio"" to His esse"ce 
it therefore ca""ot be said that o"e may be described as an 
attribute; much less has He • •• a compou"d essence, consis-
ting of two constituent elements to which the attribute 
could refer; still less has He accidents, which could be de-
scribed by an attribute. Hence, it is clear that He has no 
positive attribute whatever. 94 
If God's existence is absolute a"d without composi tio" 
and is yet not possessed i"" addition to His essence, it must fol-
low that His existence and His essence are considered as identic 
and simple; the existence is "ot a" addition to the essence nor 
the esse"ce an additio" to the existence. 
The idea of the simplicity of God is further emphasized 
92Italics not in original. 
93:Maimonides, Guide, I, 209. 
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.11 the words, "much Ie ss has He a compound essence, co"s ist i'1'"lg of 
1 
tWO co~stituent eleme"ts," i.~., genus and specific differe~ce, 
bY which any compos::. te essence would be defined. 
Further, "still less has He accidents, which could be 
described bya't1 attribute. 1f This type of attribute Vlould be o'1'"le 
which depe"ded 0'1'"1 mutability in God, on His having potentiality. 
It would seem, then, that when lJIaimonides denies the 
application of positive attributes to God, he is not denying the 
possibility of knowledge concerni"g God, which derial W)uld in-
validate all his theological writings, but rather de"ying any 
possibility of composition in Him. 
Indeed, he says, !!the attribute is rot inhere"'t in the 
object to which it is ascribed, but it is superadded to its es-
se't1ce, ard is cO"'sequently an accident."95 "The attribute must 
be o"'e of two thi"gs, either the esse"ce of the object described 
••• or something differe't1t from the object described, some extra 
"eous superadded element; in th&t case the attribute would be an 
accide't1t. n96 
He has already stated that, aside from the fact that 
God's essence is "'ot different from His existence, we ca't1not com-
prehend it. 97 A"y attribute we apply to HiEl, the", will be a ."on-
essential one. Yet, if God is simple, hoy] could "'on-essen tial 
95[b1di1jlem, p. 174. 96Ibi.,d., p. 174-175. 
97Ibid., p. 174; cf. su rae 
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attributes be prese~t i~ Him? Obviously, they ca~not. 
The real point which Maimonides is here at:tempti l1 g ~o 
make, t~en, is not that nothing can be said of God, but that no-
thi~g can be said of Him which i~ any way contradicts His u-ity 
aT"d simplicity; if we state the attribute as a property or acci-
de"'t, VJe say there is in Him something not essential, and that, 
therefore, He is composite; if we say that the attribute is some-
thi"'g essential to Him, we say that some concept predicated of 
created thP'gs caY' also be pre(,icated uT1 ivocally of the Creator. 
yet the created thi~gs are all cor~osite, of essence and existenc 
if ""'othi"""g else, so that here, al::..;o, Vie would be considering the 
Divine Being as composite. 
His arguments against positive attributes, then, are 
based 0"" the fact that in God essence and existe""ce are not a com 
posite; his failure is in not making the leap from this conclu-
sion, one justifiable on the basis of philosophy, to the co T1 clu-
sion that God's essence is Existence, Pure Act, i~ which simpli-
city are contained all perfections. 
This latter conclusio1"1, indeed, is o1"1e which could have 
bee"" arrived at \7i th the rna terial to his hand. de had the Aristo 
telia1"1 corpus and he had, as we have noted, the -.l:hye hasher :::Ghyeh 
"the existing Being which is the existing Being" or the "r am Who 
Am." But the passage from Aristotle to the esse~ce which is Ex-
istence, even with the aid of Scripture, is not so self-evident, 
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eJCcept by hi'nd-sight. It is or1 e 'leap' which IJaimo'nides could 
1"ot make. 
It is probably for this reaso r1 , also, that he did r10t 
arrive at the a'nalogical concept of Bei'ng, si r1 ce it is the "es-
5e11ce is Existe'nce n which makes the a r1a.logy requisite. Yet I 
thF'k we might say that he used the analogy in practice, thou.gh 
he did 'not explicitly formula-te the theory. 
God exists without possessing the attribute of exis-
te r1 ce. Similarly, He lives, without possessing the attri-
bute of life; kr1 ows, without possessing the attribute of 
k"'owledge ••• 98 
These stateme'nts are mea r1 i"'gless, without some pri~ciple of a 11 a-
logy u"'derlyi r1 g them. Eve r1 the further explar1atio"', that by God's 
existe'nce is r:lear1 t the impossibility of His r1on-exister1ce and the 
other defi"'itions, is mear1 ingless in the same way, for existence 
a"d "'on-existe'nce are contradictories and liIaimonides was well ac-
quai",ted with tha Organon • 99 Indeed, he says that" there is, in 
"'0 way or serse, anythPlg comruo" to the attributes predicated of 
God a'nd those used in refere"'ce to ourselves; they have only the 
same 'names, a'nd ""othi"g else is common to them. "100 But the"', ho 
ca'YI the 'names be i'" a r1 y way useu commo r1 1y? 
98Ibid., pp. 204-205; cf. supra, pp. 37-38. 
99Cf. Maimonides, Liakala fi-Sana' at al-1.=a ntik , trans. IvI 
Ventura (Paris: Librairie Lipschutz, 1935). Trans. introduction 
a"d work itself evidence thorough acquaintance with Aristotelian 
logic. 
l0Orviaimonides Guide I 
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He has, i" fact, half of the pri1'ciple of analogy sta-
ted: that "0 name can be used un i vocally of God a"'1d man. The 
other half, that these terms are not purely equivocal, either,lOl 
he sometimes seems to be groping after; the first half necessi-
tates some new method of applying concepts to God, since if all 
terms are equivocal 15Jhe'l" applied to God a~d man, it becomes impos 
sible to say anything at all about God. The use of any term must 
be either univocal, equivocal or analogous; MaimoTIides was cer-
tainly acquainted with analogical terms,102 but he chose instead 
the way of negative attribution in speaking of God, missing the 
I poi~t that is a term is equivocal, in a certain se"se its "egatio 
must be equivocal also. 
r" practice, in the understanding of Llairno"ides' philo-
sophy, I believe that we ca" frequently, without perverti'l"g his 
mea l1 i"g, read him as sayi"g that no terms ca~ be used u"ivocally 
of Gcd and ma", but ignore the dictum that all terms are used 
equivocally, si"ce in such a case, no terms at all could be used 
of God. l03 
101Loc. cit., and cf. T1. 37 for 3t. Thomas' COrlll,lentS. 
1020f. lv;:a imo"ides, Ivlakala, p. 64: "Nous evons un autre 
ge~re raiso~l1emeT1t e T1 core que 110US appelo 11 s l'a 11alogie. II co~­
siste e~ ceci: lorsque 1 TU~ de deux objets ,;.ui se ressemble"t par 
u1'"' certain trait, possecle u~ attribut quelco T1 que, inapercu da"s 
l' autre, ""'ous effirmo~s de ce der"ier Ie Lleme a ttri but. II 
103r may be guilty here of the same fault of which r 
aCcuse Pearson; that of reading into a phi.los()pher somethi'Y'g whi 
II 
III 
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Thus, as I pointed out earlier,104 the teaching on the 
anthropomorphisms and attributes is importa'!1t for two reasons: 
first, because it se ts forth the basi c premise that '!10 terms can 
be used u~ivocally of God a'!1d ma'!1; seco'!1d, because it sets forth 
soille o~ the basic '!"Iotes which must be i'!1cluded i'!"l Ivlaimo'!1ides f co'!1 
cept of God. 
God is, first of all, one, and this is the basis of all 
he neither said '!1or thought. :,_aim.onides may, indeed, have mea'!1t 
1Jrecisely what he said, "which comes, eventually, to the stateEle"rt 
~hat "rothing can be said about God or nothing can be kn ow'!1 about 
God. If so, as I have poi'!1ted out, all his writing 0'!1 the subjec 
becomes mea"ri ""gless. 
I prefer to hold the opinio'!1 I have outlines above, bot 
because it is more i'!1telligible a'!1d because it is evide'!1t fran hi 
wri ti "'gs that LIaimon ides 'was both wise and learned, a ma'!1 who ca"r 
~ot easily be conceived of as holding such a theory. 
This is a purely perso'!1al i n terpretatio'!1, yet r submit 
that it differs fror,l :;';earso'!1 f S method of interpretation; he begins 
with the general principle that he will "omit all matter which ha 
~o direct beari'!1g on Spinozats Ethica ••• and endeavour to make 
allowa'!1ce for the age a'!1d the theologico-philosophical la'!1guage in 
,hich Ea imonides wrote. !I 
This i ntorpreta t iO'!1, on the other hand, is based on l':ai 
o""ides f Q1,'r wri ti '!1gs, i"r co'!1'ttext wi th the ir tir:le ai'd the termi-
ology used ; it is ""'ot a principle decided upon before examF1ation 
f the writi"rgs, but a co'!1victio'!1 arrived at after exami'!1ation. 
Thus, though un~rovable, '!1either is it '!1ecessarily in-
alid, so far as the method. by which it was forr:J.ed is co'!1cer'!1ed. 
l04Cf. supra, pp. 45-48. 
, I 
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the other ~otes: His existe~ce is not different from His esse~ce, 
Be is i~corporeal,105 He,.ts immutable, Be has no accidents, His 
esse~ce, as such, is u~knowable and not philosophically defi~able 
there beiMg 110 parts. He is the completely simple, u""caused, ne_ 
cessary being. Thus much we can learn from the teaching on an-
h " 106 thropomorp lsm; let us 110W examine more particularly His uni 
l05Cf • supra, p. 41; Maimonides, Guide, I, 212: "a Be-
i"g that is free from substa11 ce." Maimonides may here mea11 by 
substa""'ce, corporeality; cf. Maimo11 ides, I\:akala, p. 88: "D'autre 
part, de !.1eme Que l'attribut corps organi',l,ue qUis'appli'-iue a l'an 
imal et au vegetal est u11 genre; de meme celui de corps i11organ-
ique Qui s f app~ique au ?iel, aux etoiles, a':lx elements et aux 
miTleraux COnstltUe aUSSl u~ autre genre. ~alS lorsque nous diso" 
Ie corps dans Ie sens absolu du mot, nous 8 11 0 nCO"'S une l'1otio11 qui 
embrasse tout. Hul genre n'a plus d'exte nsio11 qu'elle. on l'ap-
pelle aussi la substance et co11stitue un ge11 re superieur ou un 
genre generalissime." 
106Cf. Maimonldes, Make.la, trans. i ntroductio11 , p. 21: 
"Maimonide, Qui consacrera dans Ie Guide une place con-
siderable a l'interpretation des termes biblL~ues ayant trait a 
l'aMthrcpomorphisme, avait preesenti de bonne heure toute l'im-
porta""ce de ce probleme lexicologL~ue. 
Deja les premiers traducteurs juifs de la Bible, les 
auteurs des Targumim, et plus tard, les theologiens du moyen-age, 
tels":,ue Saadia, Bahia et Juda Hallevi, choques par sertai n S a 11 -
thropomorphismes bibliques, avaient essaye de les interpreter me-
taphoriQuement; mais c'etait par des procedes purement empiriques 
Maimonide fut Ie premier a fournir des bases scientificlues a cette 
bra""'che de la Theologies. tI (This is perhaps a little too high 
praise on this point; Saadia, QQ. cit., pp. 75-92, presents a sci 
entific, though not as exhaustive a treatment.) 
Cf. also Singer,.2.:£. cit., pp. 267-268: "st. 'llhomas 
adopted the doctrine of lvIaimonides that Human Reason can attain 
the recognition of the Existence of God, but neither to a know 
of His Nature, nor to a recogni tion of the identity of His Nature 
With His Existence. st. Thomas also agrees with Maimonides that 
the attributes of God cannot be regarded as something added to - . 
!~ature, since that would suggest that Accidents distinct from His 
!:-!ature could be added th.E?reto, and such a conception would impart 
luralit to His sin_Ie ~at " 
CHAPTER V 
TIfJ! UN ITY OF GOD 
We have already rnentio""ed that l\laimo"'ides holds the 
u~ity of God; he has, indeed, offered proofs of this u""ity bound 
i'" with the very proofs of God's existe""ce. l We 3hall mre con-
sider the u"'ity of God specifically, rather tha"" as a conseque"'ce 
or corollary of other problems; we shall further cO""sider the i"'-
corporeality a""'d eter"'ity of God, as '~ecessitated by His u"'ity. 
The belief i"'" the u""ity of God is e""joi""e~ 0"'" all Jews 
i'" the seco""d Basic Pri n ci:9le of the <.: ewish faith2 and i'" the 
8eoo"'d ~'osi ti ve Corwl1a""drne"'t. 3 I""deed., for l.'~aimo""ides, this is 
o"'e of the most importa,.,t poi"'~s i"'" the Jewish faith; the fi""al 
demolishi '''g blow agai ""'st a""y theory or opi n i 0"1 is Itthis is a c 0""-
tradictio'" of the u"ity of God." 
Certainly the Jew~ wer6 the great defenders of mo""o-
theism in a"'cient times; ~aimo"'ides devotes the whole of the 
fourth treatise of the Lish""a rorah4 to a survey of star-worship, 
lCf. ~~, pp. 24-25. 
2Cf. infra, Appendix I. 3Cf • iYlfra, Appe"-'dix II. 
4li:aiclO'" ides , ;,iish"'ah Torah, Tractate Four, pp. 283 sqq.' 
"Co""cer~i-g the ~orshippers of Jtars a""'d their ~ractices. 
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as illustrative of a~cie~t idolatry a~d polytheism,5 a~d also can 
siders them i"" the Guide. 6 Al~'Jays the emphasis is 0'1'1 the fact 
that these idolaters worsllip:-)ed ma""y gods, while the true God is 
'l:he tone of his exposi tio~ of God' s unity is set by th' 
excerpt, early in the 1,:ishnah Torah: 
Whosoever supposes that there is a~other god besides 
'This O~e, violates a prohibitive corill;lBndme~t ••• 8'1'1d is an 
atheist, de""yi""g the great pri'l'1ciple upon which everythi~g 
d epe""d s • 7 
A touch of acerbity is more tha'l'1 evid3nt. 
L'::aimo""ides more tha'" once holds that o""e who does 'l"'ot 
believe i~ God's u~ity does ""at believe in God, as when he says 
that o~e who believes God to be an essence wi th 1'1a'l'1y properties 
believes in a God Who ca'l"'~ot exist. 8 He classifies such a one as 
second in his list of atheists: 
'fhere are five categories of atheists; (1) he who says 
that there is ~o God s"'d no 0mnipotence; (2) he who says tha 
there is a~ vm't"lipote""ce but that there are two or more such; 
(3) he who says that there is one Lord but that rie is cor-
poreal a~d has a form; (4) Likewise one who says that He 
alo'l""e is ""ot the .t"irs~ Uause a"'d Creator of all; (5) like-
wise he who worshi~s a star, or planet, or a'l""y other as a 
mediator betwee"" him a~d the ~ord of the u""iverse; every o~e 
of these five is a~ atheist. 9 
5Ibid., D. 285; here ~=aimo"'ides prese'l'1ts AbrahaIu 8S a 
philos opher:reaso:;;' i"""g hinself out of idolatry a""d i'l'1to the 7Jorshi 
of the o""e true God. 
0Maimo'l"" ides , Guide, III, 104-147. 
8Guide, I, 225; cf. sunra, p. 41. 
7Uish""ah, p. 121. 
9?~sh~ah, p. 398. 
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the u~ity of God a fu~dame~tal part of Judaism; he also holds tha 
no maY' can really believe i~ God without believi""g in His unity, 
that is, that o""e who denies God's u"'i ty de1"ies, in the same 
breath, His existe""'ce. 
Let us first examine ,'Jhat lvIaimo""'ides means by unity: 
This God is O""'e God; He is neither two ""'or more tha~ tw 
but O""'e to whoseu1"ity there is ""'0 cornpariso"" amo't1g the i""'di 
vidual u~its i"" the universe; ""ot like the u""it of a ge't1us 
which embraces ma""y individual u't1its, ""'or like the u~it of a 
body which is divisible i'nto parts a""'d particles, but a U""it 
to Whose U""i ty ""'0 other u""i t i.,., the u.,.,iverse is like .10 
There are, the"", several ideas embraced i.,., this concept 
of U'" i ty: first, tlla t God is ""ot more tha>" o""e bei 't1g; seco""d, t ha 
this o""'e bei""'g is 'not composite i"'" a~y seT"se, whether of indivi-
dual u~its, parts or co""'cepts. ll 
Maimonides has already stated that God's existe""'ce i~­
eludes ""0 composition;12 this is the mea""'i""g tne term 'u""'ity' ha 
here • God's U'" i ty is completely without partsNi thi ~ itself a""'d 
there is but o""e God. 
Further, we 't1ow must cO""'sider whether he means essentia 
u"'ity, that is,the u""'ity which is identical with God's esse""'ce, 0 
accide.,..,tal u'nity, which is a };roperty of thi""gs i'n the same way 
lOIbid., p. 121. 
lIThe concept excludes plurality a""d compositio~, whe-
ther: ""umerical,physical, metaphysical or logical. 
12:.:IaimoT"ides, Guide, I, p. 209. 
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It is obvious fI' on all that ',';0 i-lave alroady sci d con-
God that no accidental unity ~ill 
be nredice.tod of tiim. 1' .. S .~aimonides says, in speaking of the 
essence of God: 
Conse~uently God exists without possessing tho a~tri­
bute of exis terce. Sinilarly, l:e lives, 7Ji tl}oat possessing 
tj8 attribute of life; knoTIs, witho~t possessin3 the attri-
bute of knovJledc;e; is o!lmil~,otent wi thout ::;ossessing t:le at-
tribute of 01:u:'.ipotence; is wise, wi thout possessing tl}e at-
tribute of wisdom; all this reduces itself to one and the 
sar;le entity; there is no plurality in Him, as will be shown. 
It is further necessary to consider that unity E,nd plurality 
are accidents superveYling to an object according as it con-
s is ts of many element s or one.!. 'rhis is fully ex:~la ined in 
the book called Eetaphysics. 10 In the same way as nlli:l0er is 
not the substance of the things nU.illbered, so is unity not t 
substance of the thing wh:i. cl1 has the attribute Qf unity, for 
unity and plurality are accidents belonging to the category 
of discrete quantity, and supervening to such objects as are 
capable of recei vi!:C:: ther:c. 
To that being, hO'llever, ~'Jllich has truly simple, absolu 
exis tenc e, and in whi ch COrIlIlOS i tioD is inconcei va ble, the 
accid:mt of uni ty is as inadmissable as the accidant of plu-
rality; that is to say, God's unity is not an element super-
added, but He is One wi thout possessing the attribute of 
UYli t--r .14 
" 
This unity, then, is not distinct, 2dded to or an attri 
bute of His existence; it is a unity like no other. It is neithe 
the u:-:ity of a group, nor tho unity of a composite uilit. It is 
identical wi th His existence end His essence, which is siLlple and 
absolute. 
13The reference is to Aristotle, :.~etaphysics, IV, 6 
(1015b16-1017a7) • 
2G4-205. 
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'.ve r:ay note here the basis for his steter:lent in the Ig-
~ ha-,Schemad, the Letter on i\C)ostasy,15 the'c Islam. is not 
ido la try. The leading sect in Islam, the Puri tains or Alruohades 
(Unitarians), were strict believers in the absolute unity of God, 
taldn; t:i18t unity in the sa;;:e sr'mse and, sometir:1es, in eLt"Jost the 
saLle Accordingly, he could hold 
that the forn of words by ';;hich the JerlS who \',ero apostate had 
sworn their belief in Islam17 was no denial of belief in the God 
of Israel. 18 
On what basis does _:ainonides hold th::; unity of God? ','Je 
ha ve s.lready seen t ha t he holds any com.:;;)Qsi tion, v;hetl'18r wi thin 
( 
15For an analysis of this ~~'ork and corrililentary, cf. ]:,:ai-
mODlces, Guide, I, trens. introduction, pp. xxxiii-xl. :;:11e trans-
lator, Frie~lander, does not believe this work authenticeted as 
that of ~.:air!lonides; Yellin, £12. cit., pp. 221-222, n. 13, says its 
authenticity is not certain, but that it is probably thG '<'lork of 
Eai:?lOnides; Levy, QQ. cit., pp. 10-12, hOJ..ds that l.Iairaonides wrotE 
the let ter, but notes, ibid., p. 274, "Authenti ci te contestee. tl 
16Cf. Yellin, £E. cit., pp. 20-22, for text of the Con-
fession of Fai th of Abdallah ibn 'ruIilart, founder of the P ...ll:lOhedes, 
ci ted from trans. by L. IiI. Simmons, Jewish ",-uarterly Review, III, 
360, whi cll calli God "one but incomprel1ensi ble ,fi ffall-povJerful. • • 
without ettributes •••• Time does not contain him. Space does not 
hO.:'d him •••• However our imasination ~;lBY conceive God, he the 
Exal ted is different frO!J1 our conception of hiEl. II 
l7They had sworn this oath in order to escepe death, 
Dith Which the Almohades threatened all unbelievers. 
l8Since in swearing this oath the Jews would not deny 
any of the basic truths of the Jonish religion, Maimonides held 
tba t, to escape death, thoy ;'Jere allowed to go through the for-
mali ties of entering the t:ohammedan religion. 
t 
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the essence of God or between His essence and accidental attri-
butes to be equivalent with atheistic opinions and E denial of t 
'Very nature of God. We have also seen that, in the very proof of 
God's existence, h3 'c,roves that God must be One .19 
In addition to these ~roofs, he offers two further 
uroofs for God's uni ty. J:'he first of these argU::18nts is suffici-
entlY concise to be quoted in full: 
If there were two Gods, they would necessarily have one 
element in C~1Uon by virtue of which they were Gods, and 
another element by which they were distinguished from each 
other and existed as two Gods; 
the distinguishing element1iJould either be in both dif-
ferent from the property common to both --
in that case both of the~ would consist of different 
elements, and neither of then would be the j1irs"t Cause, or 
have absolutely independent exist~nce; but their existence 
would depend on certain causes --~O 
or the distinguishing element would only in one of thee 
be different froD t he eler~:ent CO~:llilon to both: then this 
being could not have absolute independence. 21 
To put the argument even more briefly, a plurality of 
Gods re':luires distinction between the various indi viduals, distim 
tion rerluires composi tion and compos i tion re"uires a :prior cause 
of cO;-:11)03i tion. God, therefore, Dust be one end sin::910. 
The second argw~Gnt22 is mars lengthy; it is based on 
19Cf. supra, pp. 22-25; first, third 2nd fourth proofs. 
i203ased on Proposition 19; cf. supra, p. :2.2. 
~l~-" "d ('t"d II "') h"" " 1 ~ ",.,aImonl es, ,;cUI e, ,{:"""; one paragrap_ In orlGlna • 
99Tb"d 2 0 23 G./;.....J.::.....2:.-., p. ",",-;- • 
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arsanic unlty of the '.?orld, VJhich ill8.kes it i~~:possible that 
dei ty Hbe en::-;aged in ferming one part, and another deity in 
one 
forming another part of that ~rganic body of ~hich all parts are 
locD1V connoctecL tor:~ether.tf23 c ;::!V~"' ~ 
It follows then that the activi~y of a duality can only 
be explained in two ways: Gi~her ono is active at one tine, the 
other at another, or the two act siraul taneously. 'I'akiIl8 the fir 
case, if the t~o could act at the same ti~e, thero is no reason 
why tLey sh::mld not do so; if t~1Cy cannot c.ct a t the se::18 tine, 
thGre "Vlould bo required sO'.e cause or af:;ent e:i:ternal to both, 
which ~ould bring each in turn from potentiality to actuality. 
If, on the other hand, the t~o alweys ect sinultaneous 
neither one VJil1 be the cause ef the activity, but rather their 
ion. The action of the absolute, however, cann~t be due to an 
If this union is the CBuse of activity, it 
st be brought abo·,j.t b=c 80::10 force or cOr:l.bination of forces; the 
cause of t~J.e Gzistenco of t~lG universe, l;hen, mus t eventually bo 
some cnc si~Dle being. 25 
23Ibid., p. 22. 
24Based on Proposition 20; cf. supra, p. 22. 
25Since the trcombination of forces ll vlould also re uire 
external cause for union, the series must be treced back -to a 
sim)le cause, whi cll requires no e:{ternal force in ord~r to act. 
\ 
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In summ.a tion, to use the words 0 f lis imonides: 
The Holy one, blessed is He! recol?,niz8s His Cvm 'l'ruth 
and knoVJs it as it really is; and lIe does not kno'!: with an 
int311igence w~ich is apart from Himself, as we know, for we 
and our intelligence: are not one, but the Creator, may He be 
blessed! and His Intelligence and His Life are Cne from eve 
lateral, angle and manner of Dni ty. Since but for tllis, He 
li'lOuld live a life and understand Vii th an intelligence apart 
from Himself, then thero VJould be r~~any f;ods, He, His life a 
~{is Intelligence; 2_nd it is not so, for He is One from every 
lateral, angle and ;:,lanner of TIni ty. Consequently you must 
say that, what He knows, and that by which He is known, and 
the Intelli gence itself are all One. But this Gat ter the 
Houth has no :power to express, nor the ear to perceive, 
neither is it within the heart of dan to see it clearly ••• 
the Creator and His life are not two, as are the lives of 
Ii ving bodies, or as the lives of angel s. :Vherefore, He 
does not recoGnize the creatures nor lenoYJs them because they 
are creatures as we knOVI thea, but by reason of knowing His 
Ovm Self does 3e Imow them. I1herefore, because He knows His 
Own 3elf, Ue knows all; for, all depend upon Hi~ in being. 26 
~e have noted that the proofs of God's existence incl 
proofs of His unity; proofs of His incorporeelity are also in-
cluded in these arguments. 27 God's uri ty, according to l.:aimonid 
excludes all pos si bili ty of compos i tion, includine the composi ti 
of mat ~er and form which corporeality requires; God, therofore, 
necessarily incorporeal. 
Supposing that there are many deities is equivalent to 
an adnission that they are corporeal, because like individ 
beings do not differ save in chance traits characteristic of 
bedias end De terial thinGS only. 'rhus supposing the Creator 
to be corporeal and Daterial would force a conclusion that 
He is finite, for, it is ii.:possible to imagine a body which 
does not end in dissolution; but our God, blessed is His 
26Uaimonides, l.:ishnah Torah, pp. 130-131. 
27Cf. supra, pp. 22-25; first and fourth argwrrents. 
'\ 
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Name! beholdinE:; that His l)ower is inf ini te and uninterrupted 
for 10, the universal sphere continuous sic to revolve for 
ever. His pOl..'Jer is positively not a physical power. And, 
because He is Incorporeal, none of the chance traits, charac 
teristic of bodies, so as to be divisible or an offshoot of 
another being, can be attributed to Him •••• 
It is clearly indicated in the Torah and in the Prophet 
that the Holy (ine, blessed is Het is Incorporeal. 28 
The incorporeality follows necessarily fro~ the unity, 
therefore; yet :.~aimonides considers it sufficiently important in 
itself to list it as the third Basic Principle of the Jewish 
fa i th29 and to list t1he who says that there is Gne Lord but that 
He is corporeal and has a form" as one of t h'3 five categories of 
atheists. 30 
Indeed, he proves the incorporeality of God in a dis-
tinct proof from. the arGuments for the existence and the unity of 
God, though one based upon them. As we have noted, every cor-
poreel object is composed of macter and form,31 and required an 
agent to effect their composition. Further, such an ob~ect is 
evidently divisible and subject to accidents. Bu~ the Absolute 
has been proved to admit of no dualism. 32 
2a~imonides, ~ishnah Torah, pp. 121-122. 
29Cf. infra, Appendix I. 
3Ot.:aimonides, :.:ishnah 'I'orah, p. 390. Cf. criticisr:1 by 
(Hebbi A.brahaI:l ben David), loc • cit.: "rlhy does he call such 
one an atheist? ~.::E',ny greater and botter than he followed this 
OPinion, according to vJhat they saw in phrases, and more parti-
cular ly in the texts of the Agadot whi c h misdirect opinions. tf 
31rt f v • supra, ProDosition ~2, p. 22 
• 
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The proof of t:le incorporeality of God follows naturall 
from the proof of His u~ity; the only necessity for stating it 
separately lies in the fac t tba t there were sorue ~heologians who, 
as we have noted, held both t-l1e unity and the cor]oreality of God 
basing this contradictory interpretation on literal reading of 
As we ha va not ed, 33 it is on the In corporeali ty cr God 
that r.:aimonides bases, in the i.:ishnal1, his arGument against r18ny 
of the attributes predicated of God: 
Since it is clear that He is Incorporeal, it clear ly 
follows that none of tjy.:; corporeal changes ha})pen to Him •• 
all such end other similar expressions in the Torah and in 
the words of tllS ~rophots are merely lJrOverbial and figura-
tive. 34 
':7e may nent ion hore tho di fference in forma t betr!een th 
two ;'iajor '.::arks of Eaimonides, the Guide and tlw,;Iislmah Torah. I 
the former, he devotes the first section to the interpretation an 
explan~tion of the attributes and names ]redicated of God, then 
takes up the proof of His eXiste:r;ce, His unity and His incor:90re-
eli ty ["S follo'V!inC froIl t:i1e I)revious argu:.ents. 
In tho ::~ish::lah, on the other 'l2!',d, he first I;ostulates 
God's eXistence, from this His necessary unity and incorporeality 
and finally the ex'~lanation of the antlrr'opor:::orphisLls, based. upon 
33Cf. supra, p. 30. 
34LaiDlonides, Ei shnah Torah, pp. 12,4-125. 
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thiS foundation. 
The difference in order is explained b~' the difference 
in purros e of the two works, the Guide being intended for the 
philos op'clically minded and learned among the Jews and, therefore, 
is no contradiction bet~een the philo-
sopher f s idee. of Gael and the God of thei1orB.h. The Mishnah, on 
the other hand, is intended to be 
a clear summary on the subject of that :ml Cll is forbidden or 
pernitted, defiled or clean aloDe with the other laws of the 
Torah, the whole scope in )ure language and concise style, 
so that the Gral Torah be entirely uethodical in the mouth 
of everybody, -:;i thout Query and wi thout repartee, without 
the contentions '~hus of one and such of ano'jher, but clear 
text, cohesive, correct, in harmony with th3 law which is 
defined out of all these existing compilations and CO~llen­
taries from the days of our Ho..i..y Llaster Judah ben Simeon 
till now, so thB.t all laws be open to young and old, whether 
they be laws concernine; each and every cO;::i.lll9.nd:nent or wheth 
they be laws concerning Batters instituted by scholars and 
',rophet s. • • • when one studies Holy ";Jri t first and there-
after reads this 'Jork, he obtains herefrom a complete know-
ledge of the Oral Tor~h, having no need to read any other 
book in between then. 35 
The Guide, therefore, is the philosophic argument on th 
nature of God and man's responsi bili ties; the ll:ishna is the theo-
logical codification of Judaism. 36 
35--'''''~ ". h m 1 1718 lJJ Ibonlues, ""lS_ na .L ora~1, Pi'. - • 
36Leo strauss, TlTlle Li terary C:laract81~ of the Guide for 
the Ferplexed," Essays on ~_B.inonides, ed. Salo ,1. Baron (New York 
COIU:lbia University }-~ress, 1941), pp. 37-91, ar;ues that the 
~umr'2a 'I'heologiae of st. TllO'il8. s should be compared to the ~.,:ishnah 
rather than to the Guide, on the basis that the L~ish;-:ah 1'1as wri t-
ten for the general Hebrew congrega tion, the Guide for the more 
understanding in the group. This appraisal underestimates the 
Philosophic content of the S 
I I, 
I' 
I 
, ' 
! ' 
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The incorporeality of God is, therefore, proved both on 
philosophic grounds, since the very nature of a First Cause will 
require that it be incorporeal, and on t.i.leo';"ogical grounds, since 
the teaching of the Torah, though it may apparently sup:port the 
arglli:1ent that God is a body, yet actually also demands that He be 
wi thout any of the changes y;11ic11 follow the predication of a com-
"Oosi te nature. 
In the Guide, Llaimonides gives no special proof of the 
eternity of God. Perhaps he felt that no proof is needed, 11aving 
stated as a -~::;os tula te tha 0 -.'Jha t is indi visi ble cenno t move, 37 and 
that time has relation only to the movable. 38 Fro=:'1 this it fol-
lows that in God, Who is sinple, there is no possi bili ty of time. 
He says in the ~ishnah that "neither is His being depen 
dent on ti~e to attribute to Him either a beginning, or an end, 
number of years ,,,39 and, in the fourth Basic :irinciple, requires 
belief in God's priority: "whatever is found in existence besides 
Him is subsequent in relation to Him. ,,40 
He holds, then, not merely that God is outside time and 
immeasurable by time, but also that all other bein?;s are raeasured 
by time. 41 This second aspect of eterni ty is more properly con-
siderej in the examination of the doctrine of creation ex nihilo. 
37Cf. supra, p. 21, ?rop. 7. 38-;-OC. C1".'-
-'-' --"" 
Prop. 15. 
39L:airaonides, I~ishnah, p. 12.<1 40Cf • infra, Appendix I. 
41perhaps this could be used as the basis of an ar u-
I. 
I 
II 
I 
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---nt that, if two eternal beings eXisted, some tL~le could be rre-~~ca ted in re7~ard to the relation between them; if a bei:r1G is out 
side tim.e, i t ~xi 11 have no mensurable dura tion and, hence, no 
other b~ing ca!1 eXj.st, ~n :r:e~pect to which i t .. ca~ be ~easured. Thu 
one IJ:i~:;nt also prove (;ne unl ty of God from H1S .Gternl ty. 
CP.AP1'ER VI 
?HZ NATURE OF GOD 
In Haimonides' classification of attributes applicable 
to God, as we ~ave noted, all predications are either applied to 
HiS act ions or they are negations of some imperfect ion. Since th 
main purpose of this thesis is to determine His nature, according 
to ::gir:lonides, we shall consider only briefly, in the foll:'.'Jirg' 
chepter, =Us acti vi ties, i .~., His rela tions ':;1 th Il3n and the 
universe. 
The previous chapters have attempted the explication an 
arrplification of those tlattributes" which can properly be predi-
cated of God, Himself, rememberinz always that, for Kaimonidcs, 
there is no distinction in God between any of these characteris-
tics, be they real or logi cal. Like any terms applied to God, 
they are based on the way our nind unders tands l.ia and CaT1.D.ot be 
a strict sta ter;lent of the way in whi ch He exists. 
The most basic statement VIe can r;wke of God is tlHe ex-
ists"; indeed, strictly speaking, this is all ~e can say of Him, 
for Ilis essence is inconprehensible. All Tae can know is His ex-
istence, yet even the words ttHe existstf are not:~ui te accurate, 
for in God there is no distinction or comrosition between essence 
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and existence, such as night be iml,lied by Illaking God as subject 
distinct froG the verb to exist. 
If, then, we say that God exists or God has existence, 
we r;1ust keep in nind that ·.;'1e arG not saying tha tJe and Ilis exis-
tencs elrs disparc'te, for, if they were, sor;~e }Jrior cause would be 
re r;uil1ed for '0h8i:r urior::.. There is no corr;::ositi021 in (lod; His 
existence is not different from His essence. He is Absolute =x-
istence. 
To make this concept of .. ;'bsolute 2xis tence more clear t 
human c.inds, we say tha t God is One; not merely in the monotheist 
sense that there is no other Being like to Him, but also in the 
sense that He is simple, that there is no composition whatever in 
Him. From this s inrpli ci ty follo'~'JS ~ he necess i ty that Ee be incor 
pareal, since any corporeal being is cODposite, and eternal, 
if He were measurable by time, it ViO uld Llean the presence of' cha 
and potentiality in Him. 
Thus, all possible statements concerning God's nature 
are reducible to Absolute ::.Existence, existence without composi tion 
Accordingly, : ~aiLlonides say s, God's essence is incomprehensible 
to us; we can know only that }Ie exists, not what He is. For all 
other beings known by filan are corapos i te, compounds of essence and 
eXistence. 1I;.re they?" and lIWhat are t11ey?fI are two different 
qUest ions, except TIhen askeCL of God. It must, then, be impossi bl 
man to understand fully any Beine:; ',7hose existence and essence 
the same. 
1
'111 
1:1 
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';7e might, as ':Je noted previously, I intorpret this to 
imonides was tending to~ards the notion that God's 
essenc3 is ~;==istence; indeed, the statement that .~us existence is 
not differel~t from His essence is the obverse sidc] of that sane 
coin. It is doubtful, however, that he actually reached such a 
conclusion, since many of the difficulties he encountered could 
have been ei ther ex:;,la ined or made clearer tlll'OUG~l the 8ppli ca t io 
of this principle. 
Further, there is the very fact that l.::aimonides always 
refers to God's essence and existence in negative terms; that is, 
every s tater:lent is to the effect the. t Hi s e.xis tenee is not differ 
ent from His essence, that His existence and His essence are not 
--
a composite. Never does he say that the essence is eXistence, 
merely that God' s e~~istence is simple; we can kno';'! He exists and 
exists simply, but His essence remains a mystery. 
There must, of course, be sone point in any monotheist 
philosophy at ';'Ihich the philosopher says, Ttl can go no further, If 
since, otherwise, he equa tes his knowledge "i th God's and cancels 
the whOLe of his philosophy. ThiS, indeed, might be considered a 
further proof that I1a imonides did not even approach pantheism, 
since, if Lian is a part of God, there is no contradiction in his 
bein? omniscient. 
,-' 
fEhe point at which L:aimonides stopped is the kncHvledg3 
lef. SUTIra • 56-58 
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of God's essence in itself; we can know His existence and that it 
is absolute, we can .kno>,! what He is not, but we cannot know truly 
l'Iha t He is. 
lloses desired to know the truth of the existence of the 
Holy One, blessed is He! l'Jith a thorough knowledge within 
his heart ••• until he would knoTI the truth of His existence 
as it is. And He, blessed is He! answered him, that it is 
not within the intellectual power of the living can, who is 
a composite being of body and soul, to reach the pure truth 
of this m.atter; but He, blessed is He! inparted to him that 
r;hich no man before him did nor no man after him shall know 
for, he fa thorned the subject of the true existence of the 
Holy One, blessed is Eet even so that He beca~e separated in 
his mind's vision from other beings. 2 
The pure truth of God's eXistence, i.~., the nature of His essenCE 
cannot bG known by man, for the very reason that he is c omposi te. ~ 
Yet something of God may be known through His actions, 
for man's guidance: 
How may one discover the Yvay to love and fear Him? When man 
will reflect concerning His works, and His great and wonder-
ful creatures, and will behold through them His wonderful, 
r::atchless and infini te wisdom, he will spontaneously be 
filled with love, praise and exaltation and become possessed 
of a great longing to know the Grea t Name •••• and wren he 
;7ill think of all these natters, he will be taken aback in a 
~oment and stricken with awe, and realize that he is an in-
fini tesir::lal creature, humble and dark, standine; with an in-
2I.lai;:J.onides, L:ishnah Tora h, pp. 123-124. Cf. Laiaonides 
Shemonah ?erakim, pp. 82-83, 100-102. 
3Solomon Goldman, The Jew and the Dni verse (New Yor}c: 
Harper & Bros., 1936) holds throughout that Llaimonides eave or 
attenpted to give a conrr:)lete rational explanation of the 'Eorah. 
He even ~!2akes a c omperison between this SU1)"Oosed complateness and ~ ~~ -
:::it. Thoraas' failure to explain the doctrine of the Trinity. Gold-
!ll8.n apparently does not not ice that l.:aimonides refuses to e ttempt 
a ste te:::ent of God t s essence • 
.... 
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siGnificant and slight knowledge in the presence of the All 
7ise •••• I elucidate great, general princi~les of the wo 
of the Lord of the universe, so that they might serve as an 
opening for one who und2rstands by VJhi cll to love the Name. 4 
ThUS, through His creation we can know something of God; through 
thiS kno-,71ocige TIe 1':10st properly love Hi:;l. 
rhis, then, is our idea of God: an absolute, uncaused 
existence, one in nUL1ber and indivisible in any way; simple, nith 
no typ ~~ cf C onpos i tion, even of essence and eAis tence; incorpore 
and inmutable; outside of time and ir:~measurable by it. He is 
comprehensible by any save Himself, since He alone is '.ithout 
posi tion and, therefore, He alone can kn01N the true meaning of lit 
without conrposi tion." 
Concerning Him, it can be known thCit He exists, but 'W 
cannot be truly known, al though we can knoVJ s or;:ething of 
through His acti vi ties and it is to this knowledze that we are 
cOmLlanded \-;':len we are Lo':"d to love God. 5 
Vie will now turn from the discussion of God's nature to 
the discussion of His Bcti vi ties and LIaimonides' opinion and ex-
plana fun of them. 
4Maimonicles, L~ishnah Torah, PI'. 126-127. Cf. i biel. , 
P. 144. 
5Cf. infra, Appendix II, '.third Fosi ti ve ConmanclTilen t. 
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iJiIAPT:ili VII 
liE CREATION NIHILO 
Since !.:airnonides' God is, af ter all, a Creator and a 
Goal, not a God Who has no activity in rolation to this universe, 
it is only proper that any discussion of Him must also include 
some dis cussion of this acti vi ty. '-'Ie shall, therefore, discuss 
briefly l:aimonides' concept of God in regard, first, to the ori-
gin of the universe, then in regard to the probleLl of evil, the 
prob1er:l of prophecy and, finally, :::lan's relationship to Him. 
That God is the :2'irst Cause of all existing things is 
shoWY' b:;c the very philosophic proofs of IUs eXistence;l it would 
see~l, then, that Iiis being Creator is merely a restater:J.ent dt 
this. However, the Aris totelian principles from which both Aris-
totel and ~aimonides prove the existence of the First Cause in-
clude as a pro~osition the eternity of the universe. 2 
Here is one of the najor contradictions bet~~;eGn tlle :phi 
losopl1y of Aristotle and any religion 1.'7hic11 holds the Torah, and 
particularly tl1e Book of Genesis to be the revealell word of God. 
lCf. supra, pp. 22-25. 
2Cf. supra, p. 22, Proposition 26. 
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s tenet of the universe's eternity is not cerely an appendage 
of Aristotle's system, v;hich could be removed '\,7ithout affecting 
the rest of his thou[:;ht, but is ap,parently an integral part. 
Here, then, is a point on which not serely the unlGarne:l 
literal-minded interpreters of the Torah saVJ a conflict be-
tween the faith and this new SCience, but even the philosophical 
nded, who held the anthropom.orphic content of ,:)criptures to be 
tay l10rical, could see no possibility of harmonization. 
In order to better understand Eaimonides' solution of 
l)roblera, let us briefly consider the earlier arguments of 
adia concerning Creation. As we noted previously,3 he was to 
acquainted with the work of Aristotle, but being more 
operly an apologeticist, he made more use in his philosophy of 
pril1ciples of the Kalam. Indeed, we find that hi s four argu-
for the Creation ex nihilo are all taken from the Kalam; 
of the;:-;l are anLOng the seven wlli ch l',laimonides quotes and re-
Saadia first states the nature of the problem: 5 
It is ~uite certain that the origin of things is a mat-
ter concerning which no hwnan being was ever able to give evi 
dence as an eye-witness ••• Should, therefore, our inquiry 
lead us to the conclusion that all things were created ex 
3Cf. supra, p. 9. 
4Maimonides, Guide, I, pp. 343-354. 
5 AJ A detailed sumrr...ary of Saadia r s arguments are presented 
an aid to unde 
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nihilo -- a thing the IH;:e of which was ~ever experienced by 
sense perception -- we have no right to reject it out of ha 
on the ground that we never experienced the like of it. »6 
Indeed, he says, whoever forms a cos~ologic81 theory 
st do it sorre other way than on the basis of sense-perception: 
All those who discuss this ?roblem and seek a solution are 
agreed on this point. rhose, for instance, who believe in 
e~ernity of the world seek to prove the existence of some-
thing VJhich has neither beginning nor end. Surely, they 
never came across a thing which they perceived TIith their 
senses to be ~Ji ·lihout beginning or enc~, but they seek to es ta 
lish their theory by r;1eans of postulates of Reason ••• In a 
similar way, those who believe in an eternal Matter? regard 
it as a Hylep i. e. som.etl1ing in which there is originally no 
quality of hot or cold, moist or dry, but which becomes 
transformed by a certain force and thus produces those four 
Qualities. Surely their senses never perceived a thing whic 
is lacking in all those four qualities, nor did they ever 
perceive a process of transformation and the :;eneration of 
the four ~ualities such as is suggested •••• it is clear 
that all have agreed to accept some view conc:lrning the ori-
gin of the 1JJorld which has no basis in sense :perception. 9 
H017ever, says Saadia, these three facts "Nill meet the 
ader 
in every part of this book, namely, (1) that our argwnents 
are stronger than theirs; (2) that we are ablG to disprove 
the arg1.1Ilents of our opponents; and (3) that '.ve have in the 
barGain tIle testimony of :the miracles narrated in Scripture. 
He begins the argill;1ent proper by saying that God, Him-
elf, has informed us of the crea tion ~ nihilo, in the words "In 
6Saadia, £2_ cit., p. 49. 
?Arabic tina, Hebrew homer (~lay). 
8Arabic hayula, Hebrew hayyule. 
9Saadia, ~. cit., pp. 50-51. 10Ibi d., p. 51. 
------------------...... 
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beginning God creetedll the heaven and the earth!! (Gen. 1, 1) 
o~ object here is to discover if this ca~ be verified by specu-
12 
lation • 
Saadiafs four proofs are, briefly, these: first, since 
the universe is finite in magni tude, the force resi ding in it is 
also finite and, since TIthe force which preserved heaven and 
earth is finite, it necessarily follo~s that the ~orld has a be-
'-~ p-.... d an end n ,.13 ginnl~!6 ~!! second, he says, II I Sa'll that bodies con-
5ist of ccnbined parts and seg~ents fitted together. This clear 
indi ca ted to me tha't they ar e the skilful work of a ski lful arti-
san and creator. n14 
Third, no bodies can be found devoid of all accidents 
and anything which has accid(mts coeval wi th it mas·t be created 
like th=: accidents, since tfthe accident enters into its definit 
e.g., the motion end colour of the celestial bodies ;15 fourth, 
"since I find myself existent, I know that the process of genera-
han has traversed tLle u.,...til it has reached us, and that if time 
were not finite, the l)rocess of generation would not have traver-
sed it. If Thus, our present existence proves tLae fini te and, 
therefore, the creation of the u11iverse. 16 
IlThe verb bara, used here, is used only in reference t 
God; both Saadia and ~.i8i:::lOnides hold it to mean c_"eation ex nihilo 
• Saadia, 2J2.. ci t., p. 51, trans. note. 
12Saadia, ~. cit., pp. 
14Ibid., pp. 54-55. 
• 
13Ibid., pp. 52-54. 
pp. 55-56 
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~1aving sho~m that all things in t:18 universe have a be-
. 3aadia next takes up the quest ion of ginnlng, 
did tiley create themselves or nere they create<i bJ SOI;180ne exter-
ne.l to then? The second alternative ;:nust be true, since the 
first is absurd, for three reasons: first, if a body can produce 
itself out of non-existence, it should be even more powerful 
once i t is existing; if it is more power:::'ul, i t s~ould be f,10re 
capable of producing its like. Bodies are unable to create now, 
when existing, so they could not have brought about their own 
exis tence. 
His second argument is that the tiLle of this creat ion 
presents an iTlsuperable difficulty. For if VJe say t 1:1a t the 
thi ng created itself before it car;le into bei n.:;, then we as-
sume that it was non-existent at the tine when it created 
itself, and obviously sonet hing non-e:cistent cannot create a 
thing. If, on the other hand, we say that it created itself 
after it had come into being, the obvious comment is that 
after a thing has CO~;le into existence there is no need for 
it to create itself. There is no third instant betvleen 'be-
fore' and 'after' except the present rJh.ich, however, has no 
duration in which an action can take place. l ? 
Thirdly, if a body is able to create itself, it must 
so be able to abstain from creatine itself;18 and 
Under this assumption Vle shall find that the body is both 
istent and non-existent at th-:: sa:11e til~le. };'or in speaking of 
the body as capable, we take it to be existent, but in going 
on to speak of it as bein2~ capable of abstaining from the ac 
of self-creation, we aSSUU1e it to be non-existent. 19 
l?Ibid., pp. 58-59. The parallel with Parmenides is 
apparent. 
s,upra, pp.21-22, Proposi tions 18, 20. 
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Thus haviJ:1..g proved the universe created in tine and not 
bY itself, Saadia last considers TIhe ther the Crea tor made it "f 
something (1)rit1a ma ter ia1 or from nothing (e!. nihilo] as revealed 
in the Scriptures." 20 If V'le say that God made the universe from 
somethi 1'1g, we lVould Llply that this substance was co-eternal with 
God, in which case lie would not be Creator nor w01.1d He have 
power over this co-eternal matter. 21 Further, 
the maker must necessarily be prior to t:18 thing made by him 
••• Should we, however, believe the substance to be eternal 
the maker would not be ~)rior to the thing created by him, 
and neither of the two could claim priority so BS to be the 
CBuse of the other's existence, ',lhic11 is coru~lGtely absurd. 2 
Saadia offer s two more argulJ.ents in ref erence to t1:e 
of creation; first, he pOints out, the opinion that eve 
thing comes from something is based on sense-perception. If we 
accept this as axiomatic in regard to the origin of things, on 
what crounds can VIB deny the other sense-relationships to this 
'eternal substance'? In other words, if we a11Q1,7 this one sense-
perception eternal validity, must we not also say that this eter-
nal substance eternally "existed in time, space, form, Ciuantity, 
Position, relation, etc •••• and nothi~g would ramain to be 
20Loc. cit. 2lIbid., pp. 59-61. 
22Ibid., p. 61; Saadia here differs from ~aimonides in 
be holds priority in time essential to a cause. 
23Ibid., pp. 61-62. 
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The seco:nd of these ari~Ui'lents repeats, in (} new form, 
one of t:12 l;revious proofs for tLe creation of th,.) universe in 
time ,24 the argument that 
if we fail to admit tlle existence of sornethinis which has no-
thing prior to it, it is impossible for us to accept the fact 
that there exists anything at all ••• since an infinite 
series carnot be completed. • • • But, behold, we are in exis 
tence, and. unless the things which preceded us TIere finite 
(in number J, they could no t have been completed so as to 
reach us. 25 
The validity of these arguuents is not our concern here 
we are interested rather in their relation to Laimonides' discus-
sion of tl18 nroblen of cre8tion. 26 
First, then, let us note the difference in order betwee 
Saadia T S presentat ion and that of Ea inonides. ,,",.s Ive noted, the 
~tter, in the Guide, considers first the attributes of God, then 
the proofs of His eXistence, His unity and His incorporeality. 
These proofs, he says, are valid on Aristotelia n principles whe-
ther we believe the universe eternal or cres:ted ~ nihilo. 27 
Saadia, however, proceeds from ~roving the universe to 
24Cf. supra, p. 82, fourth arguLlent. 
25Saa dia, 22. cit., p. 62. 
26For commentary on the Kalam arguments, cf. i,Iaimonides, 
lli!.ide, I, 309-368: Chap. 73, "Twelve Proposi tions of the i(alam't; 
Chap. 74, "Proofs of the .Xalam for the cree tio ex nihilott; Chap. 
75, "?roofs of the Kalam for the Uni ty of Godn ; Chap. 76, "Proofs 
of the !:Calam for the Incorporeality of God. fI 
271' . 1'1 • d ,.." . d II l;_a lr~onl e s, uUl e, , 22. 
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created to a proof that it is created bv a beins external to be " 
it 8 nd t ha tit is crea ted .Q! nihilo. Only then doe s he take up t 
disCussion of God's nature and attributes. 28 
To understand this difference in order, let us consider 
Saadia's ~roofs for creation ~ nihilo, since the Aristotelian 
belief in eterne.l na tter is I.~airnonides' point of attack. 
The first argument, that God's making bOd.ies from 'some 
thing' would ;(~ean that :-ie is not creating, is little more than an 
ex:?lice.t ion of the term creation. If creation is making somethin 
from nothing, then Llaking the universe from I:la tter is not creaticn 
As an argwnent, it has relevance only to the statenent in Genesis 
which Saadia holds to refer to the creation ~ nihilo of heaven 
and earth. Maimonides is presenting a philosophic argurJent; he 
cannot, therefore, use revelation as evidence. 
The next two argUI!lents depend on the necessity that a 
cause be prior in ti3e to its effect; the Aristotelian theories 
which T:airnonides considers hold the cause prior in nature to the 
effect, but not necessarily prior in time. 
Saadia's arguments on sense-:rJerception nei ther prove 
creation nor disprove eternal matter; rather, they shoVJ that any 
argument from sense-perception is invalid in reference to this 
problem. 
28Saadia, £E. cit., pp. 49-92. 
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The final argUL'1ent, that based on the inpossi bili ty of 
inf i'ni te series, is then the only one which will have any an 
force for LTaimonides, since it is the only posi ti ve philosophic 
r r1'UUeT't villich is Dot immediately cancelled by tho basic .. ::'risto-8 is 
talisn theories. The argw:nent from the meanin:; of bara is no t a 
philoso:;hic argur!lent; the priority in time of cause to effect is 
not necessary in the Aristotelian system; the invalidity of sense 
perce:9tion as evidence ~::roves nothing for either faction. 
In reference to this Kalam argw:nent on the infinite 
series, let us quote hlaimonides' opinion on its validity: 
Thos e VJho boast that they have provea. the eternity of 
the Universe say that time is infinite; an assertion which 
is not necessarily erroneous; for only when one atom has 
ceased to exist, the other follows. 29 Nor is it absolutely 
Vlrong, when they assert, that the accidents of the SUbstance 
succeed each other in an infinite series, for these accident 
do not co-exist, but COfile in succession one after another, 
and the im;:.:>ossibili ty of the infinite in that case has not 
been proved. The Eutakallemim, however, l:1ake no difference 
between the existence of an infinite body and the divisi-
bility of a body or of time ad infinitum, between the co-
existence of an infinite n1.lIllber of things, • • .and the in-
finite nwnber of beings successively existing •••• if it 
were undoubtedly \]ron;:; to assume that an infinite D1..L.'1lber of 
things can exist in succeSSion, although that link of the 
series which exists at present is finite, the inadmissibilit 
of the eternity of the Universe would be equally self-evi-
dent, and vlould not require for its proof any other propo-
sition. 29a 
none of Saadia's argunents are necessarily 
29The reference is to the atomic theory of time. 
29aV;:aimonides, Guide, I 340. 
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Llaimonides, like Saadia, holds the creation as an arti-
faith,30 yet, in a philosophic arguraent, he [J.ust prove his 
by reason. The eternal universe is certainly one of the 
major points on which Aristotelian theory contradicts the Torah; 
saadia, therefore, holding the impossibility of an infinite seriES 
makes his first attac}c on this point. Eaimonides, however, does 
. d +, t· '1 ~ not conSl er vDe crea lon so eaSl y provea. Accordingly, he sh 
first the t no princil")le of Aristotle's science contradicts the 
Jewish belief and doctrine concerning the existence and transcen-
of God, leaving the 3ternity of the universe in abeyance 
these more important questions have been settled. 
Eaimonides begins his examinatiol'" of the origin of the 
by a stater1ent of the three opinions on the Iaatter which 
~ve been hell by those TIho believe in Ghe existence of God: 31 
Those who follor;'] the law of L"oses, our Tea cl-~er, hold 
the t the whole Universe, i .~., everythinC except God, has 
been brought by :iir:: into exis(;ence out of non-e:z::isterce ••• 
:ver: tL-le itself is aI10ng the things created •••• [This] is 
undoubtedly a fundamental principle of the Law of our Teac 
Eoses ; it is next in inrporteDce to t~le principle of God's 
unity. Do not fOJ.low any other theory. Abraham, our father 
Das the first thet taugfft it, after he had established it by 
philosophical research.~2 
30Cf. l .. :aimonides, L:ishnah, pp. 129-1:50: flAIl beings, 
only the Creator, from the First ~orm to the smallest moth 
Which night be. • • came into beinG by the porJer of Hi s tru tho tf 
31Having proven the existence of God, l.:aimonides does 
consider it necessary to discusss atheistic theories. 
32rv:aimonides, Guide, II, 61-63. 
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The theory of all philosophers whose opinions and ~orks 
are kno·;,'n to us is this: It is impossi ble to assume that God 
produced anythinG from. nothing or that He reuuces anything 
to nothing •••• T~le philosophers thus believe that it is no 
defect in the Suprene Being that He lioes not produce impos-
sibilities, for the nature of that which is b1l;ossible is 
constant -- it does not depend on an agent, ane. for this 
reason it cannot be changed •••• They therefore assu;:ne that 
a certain substance has co-existed with God from eternity in 
such a Llarlner that neither God existed v1i tho'J.t th2t substanre 
nor the latter without God. But they do not hold that the 
existence of that substance equals in rank that of God; for 
God is th3 ceuse of -~hat existence, and the substance is in 
t he sane relation to God as the clay is to t~le potter. • • • 
Plato holds the same opinion ••• only superficial and 
careless persons,_ wrongly assume tllat Plato has the same be--
lief as we have. 33 
Aristotle maintains, like the adherents of the second 
theory, that a corporeal object cannot be produced without a 
corporeal substance. He goes, however, fartler, and con-
tends that the heavens are indestructible •••• he considers 
it impossible for God to change His will or conceive a new 
desire; that God produced this Universe in its totality by 
His will, but not from nothing •••• the Jniverse has alwaxs 
beeT' the san.e in the past, and dill be tho same eter"ally. 34 
All those 7I'ho believe in God, then, eX:Qlain the origin 
of the universe either as a creation from nothing by Him or as a 
creation from co-eternal matter; of the latter group, sorae hold 
the universe as it is destructible or changeable, others that it 
is indestructible and permanent. 
It is with the latter group that ~~imonides concerns 
himself. tlNo notice,!l he says, "will be ta}~en of tbe opinion of 
ary Jhilosopher but that of Aristotle; his opinions alone deserve 
-
33Ibid., pp. 63-65. 
34Ibid., pp. 65-66. 
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't' , d "35 to be crl lClze • He proceeds, therefore, to consider the ar-
gUlllents by vlhich the Aristotelians demonstrate the eternity of 
the u'Y1i verse. 
These arguments 36 can be divided into two general 
,qrOUPs, which we will here summarize, stating them in their basio 
o 
form. The first group is based on the nature of the universe. 
2otion is eternal, since transition from potentiality 
to actuali ty implies ri1ot~on, and the beginning of motion im-
plies a previous motion.o7 
If the First Substance had a beginning it would he ve 
COille froG soae other substance and be a compo,:>i te of that 
Drior substance a:rd form. But the First Subs tance is form-
less, therefore had no beginning. 58 
3ince the spheres move in circular motion, there can be 
no opposi te elements in then'r: '.r11ey are, then, indestructible 
from this lack of opposition. 39 
Before the universe exists, it is either possible, ne-
cessary ()r i::n.po ssi ble. If impossible, it canno t exist; if 
ne cessary, it cannot not-exist; if possible, ;'111a t is the sub 
stratum of its possibility?40 
These, Eaimonides says, are the "principal methods, based on the 
properties of the Universe, by which Aristotle proves the Eternit 
Universe. n41 
The reGaining methods are based on the Aristotelian 
of God: 
35Ibid., p. 68. 36Ibid., pp. 67-75. 
37'h ;dri -'n A-~., p. 00. 
38Loc. cit. This seeLlS somer,hat of a petitio -orincipii. 
39Ibid., pp. 68-69. 401bid. ~g 70 411b' - no • U -. let •• D.f' -
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If God l)roduced the '."Jorld from nothi 1'"'g, He must have 
been a potential ageI1t before He becarn.e an ac tual agent. He 
must, therefore, have passed froJ:l potency to act, lI;hich re-
quires 8. rrior external agent.42 
If an agent is active a tone tim.e , inactive at another, 
it Dust be due to favorable and uJ"1favorable circulils tances. 
But these are accidental to the agent. Since God cannot 
:lave accidents, He cannot be active at one tii:ile, inactive at 
another. 43 
God's actions are l)erfect, being the acts of a perfect 
3eing. ThereforeJ the Universe must be perfect, and, there-fore, permanent.·4 
The cornmon opinion of manlcind is tha t the universe is 
eternal. 45 
These eight arguDents, says i:air(lOnides, state all the 
argwn.ents in favor of the universe's eternity; ell other argu-
Dents caI1 be reduced to these. 46 
The problem, then, is this: did God make the universe 
from nothing or from some co-eternal substance, or, to s ta te it 
more briefly, is anything eternal besides God? '1111e i ... ristotelian 
argunents have bee1" presented.; now let us cOT'sider the other view 
r,:aimonides' first point is that t_ristotle, himself, 
was well aware tllat :18 had not ;}roVed the ~ter(li ty of the 
Universe. He VIas not ;;1.is taken i 1" tllis res~')ect. He knel'J tl18t 
he could not i::;rove his theory, and that his argm,lents and 
rroof s rJere only epyarer,t a:nd lllausi ble. • • • La ter philoso-
phers, disci~les of ~ristotle, asswne that he has proved the 
42Loc. cit. 43Ibid., pp. 70-71. 
44Ibid., p. 71. L:ail:1onides here i Dcludes an interesting 
Objection to-creation, the c~uestion, "Wl18t did God do before cre-
atin? the universe?" 
.'-.) 
45Ibid ., p. 72. 46Ibid. D '71 
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sternity of the Universe, and most of those ~ho believe 47 
they are philos ophers blindly follow him in t his POint, and 
accept 811 his argurrlents aB conclus i ve and absolute proofs. 
I'h3y consider i t wr:::ll"~6 to differ from Aristotle, or to think 
that he ~vas ignorant or mistaken in anything. For this rea-
son, taking their standpoint,48 I show that Aristotle him-
self did not clainl to have proved the Eternity of the Uni-
verse. 49 
In order to sho~ that Aristotle did not consider the 
poi'rt proved, l.~aim.onides re~:18rl{s three fac ts about the theory as 
Aristotle expounds it: he ;i ves opinions in favor of the theory50 
and refutations of his opponents,5l thus, obviously, not holding 
the theory demons trat i vely proved; he, himself, a1:vays ref ers to 
the theory as an opinion. 52 
My conviction is, that ~hat Aristotel says on the ~ter­
nity of the Universe, the cause of the variety in the motion 
of the spheres, and the order of the Intellig:lnces, caJ1J1ot 
be proved, and that Aristotle never intended to proves these 
thi '!"\ss. • • • We have [;lent ioned these things only because we 
knovl that the r:ajori ty of those rvho consider themselves Wise, 
althougb they k!1o':; nothi"2~ of science, accept the theory of 
the ~ternity of the Universe on the authority of famous 
scholars. They reject the words of the prophsts, because 
the latter do not emr)loy any scientific method by which only 
a few persons ~ould be instructed who are intellectually 
well prepared, but sir.r:Jly cor;lInu"icate the truth as received 
by Jivine inspiration. 53 
Thus having stated that Aristotle, himself, held. the 
universe's eternity merely as the best theory available to him 
47Italics not in original. Note scorn of this opinion. 
48Italics not in original. 
497, l' mo l' des w.a :r. , Guido, II, 72-73. 50Ibid., p. 73. 
51Ibid., pp. 73-74. 52Ibid., p. 74;cf. S.Th.,I,46,1 
53 
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l1avi flg dropped a fe'.v sa tiri c remarks in regard to those who 
a god of Science), ho states precisely w11at he intends to 
in regard to the origin of the ~orld. 
I intend to shew that the theory of the Jreation, as 
ta'.lg~Jt i'1 Scriyture, contains 11 othi ng that is imp ossi ble; an 
tl1at all these philosophical argum.ents 'JIllich seerl to dis-
r;rove our view contair weak points Bhich nake theEl inconclu-
sive, and render the attacks on our view untenable ••• • [1] 
consider either of the two theories ••• as am~issible, 1 ac-
cept the latter on the authority of Prophecy •• •• 1 will, 
by philosophical reasoning, show that our theory of the Cre-
ation is nore acceptable than that of the Eternity of the 
Universe. 54 
particularly that Eaimonides ]'lever says that the .A.ristotel 
is inadm.issi ble, or the Jewish view provable on the basis of 
philosophic reasoning. 
l:laimonides nOV! tah:es up the two grou:ps of arguments for 
eternity of the uhiverse and disposes of them, on the basis 
general argQ~ents. The first group, those based on the pro-
the universe, are dismissed TIith the statement that 
cannot argue from the present properties of a t~ing to the 
in whi ch it \'Jas ]roduccd. 55 
The Aristotelians ••• fou-d their objections on the pro 
parties which the things in the Universe possess when in ac-
tual existence a11d fully developed. "He admit the existence 
of these properties, but hold that they are by no means the 
same as those ~~ich the things possessed in the uoment of 
their production; and we hold that these )roperties them-
selves :,ave come in.to existence from absolute non-existence.5 
541bid., pp. 76-77. 
56Ibid., p. 79. 
55Ibid., pp. 77-81. 
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His answer to the second group of arguments is, basic-
allY, that you cannot make rules univocally for created agents 
ard God; i. ~., the change from inactivity to activity is not 
necessarily one fro~ potentiality to actuality,57 ~or is it de-
pendent necessarily on eX'~ernal circum.stances, when we are refer-
ring to an incorporeal agent. 58 
In the same rmy he answers the argULlent on the perfec-
tiOD of God t s wisdom nanifested in the u~i verse: 
[\·;Je cannot understand -..vhy His wisdom at a certain time 
caused the Universe to e~ist, whilst a short ti~e before it 
had not been in existence. Lll things owe their existence to 
I~is eter~al and constant wisdom, but we are utterly ignorant 
of Lhe'.J8Ys and Llethods of tha~ "Cisdom, since, accorcli:rg to 
our opinion, His will is iueptical with lIis wisdom, and all 
His attributes are one and the sase thing, nauely, His 1s-
sence or ~isdom.59 
'llhus, says I:aimonides, he has "proved that our~heory 
r·o is admiSSible, 8.'r'u not ir:l:9ossible.I1O Indeed, he has demonstrated 
that the Aristotelian theory is 8. matter of opinion rather than a 
proven fact; what evidence, however, has he tha t the Creation ex 
nihilo is a better ex:;:lanation of the origin of the UDi verse? 
His answer is based on the ;resence of design in the 
universe. ~he Aristotelian theory is based on the belief that 
everythin~ i,., tIle u""iverse works accordins to unc~1angiY'g laf,s. 
nonsense! says : ~ai::'10n ides. C!le ~1as only to exani:n e the heavens III 
II 
57Ibid., pp. 82-84. 
59Ibid., p. 86. 
58r . " .' ~OlQ., pp. 84-05. 
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to see that 11Tistotle has failed to answer the :)roblel'1; the best 
proof for desi3~ in the universe is the differont 20tio~s of the 
spjeres and thJ fixed positio~ of the stars in these spheres. 61 
'.7b.o has diJtornined tho variety in the spheres a'r'd tlle stars, 
if not the ~ill of God? ••• Since the sUbstance of all 
thi T'CS is the saGe [in the Aristotelian theory], '.,hat made 
the nature of one ~ortion different from another?52 
This exaTIinatio~ of the spheres and the Aristotelian 
theory of t:1eir DlotioYl brings Lainonides to examine two~:uestions: 
(1) Is it recessary to aSSilllle that the varie t:;y of things ip 
the Un i verse is t he result of Design, a-rd -rot of the fixed 
laws of Nature, or is it r.ot -rscessary? 
(2) Assu.ming that all this is the result of .Jesign, does it 
folloTI that it has beep created after not having eXisted, or 
does Creatio ex nihilo not follov;, aTid has th3 :Seing which 
has determinedall this d~me always so?63 
Aristotle certainly denies that any of t:18 products of 
nature are due to cha'!'Jce;64 "thi~gs in real existe~ce are not ac-
cidental, n65 but his rejectioT1 does not ililply the ad:J.ission of 
des LsI', 66 since 'Tdesign and determina tion applies only to thiT1gs 
not yet iTi existe~ce, when there is still the possibility of the~ 
bei",,:; ir accordance ,'lith the design or not. u5 7 When Aristotle 1'e 
fers to the u~iverse, then, as a necessary result of God, he is 
not talking of a priority in ti':,le or in eXiste!1ce, but merely a 
61Ibid., p. 96 ; pp. 87-98 :Qassill. 
62Ibid. , p. 97. 63Tbod 
-=--L. , p. 98. 
64Loc. cit. 65Ibid. , p. 99. 
66Loc. cit. 67-'-bod 2:...2:-- , p. 100. 
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causal relatio:r,68 a result which cannot possibly be absent When 
God is present. 69 
The i:radequacy of the Aristotelia n theory as aY! expla._ 
nation of the origin of the world is shown by the number and im-
portance of the :iuest io."s which it leaves unanswered. 70 ],laimon-
ides lists four basic axioms 'which, according to Aristotelian 
theory, should apply to all existing things: 71 
(1) A sirilple element produces a simple thing; a com-
'Oound can O1"ly produce as fla:ry things as it con tai '1.S sLi1ple ele-
meJ1ts; 
(2) Thi:rgs are not produced by others at random; the 
la~s of cause and effect are al~ays in operation; 
(3) An agent acting by design, not nerely by natural 
laws, ca." ~roduce different objects; 
( 4) The essentially compound (composite unit) 
pIer than the numeri cally compound (Group of units). 
Using these axior:1s as bases, Laimonides asks the pure 
Aristotelians these (jues tions: Hoy: caT" COnll')ound thLrgs CODle from 
the simple First I:ntellect? How can raa terial beini!;s COHle from iIil-
material beings? Hm·.' can one Intelligence :;roduce both the sphere 
a'rld the stars in that sphere, (i .~., a compound of two elements 
producing two compounds) ?72 
68Ibid., p. 103. 
70 Ibid., pp. 104-9. 
69Ibid., pp. 101-103. 
71Ibid., p. 104. 72 Ib · , 105 J.U. ,p. • 
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Since these questions cannot be answerel on the basis 
of the Aristotelian theory, it must follow that t~le production of 
the spheres is no t purely a result of the laws of :~a ture; nor can 
the differing mot ions of the spheres be explained purely on the 
basis of these laws. 73 
Further, if all these spheres have the same substance, 
why do their forns J'1.ever interchange, 74 and if, on the ether hand 
they all have different forms of exis tence, why do they all move 
gith a circular motion and why do all the stars have the same re-
lative yositio~s in the various spheres?75 
One of the troubles with the Aristotelian theory is, 
says Laimonides, that Aristotle holds God to be perfect and omni-
potent, yet urable to change anythi'l1g in the universe; tlif He 
wished to make the ';'Jing of a fly longer, or to reduce the nwnber 
of the legs of a worm by one, He could not accomplish it •• • [IJ f 
He could, it would no t increase His perfection; it migh t, on the 
contrary, from some point of view, diminish it. ,,76 
In sublu,..,ary theory, he concludes, Aristotle is "un-
doubtedly correct" ;77 
But '.vhat Aristotle says concerni'l1G thi,...,gs above the s:phere of 
the moor is, YJi th fevJ exceptions, nere imagine tion and opin-
io!'1; to a still greater extent this applies to his system of 
73Ibid., p. 106. 
75Ibid., p. 107. 76Loc • cit. 
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Intclligences, 8'nQ to son~e of his metaphysical views; they 
include great improbabilities, ideas which all nations con-
sider as evidentl;:; corrup t, and cause views to spread which 
cannot be rroved. r8 
It is obvious that =,~aimonides has "1ei ther proved crea-
tion nor disproved the et:::rnity of the universe; wha t he has done 
is sho~v that the eterrity of the universe is 'not }~roved and that 
creatio'n and design are not only possible but ansuer some ques-
tiorS that 8.'n eternal universe a"1d a"rl imnutable 18.,\7 of ~T8.ture can 
1'10 t. 
This is, of course, no less than he promised; 79 bu t he 
considers further his ow'n cethod of argument. ~ffi I, he says, 
overthrm"l Aristotle f s theory Ol~ establish my ow'n merely 
o~ 2 basis of doubts? No; I am treating Aristotle as his fol-
lor:ers tell 2e to do, since they believe ilLs theories less open 
doubt than any others. 
Being convinced that the question whether the heavens are 
eter'nal or nDt ca~not be decided by proof, neither in the 
affirn8.tive 1:1or i!' the neGative, o,-;e ,Clave enumerate(J. the ob-
jections raised to ei ther view, anc!. shown hor: t he; theory of 
the :~ter"1i ty of the Uni verso is sub~ect to stroY'ser object-
io'ns, aT'd is Dore apt to corrupt the nvtions concer1:1iT'g Gcd.8 
~:)"'ly de1;1o""strati ve :proof should be able to r:l8,ke you abs!ldon 
the theory of the Creation; but such a ,roof does not exist 
in Nature. • • • In this rebard 'Ne ;-:l8.y justly quote the say-
i 1'1g: T Should rot our :;Jorfe ct L<n~ be as gooel as their gossip,.8 
7SIb"d 10° 
__ l_., p. u. 79Cf. su'pra, l' 93" 
- ~/ . . 
S~~aimo1'1ides, Guido, II, 108. 
SlIbid. p. 110; Sayi 'nS is from Baby101'l ian T1almud, Baba 
115b:-- ' 
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There are, then, two reasons for holdi,.,; the creation 
eJC .,.,ihilo: first, it has be e"'" revealed by God; secoYld, tJ.le op-
...- -
posi1'1{7, argurne-nt for the cterYlity of the u-riverse is not only un-
uroved but 138ves u-na""'stiereu obj8cti01'1s which creatior 21'1d desig1'1 
ca"" (l1'1Si'lcr. 
A fi,..,a 1, i~'lporta,.,t l"'ot e on ;,:air:lOnides f trea tme'\'lt of ttiiB 
problem gives us his rule for all Biblical interp~etatio""' • 
. e do not reject the ~ternity of the Universe because cer-
tain passages i"" Scripture co:nfirm the Creation; for such 
passages are not more 1'1UInerOUS than those in which God is 
represerted as a corporeal being; nor is it impossible or 
di~ficult to fi-rd for them a suitable interprecation. ~e 
!;light have explained them. in the sane ClBJ1.ner as we did82 
in respect to the Incorporeality of God. 83 
In other "Jords, God f s incorporeality has been proved, 
eterni ty of the u,.,iverse has J:1ot and Ita ~ argument in fa-
~ of a certai1'1 theory is not sufficient reasor for rejectiJ1g 
literal meani"'g of a _3iblical text.!!84 
The theory of the eternity of the uri verse Eiskes all 
impossible, if we folloVI the Aristotelian argument; the 
theory of the origin of the world does not make :-:~iracles 
imJossi ble, but tlthere is no necessity for this expedient, so long 
82Cf. supra, pp. 28- 60. :, 
", 
831iaimonides, Guide, II, 118. 
8410c. cit. Italics not in original. 
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e. S the theory has not bee'!'1 -;Jroved. n85 
To sum up, 86 
O-e'JiT1g to the absGY'ce of all ?roof, :']e reject the theory of 
t~1e 3territy of the UT1iverse; and. it is for t:1is very reason 
that t;:e noblest mirds spent and -:ill spend their days in 
research. 1!'or if the Creation had. beeD demon3tra teet by 
proof, evel1 if only according to the l'latonic hypothesis, all 
argumen ts of the philosophers age i')"1S t us would be of no avail 
If, on the other lland, Aristotle had a proof for his theory, 
the v:hole teachi 1""0 of Scripture vJOuld be rejected, a'l1d we 
should be forced to other oninions. I have thus shown that 
all depends on this questio;. Note it. 8 ? 
85Ibid., p. 119. Concerl1iT'g miracles, cf. LiairJ.onides, 
Shomonah :erakim, pp. 90-91: 
H~Ve. • • believe that the Di viT1e '::ill orc1.ai 1" ed. every-
thi1""g at creatioD, a1"d that all things, at all tL.les, are regu-
lated by the lavIs of nature, and run their natural course •••• 
This occasioY'ed the sages to say that all miracles which deviate 
from the natural course of events, whether they have already oc-
curred, or, accordil1g to promise, are to tal<:e place in the future, 
were fore-orda ined by tho Divine :7ill duriTiS the six days of cre-
ation, rature beir,; then so constituted that those miracles which 
were to happen really did. afterwards take place." 
Cf. a::"so loco cit., n.: ftExodus Liabbah, ~Q~I, 6: ~~Then 
God createdthe,}orld He made aD agreene"t that the sea should 
divide, the fire not hurt, the lions not harm, the f ish not sTIal-
lOTI persons si~sled out by God for certain times, and thus the 
\'ihole order of things changes YJhenever He finds it necessary." 
Cf. Roth, Q£.. cit., pp. 95-98, on ~::liracles and on ',,'hat 
is impossible for God. 
86The philosophic ar,gurnents for and against creation 
are preser>ted by L:ainonides only in the Guide; in his otho r !;"Jorks I 
he presents the doctrine of creation as an article of faith, 0ith 
no GlOre argument than the fact that it is part of the Law. For 
this reason, discussion of the creation has been confined to the 
texts from the Guide. 
A discussion of I,~aimonid.es T influence on St. Thomas T 
solution of this problem will ba found in the g3neral discussion 
of ,:ai:.nopides T irfluence, cf. ipfra, Chap. X. 
871.~aimonides, G-uide, II, 120. 
CHAPTER VIII 
EVIL AND PROPillCY 
As corollaries to our consid~ration of the nature of 
God, we shall now Gxar;1i.,.,e }~aimonides f answer to tl13 :::roblem. of 
evil, i.~., if God is perfectly good, how ca~ there be evil in 
the u~iverse He croateci'? and the ]roblom of prophecy, the problem 
of how ne~ can prophesy future acts of God. 
~ai~onidesf answer to the ]roblem of evil is not, in 
measure, an unusual one; ho answers it as would nost 
philosophers who follow the Aristotelian system: 
2vils are evils only in relation to a certain thing, and that 
which is evil in reference to a certain existing thing, 
either i""cludes the non-existence of that thi""g or the non-
existe.,.,ce of so~e of its good conditions. rhe )roposition 
hcs therefore been laid down in the most general terms, "All 
evils are nega tions. fI Thus for man death is evil; death is 
his non-Gxistence. Illness, poverty, and ignorance are evils 
for T:1a,..,; all those are -;-Jri va tions of propertios. l 
i' .. fter these propos i ti o""s, it I'lUS t be adrili tted. as a f act that 
it cannot be said of God that He directly creates evil, or 
lie has the direct inte.,..,tion to produce evil; this is impos-
sible. His works are all perfe ctly good. He only l)roduces 
existence, and 211 existe.,.,ce is ;ood; ~hilst evils are of a 
nags. ti ve character, and can not be acted. upon. • • .He creates 
evil only in so far as :.le produces the corporeal ele:lle.,.,t 
such as it actuslly is; it is al~ays co",,""ected with negativffi 
a~d on that account the source of all d0struction and evil. 
1, - '. . '1 ". 1 I - I '''4 [BIDOnlues, ~Ul( a, toi p. 0 • 
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••• ':oveT" -tlJe e;cisteYlce of tbis corporeal ele:llent, lOTI 8.S it 
i~ reality is, bocause it is the source of daath aMd all 
evils, is like',iise good for the perEleneT"ce of the U'ni verse 
8 rld the COYlt i T"ua tior) of the ord3r of thi l-'gS, so tha tone 
thing de]arts 8'nd the other succeeds. 2 
TIle sollltio:r, then, is that fJJlstever is is good; a thi'ng is evil 
o~ly i~sofar as it is 'non-being. 
Wha t of tllG evils !f'uhicll Hen cause to eacJ1 other be-
cause of certain ints'ntio'ns, desires, opinions, or religious ~ri 
ciples~'? ThesG arG likewi se rldue to non -exis t ence, because they 
orizinate in ignorance, ~hich is absence of wisdo~."3 
At this pOi'nt, ~aimonides considers the types of evil 
wi ~h r!hi Cll nan is burdened, a "'1d shoVJS tha t illOS'~ of thoD are his 
OYJr falll t. 
Very often the thrOryBS of the u'nreasonablo ~ill, in thoir 
hearts, put fort21 the claim that there is more evil tha!1 
good in this Vlorld, so that in a great rm:nber of proverbs 
a'nd poems of most peoples, it appears as though fi11ding good 
anyTIl~re were aluost a miracle, and as thouGh evil prevailed 
a'nd endured. Tllis error is not confined to the unreasoJ1able, 
but is COi:JI:lon eV8Yl amo:ng those ':'7ho consider themselves wise. 
'2hus Al-].azi , in ;1.is famous book, \'Ini ch he called. .onLIeta-
nhysics, collected r::la!lY of his absurd and foolish ide~8.nd 
amors thelu a concept he mad~ up for himself, nanely, tha t 
nore evil exists than good. 
2Ibid D 35 
_-, ..1..- 3Ibid., p. 36. 
4l;Iaimonides, "Design i!l the Universe fl , I'n Tine and Eter 
l1tZ, ed. !TahUll1 E. Glatzer (HevI York: Schocken Books, 1946),"" p.~25. 
This tra'r1slation of the Guide, III, 12 is used in preference to 
Friedlander T s because of its greater literary value, IT/hich gives 
a be tter idea of LIaLaon icies T style than the la ttGr I s somewhat pe-
dantic version. For comparison, I g.uote Friedlander's version of 
this paragraph, italicizing special differences in eraphasis; p. 37: 
'!,:en frequently thinl: that the evils in the world are 
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'rhe cause of this error is that ••• every fool thinl{:s that 
life is there for his sal<:e alone, and as though nothing ex-
isted but he. And so, v;hen a"'ythin;; happens that opposes 
his wishes, he concludes that the whole uni verse is eVil. 5 
But if ilian would regard the whole universe itself and rea-
lize what an infinitesi:lal part he rlays in it, the truth 
would be clear a1'1d appare!:'.t to him. He would see that !"tien 
l1ave formulated tl1e stupid generality of the prevalence of 
evil in this world (\rihich t hey have thou(~;ht up for them-
selves) not wi th regard to the Di vine I,:esser,\~ers, or to the 
spheres a'!1d stars, or to the elemeTlts a1'1d whatever is com-
posed of them, or to stoJ'1es a~d plants, or to the species of 
other living thi"BS, but with regard to soue particular i1'1-
sta1'1ce iT" maJ'1ki~d.6 
It is our 01)lnl0n that the u"iverse exists onl'1 for the sake 
of the Creator (not for maJ1 J. • • Yet man is the mos t impor-
taJ'1t of all the creatures in this lower world ••• and so his 
life is a great treasure aT1d a grace of God by Dhich He 11as 
distinsuished san. 7 
Vhat is really to blame for these many evils TIe seem to 
fi~d in the world? 
LIos t of the 6lil that befalls i:rdi viduals come s froLl the im-
perfections nithin themselves. Cut of these imperfections 
of ours we cry out demands. The evil we inflict upon our-
more numerous thaI" the good thi~gs; l;lany sayings and songs of the 
rations dwell upon this idea. '.rhey say that a good thing is 
fO'l""'d OT'ly exceptionally, rJhilst evil 'bhings are numerous and 
lastinf. rrot only commor neople make this mistake, but even many 
who believe that they are wise. Al-l=tazi FJrote a well-krovm, book 
"O~ }.:etaphysics. u AmoY'£.:; other mad and foolish things, it COJ"l-
tai.,.,s also the idea, discovered by him, that there exists more 
evil than good. 
5Cf. I~aimonides, Guide, III, 37-38: !tan iGnorant man be-
lieves that the whole u""iverse only exists for hin; as if nothing 
else recluired any consideration. If, therefore, aJ'1ythin(; happens 
to hic. contrary to his expoctatio1'1s, he a t once co~clucles that 
the 1,"1hole U1"',i verse 'is evil." 
6". ° °d D ° '-'5 '"'6 G °d L181mOn l es, eSlg'!1, pp. {:, -<; Ul e, III, 37-38. 
7Ibid., p. 26; QI. Guide, III, 38-39. 
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selves, of our own volition, EePQ ',';ht ch re.tns us, we ascribe 
to God .dor! very re;clOte from Him it is 1 As it is clear ly 
;)xpressed in His Book: 8 HIs corruption Eis? :ro; }Iis child-
ren's is the blemish; a generation crooked a."ti perverse. n9 
These evils ce.n be classified in three Sroups: the 
first "co'nsists of the evils tl1at befall ns'" from the vory nature 
f 'ooi'n~ l)orn Dn~ C-l'v-1"n~""10 o !\..; ..... ' c.") i "' Ci.~ ........ ... - 0' 
he who is made of flosh and bon:::; and yet cLoes not -;;ish to be 
subject to that to ;.;,11ic11 all matter is subjoct, is tryi>::; to 
reconcile tuo contrasts ~ithout realizing it: ho Dents to be 
subject and not subject to cha'nge. ll 
These evils 8re rare, e~d occur infre~uently. "Thousands of per-
sonS are born in the best of health, and tho birth of an ailing 
child is a rare avont and " - . 1<:> 2 S-)OC1a1. case. lI N 
The second category cO'nsists of the evils that ~en in-
flict upon one another, in that t:lOy use vio..Lence agcirst 
one another. ~his evil is more fre~uently encountered than 
the evils in tho first category, and the roasons are nell 
},:nO\1n; they too lie \/i thin ourselves, yet no amount of VJis-
dom ca'" obviate theu •••• It is rare, and we find it only 
where a r.:a"., schemes agGi nst another, to murder hLl or to 
steel his ;:1o'noy b~r "Y"iE;11t. It is true that i!1 greet nars 
this category of evils affects 2any people; but this too do' 
,.,o~ occur in the ;,18j or IJSrt of tho i nhabi tee:. 38.rth. 13 
1'he third class is that ',Jhich affects a :nan as the re-
:lis OTIn actions, aT1d II this co. tegory is the one foun d most 
8Deut. 32, 5. 
9Ibid., p. 26; cf. Guide, III, 39. lOLoc. ci t. 
111' "d <)7" f '~"d ITT '70 40 01 ., p. ~ , c • uU1 e, ~~, OJ- • 
-- -
12Loc. cit., cf. Guide, III, 40. ~,=aimoT'1ides here finds 
e:mraple frau his experieTlce as a physician. 
13Loc. cit. cf. Guide 
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frecuently.n14 It naffects all men, so that they cry aloud, and 
this is because there is ~o~e who has ~ot sin~ed agai~st him-
self. n15 
The ~ise, ho~evor, ca~ see the wisdom i~ the universe; 
they set up as their goal u~darstanding, and seek only uhat is 
T1eces sary. What 
seems difficult to you in this conrecticn, too difficult and 
too burde""sose for us, is o""ly because of tho superfluous • 
.':>'or if you seek after r.;hat is !lot 1Jecessary, it will become 
difficult to find even what is Y'ecessary, and the more IJ.en 
desire what is superfluous, ~h~ more difficult this thing 
becomes. Not only are strength and ];ossessio1"1s corroded by 
\'iha t is unTlecessary, but even 1~ha tis Tlecessary is lacking11 
All necessary thi""gs are fully and chea:?ly provided by ,'I: 
:I! 
God; air is most ple~tifully sup::;;lied, ' . .'ater, ,-,",hich is nora ne-
cessary to life tha~ food, is abunda'l1t, s:rd even the more impor-
are a bu""dant a'!"ld cheap. flI.:usk a,..,d anbergris, rubi es 
aT'ld er'leralds -- I do not thinl: that anyo!'e \,1i th perfect u1"1der-
could believe that these are 1Jecessary to Lmn.,,17 
Further, no anir:2al is extraordinarily endowed or extra-
ordi ~arily lacking in its needs. God tlhas given us life, that is 
the great a:ncL perfect good, as we have d.er:lo1"'stratel. n18 
14Ibid. , pp. 27-28; cf. Guide; , III, 41. 
15Ibid. , p. 28; cf. Guide, III, 41. 
16Ibid. , pp. 28-29; cf. Guide, III, 43. 
17Ibid. , p. 29 ; cf. GUide, III, 43-44. 
18Ibid • 
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These evils of which Llan coaplains, the'1, s}?]ear to him 
8S evils o~ly because he fmkes himself the center of the universe 
or else they are the result of his own action s. Fo I' ei tl1er he be 
wails the fact that he is subject to change, ignoriPG the fact 
that this is a necessary part of a material nature, or he brings 
evil u:;Jon him.self and blames God for it. He wants the ,7hole uni-
verse ru~ ~erely to give him pleasure. 
To return to our first statefle~t, evil is called evil 
only in relatio~ to sons existin8 thi~g, and is called evil only 
insofar as it refers to the !lon-e=~iste!1ce of that thing or of 
some good conl"lected VIi th it. Evil, then, is the lack of good, 
the lack of being. 
This seems an obvious and clear ex:plication or the prob 
lam of evil as it must follow from the concept of God as good and 
absolutely existil"lg and from ftGod san everything He had made, and 
beho.:_d, it ~as very good. 1f19 Necessarily, I.~aimonides must ex-
plain evil in the world as due to som.ethi~g besides the action of 
the Greator and, since all that exists is due to His action, evil 
so~e way be non-existence. 
However, even so simple a solution in existential phi-
losophy can be misinterpreted: 
:'ii th the attri butes ~;oes the problem of evil. Just as there 
is no absolute gocxl, so there is no absolute 8vil •••• ~.~any 
19:Uaimonides, Guide, III, 35; Gen. 1, 31. 
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thi ",gs are evil to ;28.'11, but lrlan has !'IO right to set himself 
up as the ulti~ate standard. 20 
ThiS borders almost on "c:le sophistic interpretation of LIaimonides 
AS has been deuonstrated, tilo D'limonidean viei'J is not that ffthere 
is nO absolute good" but that there is '110 good distinct from God, 
i'" the absolute se!1se; that the Good cannot be c011sidered as an 
attribute, but must be part of His simple, abso~ute existe"'ce. 
"All existe"'ce is good, If he says; 21 the absO..Lute existence is 
therefore the absolute good, but the two are 01"le in HL~l. This 
iTlterpretation, we night say, is not a case of mis-reading Eai-
but of not-readi ng L~aimorides. 
Further, the stateme!'lt that ff8Bn has no riGht to set 
up as the ultimate standard" of good and evil is certain 
:.=any of the tIli Tlgs whic h ::Ilan cons id0rs evils are so onl y 
nakes 111::1S elf the ce!'lter of all crea tior, as an i Tldi vidual; 
but o",ly by judgi"'~ good and evil on this very basis can one say 
rltllere is no absolute good or evil. tt 
Such a stateme",t:,::.eans really that beca·i.lse LlaTl can err 
concerni"'g good and evil, there is "'0 such thin~ as good or evil. 
This is, to use the Dords of the 3abbi, a foolish and absurd '110-
tion, since tlle o,.,ly ':Jay i", 1':11ich the statenent that nan can err 
con cer!1i",S good a...,d evil can be i!1telligi ble is 0'1 the basis that 
is SO~1:e standard of good e'l1d evil i ndepende'1t of I:'J.3.n. If 
20'J th . -I.. 1'" 6 
.i:1.0 ,.2J2. • ~ , p. 0. 21i~f. 10' v_ supra, p. -'-.. 
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DaD is the 8easure, if things are good and evil only because man 
tlli <:s t;ley are, then, obviously, rm cam'1Ot say ,~a'1 1 S VJrong i 'n 
This same comH18'ntator aakes aY' even more specific mis-
8.P}Jlication of ;,~aLllo'1ides O'n evil: 
::fe have the curious paradox that both 2~aiLlonides aYld Spinoza 
,;"]ho alike, 2. Nl \.'i t 11 the most unconpromisi 'ng frankness, deny 
cate2;orically the absolute validity of moral values, yet de-
vote all their energies to the investigation of ~hat is good 
for nan. 22 
If this were true, it 'Would indeed be a II curious paradox"; it 
would, i Tl fact, be pure idiocy. AS "1:;0 wha t SpiTloza actually says, 
we Dill Ylot concer'n ourselves here, but we TIill investigate those 
of lfuimonides T writi'ngs on which the conclusion is based 
The first reference is to the discussion i'n the Guide 
the fall of Adam;23 indeed, this is the OTlly reference of any im-
porta'nce. ~his section of the Guide concer'ns itself with the 
stateme'nt that, after Adam ate the forbidden fruit, he T knew good 
and evil. T From this, presumably, one should infer Maimonides 
held that there 11as YlO absolute scale of moral values ard that 
rJaS i 'nvG'nted by God as a -c:unislment for Adaru' s disobedi-
22Roth, QQ. cit., p. 108. 
2 r , oLIaimonides, Guide, I, 33-39. 
24Perhaps a frivolous way of statinG the argument, but 
not deserve much better. 
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Let us, hmvever, examine 1"1ha t I,:a imonicles says: 
-,7hen Adam was yet i~ a state of innocJnce, ani ',Jas guided 
solely by reflectio~ and reason ••• ho ~as not at all able 
to follo~ or to understand those pri~ci,les of apparent 
truths; the nos t r;1anifest impropriety, viz., to appear in a 
state of nudity, was nothing unbecoming accordi'l'"'g to his 
idea: he could 1"ot compreheT1d why it should be so. After 
~;lan' s disobedie'nce, hov7ever, l'Jhe'n he began to give VIaY to 
desires which had their source in his imagination and in the 
gratificatio!' of his bodily ap})eti tes ••• he was pu'!ished by 
the loss of :part of this intellectual faculty. He therefore 
transgressed a co::nmand with which he had been cr...arged on 
the score of reaso!'; and having obtaiJ:1ed a knoi'lledge of the 
apparent truths, he was wholly absorbed in 1.;l1e study of the 
beautiful a..,d its opposite. • •• Further observe the passage 
nAnd the eyes of both were opened, and they l:ner:. they were 
T1aked. IT (Gen. iii. 7): it is J:1ot said, flAT1d the eyes of both 
were opened, a'nd they' saw"; for wna t the mB-r had seen pre-
viously and ',-:hat he saw after this circurnsta"ce was llre-
cisely the saGe; there }1ad been nO blind'l'"'ess which 'Has now 
re20ved, but he received a new faculty whereby he found 
thir\ss TIro'nf; whi cll previously he had not regarded as wrorg.2 
Eaimonides, then, is not deT1ying the validity of moral 
values; he is rather disth-'guishi'ng between the truths of reason 
ard !1apparent truths," such as the tT.:;~anifes t impropriety" of 
rudi ty. Here the :aab bi ~)rovides us VIi tIl a clear exarJple of his 
!:lean iriS. 
To Adam, in a state of innocence and guided solely by 
there was rothing wro",e; in nudity; whe-r he begaY1 to give 
to desires 'VJhich had their "source in his iLlagi n8 tion and in 
gratification of his bodily appetites," he fou'-d it wrong. In 
words, to the pure re8so~, judging betwesY1 true and false, 
is 'nothing contradictory i'n Gan's being naked; but to the 
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fallen nan, TIho is ruled ra ther by his bodi ly des ires tha:n by 
truth, this naked~ess can load to sin. 
There are two ways in ~hich things and actions can be 
Co~sid2red: the reason considers then as true or false, the will 
as ric~~-rt or lvro-rg. Before AdaDl's siY', -~here was no need for the 
second classificatio~, si~co his reason TIas never in conflict 
~ith his jill. The reasor told hiD whether an actior was true 
or false aDd the will was never drawn towards the false in any 
way. Only when r::aD beeaJ:l to Geek his ovm f! bodily gra tifica tionsfl 
rather than the truth was there any necessity for a classifica-
tioD of actiors which Dere contrary to reason. 
As contributory evidence, let us consider a text from 
Les assertions exeaptes de de~orstratior sont de quatre es-
-Jeces: 
, 1 0 ) les donJ:lees de sers. • • • 
2 0 ) Les axiones ou los d01"'Dees iI1':O(:ia tes de 18 raison. 
. . . 
3 0 ) Les opinioT"s re-pa':1dues. ~~:{. =-.a nueli te des parties 
ho'''teuses est blar:wble; reco=---:perser ,:;eT'ereus3':ort un bien-
faiteur, c'est convenable. 
40 ) Les assertions traditiorrelles dues au te80ignage 
d' u""'e ou de plusieurs POI'SOYl rages di,:; Y1 es de foi. Car, -DoUS 
sour::ettons a l'e::;)l~euve lfi'~te:;rite de la ::'erso'''e Qui tr2.nS-
~3t Ie tenoi~n2ge, ~lutot que de deDOr~rer chacure do ses 
asse~tio:rs. Aussi, rous appuyons-roU3 exclusivenert sur la 
bo~~e fai du ra~~ort~u~ dort IfintegriLo est reco~nue ~ar 0g ~ 8.illeurs."-'v 
?hol;hird class of u~provable "assertions!! is the :Jar:~G as the 
of tlapparer<t truthsll in the Guide; the fOlIrth i Deludes those 
• 67 
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l~':JS ()f -'cl;.o fai tll for ,;,hich Ile can fiY'd no basis in reaSOl1 or in c" 
oarl3 fEllen nature. 
It is of' the third group, hO'wever, that the assertion 
tllat =.~ai~l:oI'ides denies "categorically the absolute validi ty of 
~nral values" is based. It is clear that Laimonides does not 
..... \". 
dery the validity of moral values; what he is doi:1g rather is 
out that r.~,any of ou:c ;'.~oral standards are recessary bo-
DO longer acts accordirg to reason alore. 
Certai 111y, =~airl0nicles deY'ies the absolu te validi ty of 
standards of cO l1 duct, e .,g., the tabu on n'~di ty, if Hderying 
validityTl is defi1'ed as fl s ayi r ,'2; that tho irtellecb car1'ot dis-
purely intellectual reasors for thea. 1' If Dudi t:r ';vere 
of his nedical treatises, he advises ~eekly bathirg. 
This \joulu., honever, be a very s:;,Jecial defiri tio1' of 
ndo r yil1g validitY,Tl aYld ore certai~ly not explicit in the criti-
cism quoted. Ina stato@s:rt that, 2f~er~ho Fall, Ada2 fou~d so~e 
thi 1'\-;S wro l1 g "ryhich he llaCi. I-ot previousl:;T re.::;arded as vJro:r6~; is 
statement that there are 1'0 moral values. 
One further cri ticis:.:u ;"f .,~aL.~or;ides I doral 'iJ;::.eory, as 
oZ:9ressed i J' tile Guide, shot-Lld be cor s idered ;1e1'o; that f ourd in 
=~rrores PhiloscJ1J:lorum of Giles of :Home: 
11. Ul teri U3 erravi t circa l1w-:lal'os 8. ctus, ponens SiLl-
nlicen fornicatioreu nullo Dodo esse ?eccatwQ in iure natu-
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sittirg do~r, his risi~g up and his speech shall be facing 
-1- 11l' c' froOl 29 V1 U :":t CI, • • • 
On this basis -:ie call S'lWUilarize the argurilellt. God is 
Absolute :=:xistert; He is Good and, therefore, :711a tever exists 
is good insofar as it exists. 3vil is the regation of some exis-
terce or of sorrie perfect ioT' of axis te ::'.ce. LIoral evil or vJrOI'g 
results fro~J. ~lan f s ulakiY'g hinself ti:.e standard [:lrd the goal of 
actiors; moral ;sood corsists iT' turTIl n,; frotll self towE.rds 
Gnd seeking to know Him. The staT'dard of noral values and of 
absolute, but it is not nan; it is the Absolute, Himself. 
The second problem to be coT'sidered iT' this chapter, 
prophecy, takes up a large section of the Guide 30 besides 
Gentions in the :L~ishr~ah and the 3hefloY'...ah ?eral{im.. Here 
atte~llpt no more than a brief stateuent of l.:eiLlonides T 
the subject. 
}:i'irst, let us eluote arother of Giles of Rome's cri ti-
7. U1terius erravit circa prophetiam, credens houl~eD 
se ,osse sufficieTIter disponere ad gratian prophetiae, et 
quod Deus non elegit in l)ropheta:rdo Quemcumque hominen si:t:-
c;ularen, sed illum qui se adaptat ad talia. 31 
Indeed, Iaimonides dismisses tho opinion that lTGod se-
lects any persoll he pleases ••• TIhether that person be nise or 
29Maimonides, Lishnah, p. 194. 
30:,:aimoll ides, Guido, II, 160-225. 
31Gi1es of Rome o. cit. • 62 11 7-9 
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stupid, old or you"'8; :qrovided he be, to 30;:le e:z:1.J ent, I:1orally 
11'00d, It 32 but he also says that "even if one has the capacity for 
u 
urophecy, and has duly prepared himself , it may yet happen that 
he C.oes no t actually prophesy. It is ir that case t:10 will of 
God. tf33 flIt depends chiefly on the will of God who shall prophesy 
ard at v:hat time, and ••• Ee only selects the best and the wisest. 
'!Ie hold that fools and igno rant :!,180ple are unfit for this dis-
t '''''c .!- J.' -on n 3 4 1J LJ ... 
KnoTI, then, that no prophet received the gift of pro-
phecy, u""less he possessed all the mental virtues and a 
great najori ty of the most Lrportant moral ones. • • 0 It is 
""ot, however, an indispensable re~uirement that a prophet 
should possess all the noral Virtues, and be sntirely free 
from every d::;fect. • •• Thou :lust Dot be surprised to lear n, 
hO::Jever, tha t a fe1'1 mo;ra 1 iEi.perfec tions lessen tho degree of' 
pro~hetic inspiration.~5 
It is apparent that Giles is, to a certain degree, cor-
rect in his ap~;ra isal; ~_::aimonides does hold that God does not 
cheose just anyone for' pro}::;I1ecy, yet .:~O also holds t;hat the fi:ral 
decisioD rests entirely -,li th GOel., aJ1.d that no amou"t of preparatidl 
on 'lan f s part is iJ1 itself sufficient for pro};;11ecy. 
It is not our irtention here to inves tigate the validi ty 
of ::aimonides' opiY'ion , though it seems he holds rather that God 
would not horor an u"'f it man v:i t::1 the faculty of prophecy than 
321:aimonides, Guide, II, 161. 
33· 1 ') IbJ.d., p. 6...,. 34Ibid., p. 164. 
35Eaimonides, 3hertlorah Perakim, pp. 20-81. 
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that he cannot. For this opinion, no proof is offered. 
r1'he briefest sta te::::ent of the way in whiGh l)rophecy oc-
curs is th.J folloVJing: 
It is a fur>danental part of ~'eligion to acknowledge tlk 
God bestows prollhecy upon the sons of ae)''''. But prophecy 
does not descend save upon a wise man, eminent in wisdom, of 
sterling character, never subdued by vJOrldly passio'Y', but 
conquering it by an ever-present will-power, broad-minded 
ard settled to the highes t degree. A man, endowed \7i t hall 
these moral principles, of sound physiQue, ~h8n he enters 
the Vineyard, a:r.d is carried away wi th the currer>t of these 
great and re80te subjects, and possessed of a mind ready to 
ur>derstand and attain, he continuin; to gain in saintliness, 
separated from the general public which follows the dark 
paths of the times, continuing to take care of hiQself, 
training his soul to heed 'Y'O thought in idle affairs nor in 
the vani ties and phantasies of the tilae, but :1is Hind be 
constantly ready and directed Upward, connected to the 
':i:hrone Benea th, to u"'derstand the Holy and l::Jure Intelligenc 
and to penetra-Ge the scope of tIle :"JisdoLl of -Liile Holy Ore, 
blessed is Het from the First Intelligence 8V,m u,...t 0 the sum 
mit of the earth to know from them His greatness -- iramedi-
ately the HOl-Y 3piri t "will rest upon him. 
And, when the Spirit will rest upon him, his soul will 
be mingling with the ~ngels of the degree of ~he Sphere 
called T.IeT1, and Hill be transformed into anot11er being, 2_nd 
will urders tand his own intelligence, tha t he is no t as he 
was, but that :18 is elevated above the degree of other vJise 
sons of man, as it is said of Saul: ttl .. nd thou shalt prophesy 
among ~heL1 and thrushalt be turned into another man.tI (I Sam 
10. 6) 0-6 
As we noted in considering the problem of evil, the fa 
of Adam consisted in l1is turning from his state of innocence, in 
which he VJas guided by reason alone, to a conditio!"' in "'''Ihicn he 
was guided by his dosire for self-gra tification. Us see here 
the preparation for prophecy consists in an attempt to re-
36hiaimonides, ;::ishnah, pp. 158-159. 
I 
II 
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turn to that original state of innocence, so far as possible; the 
wo uld- be prophet separates himself froLl the !I general public," 
from the "dark paths of the times" and directs his ~!lind Upward, 
"to })enetrate tho scope of ',,'isdom of the Ho..LY one. 1f 
After a man has go~e through this lJrocess of raising 
hi[:1self by self-control and self-denial and by reflecting on the 
r,ature of G·od ard the universe, the It ~-ioly Spiri tf! rest supan hin, 
he becomes united with the Intelligence of the lowest Sphere, and 
receives the gift of prophecy. The process, then, is one of 
union with the active intellect which u'1ites God and nan through 
tho system of IntelliGences emanating fron Him. 
It is after this discussion that I~aimonid3s begins to 
make apparent the reason that Honly the best and wisestff are se-
lected for prophecy by God, for, he says, 
not everyone who delivers a token or perfor-ills a miracle 
should be bolieved to be a prophet; for only such man l'Jhom 
we :renew heretofore to be vlOrthy of prophecy, both by his 
wisdom and by his conduct •••• if, thereafter, he came and 
delivered a token and performed a miracle and said that he 
is a messenger of God, it is a uanda tory c om:nandmen t to hear 
ken unto him. 37 
Tokens ara. miracles, then, are not sufficient proof of 
a -prophet, since these may possibly be the resule of r;itchcraft. 31 
;i'J"hy is it so necessary that there be SOLle other standan 
by ~hich to tell a true prophet than tokens and miracles? 
37 I bid., pp. 163-164. 
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[I] f a prophet arose and perforr:1ed great toker's a:nc~ miracles 
and'::; hereby seeks to deny the prophecy of = :oses OUI' ~,:ast er, 
Vie Dust rot he a- }cen to hi::l, for llJe know cleal""ly that those 
tokens are of enchant:;lent and witchcraft, because the pro-
phecy of :·.;oses our _ .. ~as ter is not based upon the tolwns so as 
to make 8 c onparisor: between the tokens of this on c; alJc;' the 
tokens of that one; for with our own eyes we saw it, and 
wi th our own ears -,;0 heard it even as he hililself heard. • • 
whereas we do not believe in a miracle save because of the 
cOJllillaDdnonts 17hich :~oses CO!i1Llanded us, ho-.' will_;e t'.ccept 
this token ·which is oroyght to deny the prophecy of ~,:oses 
whic~l ,)e saw and. heard,39 
Here, then, is the: reason for the preparatory require-
;:,erts; they are intended to safeguard tIle I~osaic law agains t 
false prophets. The prophecy of 1::oses is certifi ed, Dot by mira-
ales and tokeT's, but by the ver:l voi ce of God, HiLlS elf ; "with our 
own eyes we Sa1;J, wi th our own ears we IleaI'd. n Whosoever denies 
his :qrophecies or breaks his lac-Is cannot be accou,.,ted a true pro-
phet, reGardless of tokens. 
It is a claar aDd sanifest ,rirciple cor'cerrlng the Torah 
that as 8. Law it is per;laDeD~ly establishecl forever e Dd ever 
more; and tha -1.:; it is ''"'ot; sub,j e ct to aut i bili ty [sic], DOl" to 
dir:1iY'ution, nor to am.eTIdraent •••• 'l'herefore, should a ::laD 
rise up ,:hether he be from amoT's; d1G G-el1ti1es or -,';llether 
fron c:.IJ.orC; Israel, C',nd deliver 8. tolwr 2_nd lJ erf'orr~J. a mira cle 
sayi r'g, th2 t}Ocl he th sent hL~GO add a COElna nd::1JDt.;, or t 0 
dLi.:.i]1is~: a cOG:.~arcd.l18nt, or GO il'1terpret Co C8:;.~t2,ir COnlLle.l1Cnent 
of aLlon~; the c oI;Llanc1l.1eD ts ~7it;}] suc 11 irterpre lia tion as r.'G L18ve 
not :l1eard by tra(i ti on from __ .oses; or he said, that these 
cOmJ:"J_aT1dments)ith "I;llicn Israel was chargee. are Dot forever 
F71d throughout all generations, but that th0y~,'ere cOr:lnand-
rIents iT' keepinG l,-dth tilOI3e tines olly, behold him, te is a 
false pro)het, seeing thct j~ ca~o to deny t~e prophecy of 
Eases •••• for He, blessed is ReI COlilL'18TIded l.=oses, sayiT'g, 
tha t this el1actceDt r.'as HUT'to us aDd our ci1i1dren forever" 
(:Ueut. 29. 28) 4: and, "God is rot 8. Llan that =ie sho-Llld lie" 
pTum • 23. 19). ° 
39Ib'd I"" l ., p. 00. 40Ibid. -0"0. 169-1'70 
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Yo :::,rol)l1et, then, 110 matter "\;\1hat evidence he offers, c 
be e true prophet if he seeh:s to change the Torah. Indeed, "even 
co11cerniT\::; thougb t VJl1ich causes l:::.an to delete a =)rinciple of the 
fu~darle:nt8ls of the 'rorah are we chargec~ not to offer itt:J our 
hsart, not to co~certr8te our 2ind thereon a:nd reason it out and 
be drawn after the sTIervi~ fancies of the l1eart.,,41 
Here also apply the first ti;vO ca tegories of infidels: 
(1) he l':ho says that prophecy is altogether a '"l inveP tio n , a. 
that no knowledge reach3s the hear t of the so'"ls of nan from 
the Creator; 
(2) he 1'Iho deYlies the prophecy of 1-:oses our I.~8.ster;42 
a!1d the third category of 
Torah traducers ••• he T.~Jho says that the Creator comr:mted 
tl1is Duty for another duty ard that the Torah had been nul-
lified lo:ng ago though it really was God given • 43 
The purpose behird ;~iQoPidesf doctrine of prophecy do 
not require much further ex:::;licatio:n; the various state::::.ents above 
give the basic ars;ume11t. A true prophet must be a nan of wisdom 
ara virtue; he must have all the Llental virtues. Ho ignorant nan 
v;ill be a true prophet. 
Secondly, the law of ~:oses will be the standard by 
which a prol)het lT18.y be judged. ITO matter ,'!hat rJ.iracles he Play IE 
form, if he denies one vJord of the Torah, he is a false prophet, 
a traducer and an infidel. 
41Ibid., p. 291. 42Tb· " r>99 ..=....1:.£., p..) • 
43Ibid., p. 400. 
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Certainly, .J....-" the defence of Judaism from Christianity is 
rot the only purpo se of this doctrine; Liaimonides intends to pre-
serve the law of L:oses from all those who wish to nake any change 
iI1 it. Yet the miraculous beginnings of the Christian religion 
are, nast probably, near the bead of the list of false prophecies 
he has in mind. 
8ID.PTER IX 
We l1eve already considered several aspects of Gexl in re 
Eis u~ivel~se: God as Creator, the problen of evil in His 
His gift of ~)rophecy to men. Here we s:lall present no 
a summary of some of the nore important remaining points 
The position of L.iaimonides is that mant 3 purpose on 
to love and fear God, which is most properly done by an 
to lcnow Him tl1..rough His creation, though it is impossible 
mi nd of nan, '.1hi le in the body, to arrive a t a tru e c on-
of Eim. The moral good for man is to follow the laws of 
Torah, out of love of God. 
:Svery !nan VJas endowed vvi th a free will; if 118 desires to beni 
himself toward the good :;latll and to be just, it is \,li thin 
the power of his hand to reach out for it, and if ho desires 
to bond himself to a bad path and to be wic~ed, it is within 
the pOTIer of his hand to reach out for it ••• this species, 
man, stands alone i!' th e vJOrld, and there is no other kind 
like him, as regards this subject of being able to his own 
accord, b:.' his reasoTl and thought, to know the good aI'd the 
evil, and to do whatever his inclination dictates hiilllsith 
none to stay his hand from either doing good or evil. 
But if God knows beforehand that a certain man riill be 
410. 
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just, hOTI car we say that this man is free to be just or not? 
The ~roly one, blessed is He! does not lcnow of t11irgs ','lith a 
k l10vlledge ~7hich is outsid0 of lIimself ••• but lie, nay His 
l';:ame be exalted land Eis knowledge are Cine, aT'~d it is rot 
~'!i thin the po YJer of the l~nowledge of r;;.aY' to at taiT' this ma t-
ter clearly, and '3ven as it is rot wi thir tl1e power of nan 
to attain and find the truth of tho Creator •••• This being 
so, it is !lot wi thi:r our intellectual pOYler to know in what 
[JanDer the IIo';'y G 1'1e, blessed is He t knovJs all the creatures 
and their actions, but v,e do know without a doubt that nan's 
behavior is in -lihe hand of ulan.2 
l:,:an, then, most certainly has a free '\;vi11; God, nost 
certainly, is OI::niscient. ilow this apparent contradiction is re-
so2-ved is beyond human urd,::::rstanding. Some COnlE:lel1tators seen to 
find ir this answer and explanation an "evasion" of the problem, 
yet it seems the only answer whi ch reason can give. As I,:aimonides 
says, concernirg those who raise the question, they are, 
it is true, aware that the diviro esserce, as it is, is in-
comprehensi ble, yet they s tri ve to COE(9rehend God's 1cnowleclge 
so that they f:'18y kDoVJ it, but this is, of course, impossible • 
• • • If we are asked, wJllat is th3 :nature of God's knov71eC.ge?' 
... ve aTISVler that we do not kro~'l aY'y more than we ~'CnOVJ the na-
ture of His true eXiste n ce. 3 
Ean has co'''trol over his E'cctio!'s; he is also u"'der the 
iY'f luence of Di vine.!:.rovid~)nc8, in proportioD to hi s endO'VTnen t of 
i!1tellect;4 
I do not ascribe to God. i,;1"01'2}"C8 of anythir~; or any }:i Y1 d of 
TIeskness; I ho:d that ~ivi1"e ~rovid8Dce is related and clo-
sely CO~1"ected TIith the intellect, because Providance can 
2Ib-d L14 L17 -L., pp. ~ -.:. • 
3r.:aimonides, 3he111onah, pp. 101-102; cr. supra, p. 44,11.03 
4i .. laimonides, Guide, III, 62-86. 
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o:nly proceed fro:l 2D i:::-'telli,::;ent beiTl[j, frOd ",: beiY',,; th2t is 
itself the ~:ost :::;erfect Intellect. 'I'hoso croe-cures ,~hore­
fore, ~hich receive part of that intellectual influence, 
uill becone subject to the actioL of lrovidenca in thg same 
nroportion as they are acted upon by the Intallect. 5 
" "1"'" • hot Fur~ner, Sl ce ~De specles as suc eX1S s only ir tile Llind, this 
irfluence of Providence uill descend to the individual intelli-
~ent creature, rather than to the species of oankind as a ~iliole.6 
o 
S°J.ch a conceptioY' of provid.,.)nce is a logical outcone of 
I;:ainonides' theories. '.2he form7 of mar is his intellect: 8 
The soul of all flesh is the forn ~hich God gave urto 
hir;l, Cerd. the hit~h intelligence which is fou""'d in the soul of 
nan is tho form of the '~an ',':110 is perfec tly intelligent. Gorl-
cerri T\:; this form it is said. in tho Torah: lILet us rJake nan 
il' our forn after our ililage" (Gen. 1. :26), as if sayil\~ that 
he should possess a foru which knOTIs and attains the rntel-
lige!1ces 'ic;hich have no body, as angels, which are forms ~ithout a body, thereby being like urto then. 9 
}:I'romthis it follo'o'ls that man's love of c;.oci mus t be 
based upon his i!'tellect aDd. God's care for maT' be also based on 
the intellect, sirce it is through the intellect that raa!] is like 
5rbid., p. 78. 6~' ° d '79 8') ., pp. -~. 
7~,:aimonidos, I.=akala, p. 80: fl]\Totons :rear::loir'.s que la 
forme das choses :raturelles ne corsiste pas dans leur aspect ex-
terieur au dans leur cor:fif~uration. La forL1e d'une chose naturolle 
est sa quidditG, ce qui caracterise ITespece et sans quai indi-
V"idu n'appartieTIdrait pas a sor espece.1! 
8rbid., pp. 80-81: "Considero!"1. p. ax. 1 tetra hW:J.aiTJ qui 
est u!'e chose naturelle. 3a Llatiere, c'est sor organisne; sa for-
me, c'est la faculte de la raison; sa cause firale, c'est l'action 
d'acquerir les co~~aissances rationalles; enfin, sa cause effici-
ante, c' est Celui qui a doue l' honme de sa forme, de sa facul te 
de raiso~~er; car nous entendons par cause efficiente l'Etre cui 
donne a la matiere, le forL1e; c' es t-a-dire Dieu. n ~ 
9r,iaimoTJides. ~c=ishnah n ]_42 
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God ara. is linked to Him. Accordin~ to his iPtellectual capacity 
fO I' t118 kno'.Jled;::;e of God, therefore, and accordinG to his actual 
krOy:lccJ.ge of God, 'Jl.an is cared for by JJi vine Providence. Indeed, 
his protection by God is dependent on his reflection on God: 
Providence ,"'latches over every ratioY'al being accordi1"-6 to 
tbe amount of inte lloct ',;hi cll that beinG po ssesses .1'hose 
'who are perfect i:n their perceptio"'" of God., whose mind is 
Dever separated froD. EL-:l, enj oy always the influence d: i~ro­
vidence. But those who, perfect in tlleir knowledge of God, 
turn their mind sometimes arjay from God, enjoy the presence 
of Divine Providence only when they meditate on God; lNhen 
their thoughts are engeged in other matters divine Provi-
d~3nce departs from them. • • because when a person perfect in 
his kl"'o',vledge is busy wi th \Jorldly matters, he has no t know-
ledge in actuality, but only in near potentielity.lO 
ThUS, the whoie life of man centers around his reflec-
tio:n aDd aeditation on God; upon his knowledge of'}od depends not 
only his love and his fear of God, but also God's care for him. 
U"COD this kJ'1owledge, also, depends Glan t s reward an'l pu~' ishment 
af tel" dea the 
The revJard of the jus t is, tha t '~hey viill acquire the sweet-
Dess thereof [the 'aorld to Come], to be in such goodness; 
and the pUJ'1ishme n t of the VJiclced is, that they "'Jill not share 
in such life, but 1,'Jill suffer excisior Cl.l"'d etornel deeth. 
And, whoever does, not earn such life, is to be d3ad, without 
comi ng to life forever; l' or he is severed froLl life by his 
iniquity aT1d goes to oblivion like cattle •••• 1!7hat soul 
which ~7as separated fron the body in this \"Jorld shares not in 
the li fe of the ~.:!orld to Game, for even from the World to 
Come is it cut off. 
The ~70rld to Come harbors neither Dody nor eught of a 
concrete form, save only the souls of the righteous divested 
of body as are the ministering angels •••• 
The term. soul em]loyed on this subject refers not to the 
breath of life necessary for the body, but the forlll of the 
lOr,Iaimonides, Guide 1 III. 288-289. 
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soul;hich is the intelligence by which it attained knoTI-
ledge of the Creat or T s Bei Yl ,::; accordi y;:~ to its iT'tellectual 
p01!!er, a:rd by \':hich it attaired ~~Y1onledt:;e of ~ho non-concrete 
intelligences end other lJorks of God. • • • th3re is no death 
connected \iith it, seei r <; that death is only inciciental to 
the ~annenings \./hich befall a body, arei ••• t:J.ere exists no 
body. 11-
It is difficult to achiove a precise eXlJlanation of Llai 
:10)',i(les' theory of revJard 2,ncl lJu!'.ishment, due to the difficulty 
of deciding the precise sense of terss, particularly those used U 
setting forth the~heory of pUf1ishn:ent, the ffexcision and. eternal 
death.!! 
At any re.te, =~aimonicles considers :the life ar tel' death 
to be one of the soul alone, the form or intelliGence. Fov~, if 
the form is taken to mean the intelligence and the intelligence tc 
raean lIthe l:Y1o'i'!ledge of the Creator's BeinG II and tlknoTIledge of' the 
l"Ion-corcrete i'l1tellt';ences and. ot'lor rJorks of Gal ,II it will fol-
J.O'.1 that the r::aTl who };:T'OrlS absolu tely ;>othiY1G of Geu. and His lJork:.: 
will, i:'1 this strict sense of the term, lack a sOiJ.l e nti2:'oly. 
This folloYJs, of course, fron ~.~aiElOnides' versioY' of 
the Aristotelian notion o~ the intellect: 
I.la n , before cOlJ.preheDdirC a thirS, cO:i:;:::l"ehends it in poten-
tia; nhe n , hovlever, he cOllprehends 8 thi 1'[;, e . .c.., the form 
of a certai Yl tree which is })oiJ1ted out to 11i[1, nhe11 he abs-
tracts its form from its substeDce, and reprod.uces the E'bs-
tract form, 8.11 act per:t'ormed b~T -~h8 i'1tellect, he cOLlprehel1ds 
in' reali ty, and the intellect which ;le"as acquired in actu-
ali ty, is the abstract f'orlil of '~::lC tree iY1.~Cln T s ,:lind. .E'or 
in such a case the intellect is not a thine distinct from 
n 1:13 imonides, ~~ishnah, pp. 430-433. 
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tho thinG c0D1prehended. 12 
"::hat survives of the individual af ber death is this 
SU::1 of knoDledc;e wlli ch he 11as ac~uired d uri n:::; his Ii fe, ltaccor-
cU:'\: to [hisJ intellectual :,:)o":.'8r. n 
Does 21an renain all irdi vidual after death? Pearson, 
us iI1,~; the passage fro~:l the ~ :ishDah as a basis, argues that sin ce 
the soul, YJhen dissociated from matter, kno'.ls only the in telli-
gences, it loses all i ndividuality.13 This dOGS not necessarily 
follow; if mere dissociation from [$tter makes individuality im-
possible, there TIould be no possibility of differentiation be-
tr;eeY' the illtelligences or a:rgel s themsel ve s, 14 1i'lhom LaiEl.onides 
classifies as i ncorporeal. 15 
IIaimonidcs, hir:1Self, distinguished botvJeen the argels 
i1'1 "~hat 
they are not alike in their being, but each of then function: 
in a lesser degree than the other, and each o11e derives his 
being from the povier of the one above hira ••• lesser degree 
does not G.eEl n a degree in place. • • but as it is said of two 
scholars that one is greater than the other in leaI'ning '.:7110 
is of a degree:J.igher t~an the other, aDd, as we spea};:: of 
the cause as of a hizhor degree than the thin[; to which it 
gives bei ng. 16 
Here, it seems, is the basis on which VIe cal' posit in-
12:.:a imon ides, Guide, I, 254-255. 130 "t 13' 6 
-2. ~., p. • 
14pearson , of course, says, .2..£. cit., p. 130: "we leave 
out of acc aunt the aJ'1 gels, to Llhom 1la imol' id es , rather on doctrin-
al and theological than on philosophical grouY'ci.s, assigned an 
aromalous position. II 
15Maimonides, L:ishnah .. P. 127. 
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dividuality after death: the difference in degree, not or cause 
ll.rd effect, but i't"' Etm.ount of knovlledge. Since ~'Iair:1onides defin-
itely and frequertly speaks of the different cB:?c:city for know-
ledge appertairirg to different men, there is nc roasor for hol-
di "'; tba t all '\;'i 11 hav3 tbe sane capacity a.fter dee. th. IY'deed, 
this would :::ake ruUCl1 of 11is theory of revmrd poir tless, sii"'ce 
eaell f survivor f vTould receive the same pos t-mortal knowledge, 
resardless of his merit in life. 
If we consider this difference in degree of knowledge 
as a basis, eternal individuality becom.es at least a possibility, 
since the infinite incomprehensibility of God allows for an in-
fi :rite number of degrees of coc.prehens ion. 
:That, h01.'lCVer, does this leave us as an explaration of 
the t'excision e.nd eternal death" of the '<'licked? Obvious ly, if the 
irtellect alone survives death, the neasure of fIhat survives is 
the amoU1't of truth the int elle ct has acquired in life. Fals i ty , 
in the intellectual order, is nor-eXistence; that part of the in-
tellect, therefore, which has devoted itself to falsity cannot 
survive its separation frOIll the body. If there bo no truth '.'Jhat-
ever in it, there will be nothing to enter into the lire after 
death. 
The vengeance, than nhich t here is noDe greater, is 
that the soul will be cut off and will obtain no share in 
that life •••• As for hell, it is what the prophets call 
figuratively by different ranes, such as, pit of destruction, 
burning flame, leech, and by every ',":ord which means decay 
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and destruction is it called, because it is an expression 
of termiI:ating decay from which there is no leger.eration 
and a loss which remains forever unreturned. 7 
LIaimonides allo':1s, indeed, for repentance: 
though he continued a life of sin but did repent on his dy-
i~g dais and did die a penitent, all of his sins are for-
glver; 
if a man die rii th no trutll in his soul, that .soul, ~'Jhich has 
no true existence even in this life, will certainly Pot 
exist in the next. 19 
If, as was notecl, all that survives a mants death is 
l1is i :rtellect, this ',7ould seem tIle only possible interpreta tion 
of l:aimonides T theory. 1'o..S to uhether any Clan ever L:eri ts this 
extrene of pu!'ishrnent, it VJould be difficult to say, since it is 
not stated by ~=aimonides that any nan has dieci or even can die 
7ii thou -:; aCQuiriT1g any truth whatsoever. 
Indeed, it is also poss ible to interpret the VJholo doc-
trine as oetaphorical and call the eternal separation from God thE 
!fdea th" of the soul. This is, h07'Jever, not jus tifiable in a stricl 
i Tlterpretatior of ~.Iaimonides; his who";"e philosophy and theo":"ogy 
is based on the notion that r!lan t s rationality is his likeness to 
God ard his way to God. It is certainly not inconsistent to hold 
tha this re'ward will be his eternal knowledge of tr'J.th, unhampered 
17 T'Ol' d P t1.''',4-
_-__ ., • :l:~ ..... 18Ib'" - "'sr-.: lQ., p • .) .D. 
190f. infra, Appendix I, Basic j:<~i:rci:ple 13. 
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bY the body, when he r:.ah:es his 'Jihole purpose in life, accordirg 
to tho Jabbi, the thorough urderstardi!'g of Eetaphysics. 
!~Iaimorides is, or course, the high poiT~ i0 the history 
of Jewish philosophy. rhare were, berore him, Jews who philoso-
phi zed ; there were, after hio, lJhilosophers VJho were Jews; but the 
perf ect COTIl};OS it e of JudaisL1 aild philosophy wa 3 achieved i1'1 Y'o 
=1e has al';;ays been an important factor i r , the re-
ligious thought of the Jews, since the appearance of his first 
writirgs; as late as the eighteenth century~.:e fird the orthodox 
Jews regarding him *ith the suspicior usually accorded only to an 
in~ovator yet alive: 
The youJig scholars of the towT1 [Posen] passed a resolu-
tion at their meetirg to make up a salary for me, in return 
for which I was to deliver lectures to them on the celebrated 
and profound work of :.:aimoDides, ;,ioreh lJebukl1Ll. But this 
'oroposal was rever carried out, because the pare T1 ts of these 
you"'g peo:ple were anxious lest their childreT1 should be thus 
lOf. Harry ',Volfso!"!, 1f1.:aimoT:ides aYld Ealevi;' JevJish"uar-
terly Review(rew series), II 1911-1912, p. 314: r'Llaimonides was-
not a ra b bi employiY'g Greek lo{:;ic aDd ca tegor ies or thought in 
order to i 'nterpret JevJish reli~;ion; he was rather a true medieval 
~ristotelian, using JeDish religior as ar illustration of the Jta-
giri te' s metaphysical supre:::18CY. II 
Nei ther this view nor the oDe it opposes is accura te; 
,IaimoTIides ViaS mos t properly a Jewish philosopher-theologian, of 
~hich three elements TIoTIe can properly be omitteQ. 
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led astray, and by their i~dependent thinking or religion be 
made to ',;aver i r their fai th.rhey ackrowledged. indeed that 
hii th all my fo;-'dness for speculation I was still a Dious man 
and an orthodox rabbi. But they could not rely upo~ their 
children havi r ,;; sufficieY't judgw.ent to be aD le to enter unon 
this course ~i~hout passing from are extreme to the other: 
from superstition to u~b{31ief; and perhaps they were right. 2 
Even today, ~~aimonides' writing is a required study for 
the urderstardine of conteL~orary Jewish theology; for the Jews, 
ho is still the ":3;agle of the ,5ynagogue, If it is still true tha t 
"from l.:oses to ~.~oses, there arose no oDe like to l.:oses." 
Still more impress i ve is the record of his influence on 
Ie ter philosophers. L~ention has already been uade of the connec-
tion betweenl.1im and 3pinoza, which .nas given rise to so much mis 
P'terpreta tio"" of ~.~aimonides' p11ilos ophy; among the at her rela ti VB 
1y noderr Jewish philosophers under his influeDce are :.=oses :,:en-
dolssohT1 aJ1d 0010mon LIaimon.;) 
Sirce a defini ti ve s ta tement of 1._81 man ides' irf luence i 
beyond the scope of this thesis, the discussion will be corfired 
to his relation to the Christie.:r Scholastics and most:jarticularly 
to St. Thoma s .ti.'.~uiT1as, as the tlain representa t i ve of the Chri s tia 
Lristotelians. 
I,laf'y of the ChristiDt's made use of Eaimof' ides , Guide; 
",'illiam of Luvergne is probably the first and Alexander of 221es 
follows l~imonides in ~~ny details of biblical i Dterpretation. 4 
York: 
2S01omon ~~aiTI1on,2, Au tobiograp.L1y ed. l;:oses Hadas (Few 
Schocken Books, 194'(), p. 69. 
3Cf 4 
'. 0 
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L.lbertus I.~agrus VIaS aC:juaiflted 1;vi tIl Lhe \;orlcs of Isaac 
ISl~aeli, 1br G-a birol, cBimoJ'l id.es; 3t. ThoLlas also cites these 
three Jews in his works. 5 :':10ger Bacon's pupil, the author 6 of 
the SUL.!TJB phile,soDhiae edited in the name of rtobert Grosseteste, 
was nso satisfied 1','ith [l,=aimol"'ides'] teaching that he assures us 
that this sheet-anchor of Jewish theology was col"'verteei to Christ-
iar-ity arei TIrote a ~ork against Judaism and in defence uf the 
Ce.tholic faith!u7 ~.Bil11o:rides is c.Luoted also by Sigel' of 3rabent,~ 
DuT'S Seotus 9 and I'iehoiCls of Cusa .10 
Accordirg to Singer, the thou~ht of both the ~omirical"' 
end Frareisean orders 
exhibi ts '-'lany elements of Je\'Jish origin.:::'he chief Jewish 
thir}~ers available to tllem,;ere _aimOT'ides 81"'d .L·,,-vicebrOT". en 
the whoie, = imonides \'Jas more used b~r \"}w lJ om iJ:1i cars , .i:~vi­
cebro~ by the Frarciscens. ll 
C bviously, a detailed survey oi:' ~:aicorides' i"fluerce 
o1'"'~hristi8.n thought is Ll)Ossible ]lere;12 indeed, eve1'"' a cletailed 
S'.lrvey of his i~fllJJjnCe 0:r3t o_l10l.laS nill be inpraeticable. '.'lhat 
\"'8 311al1 do is sift throush tl:e various o:pi r io J1 s 01' ths exteJ1t of 
the Lrgelic Doctor's indebtedness aY'c..;_ attel!lpt to ascertair their 
validi ty. 
51b' , lQ. , pp. 260, 207. 61bid. , p. :-72, 1".2 
7 1bid. , p:~) • 272-273. 8Ibid. , p. 270. 
9Ibid., p. ';:;77. 
12("'f 
v • Levy, Ope 
101' . " .,... '.)qo ~ , y. ~JO • ll"b' -'I ~., p. 257. 
cit., 3in~er, ODe cit., for details. 
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Cur object J.1ere, tiJBr, is I'o nore thEln aT' iTIdicatio:r of 
tlF:;ir relatio:rship .... lhere ere three l!l8in viel,S oJi the ;-ilf}tter: till 
1i t tle I'lOre t~1.a 'Y"' rewri tings of the Guide; the extrellle dsfer ce of 
st . .::''10'18S' hO""or as an origi"ator, VJhich holds that all he teol( 
fron the Guide w:rre a few (luota tions and that he could have doD e 
without those; a view somewhere bet~een these two, ~bich ho~ds 
that St. Thomas used~he Guide as e, help and a model but added a 
great deal to its co:rcepts. 
It seems obvious that both of tile extreme views must be 
iYlaccurate sirce, if eithor were true, it would. be impossible for 
reasorable [;ler to presert evidence for the op~ositG opinior. If 
st. nl0mas took nothiY'{~ iElyorta nt froLl the Guide, it VJJ uld b e i;-;~-
~'Jossi ble to fi 1'1d s a much similarity bet\]een his uorks and Laimon-
ides'; if he added rothiY'; to the Guid8, i"t VJould be impossible t 
prese T1 t him as an origiY'al !]hilosopher. 
As a workirg hypothesis, then, but only as a hypothesis, 
we may begi:r by sayiY'g the t st. rfhomas both used. t:l1e '~}uide and 
added to it. (jur problem is not whether the Guide inf luerced his 
\'1ri tings but hOVi auch it influenced them. 
rrhe influence is certairly :ro'.:; ore of style. As we have 
:oat ed at several point s, ;~aimOJ1 ides T ':Jay of trea tineS dissenters 
is somewhat acid; he will not orly disprove their opiDions but ad 
a few editorial comme:rts 0'1:' thoir stupidi ty in holdi rg such a 
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vie-R. This acerbi ty wi th objectors is ,:;otabl~T lecking in St. 
T110l11as. 
Further, the format is different. rl1he Guide ,vas actu-
81ly wri tten as a series of letters to a pupil, J-oseph ibn A1\:-
rin,13 whi ch toge ther Gal<ce up a coherent 'Nork; however, they are 
i11 the style of corY"'ected. discourse ratl18r t;~1eY1 the almost nathe-
metical arrangement of ~he Summa '1'heol08iae, ',jith its lTCbjections' 
a:rd "Ar sv.1ers to CbjectiQr's!l ard !fCJD the Cortrary.!f14 
Any appraisal of :~imonides' influence must, ~herafore, 
be based OT1 contert. Here we are faced VIi th several difficulties. 
In a moderr 1"!ork, oIle caY"' eluost prove the extent of the iIlfluenre 
of oDe wri ter on aIlother by the nUL:lber of c~uo ta tions one makes 
from the other; in a meLi.ieval vJorl<c, this would be a waste of time. 
st. Thomas does, i T1deed, quote freciuently from 'Rabbi r.:oyses the 
~gyptian,f but he quotes just as fre~uently from dozers of others 
a~d much more fre~uently, for instance, froQ St. Augustine, who 
is, in philosophy, usually on the opposite (or Platonic) side of 
the fence from. both 3t. Thomas and the J.abbi. 
The medieval habit of 18.aking any philosophic vJork a com 
~endiUill of opinions nmkes it impossible for us to perform the 
evaluatior by the sir.l1)le though arduous tasl<c of COU:'1 ti Y"'g heads .15 
lq,:aimoY1 ides, Guide, I, 4. 
14All comparisons are to the Guide since this was the 
o"ly one of LIaim.oniaes f works available to ut. Thor.:Las. 
15r.f' ; nfl1"j:\ i\"nTH:>lIn; y TTT 
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ITOI' is it possible to evaluate the irfluence of :::.~aimon-
ides si~nply by checkir(~~ the points on which ho ard 3t. Thomas 
agree. The Catholic I'eligio~ defires itself as ~he fulfillment 
of Judaism; the Jewish Torah is the Catho.Lic lild rrostanert. It 
would be more a matter of cOlllinent if Jewish a~d Catholic theolog-
ia11s did not agree or uajor points than if they did. Indeed, as 
Gilson points out, 16 of tl18 thirteen arti cles of faith, which 
:,~aimonides valuec:. most of all his work, at least nine "are common 
to Judaism ard 8hI'istian ity."17 
.li..ny analysis of his influence on st. Thomas, then, will 
~IEVG to be d8pondeYlt on such of Laimonides t work as was Dot the 
comm.on tradi tioT' of both religions. Thus, if VJe are to ShOVi any 
influence it Dust be OJ1 the basis of some opiDiol' which carrot be 
fou"'d in the Christian traditior or of SC)f.['le tnterpretatio:r of thll 
tradi tion ":Jhich car be found prior tc St. Thomas i11 tho Guide 
alone. 18 
7Je are DOt here affirmin ;.:; or doryiY'g that :,'~aimorides 
i 1'1' 1 uerced 3t. ':;:'honas or these matters of doctri:re cor::.rilO"" to both 
religions; we are meroly sayi:r:~= the t, ci ue to this comillOr tradi t i dl , 
it is almost impossible to corclude ',ii th any (iegree of accuracy. 
l6~~tie:rne CTilson, "Homage to Laimonides ll , Essays on ",,:ai· 
monides, ed. 3alo '/1. Baron CHew York: COlulilbia U11i versi ty PresS;-
1941), pp. 20-21. 
17Ibid., p. 21. :fllich "rine!! is not stated. Cf. App. I. 
18This is, of course, strictly speaking a ~hysical im-
possi bili ty, if only from the nUl~lber of los t ';mrks. 
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For exsm.rle, cO""cerri:r~::; the roblem of evil, 3t. ':;:'ho!18.s 
erswer is a restater::teY't of the solution of 3t. Augustine and. of 
:,:aimonides. Ir such a case, si "'ce ,::it. 'l'lloLlas had l'ead both solu-
tiClTlS, one miGht say thatile ,jas i'DflueY'ce either b:/~11e 3aint or 
by the 3abbi or by both or by neither, since the solu~ion is by 
]10 n:eans ',"lnique 'ili th them. 
Ferhaps by coruparing texts ard coun t in~:; -fJords and by 
other such nl3thods of the 'Becon-wrote-3~1akespe2-re/3hakespeare-
wrote-Bacon' school, one could Gsteblisb 2- balance of probabilit~ 
ir such an instance, but it is doubtful one could prove anything. 
:2'urther, such a ;:~letllOd could be obviated by a sli2~ht 
attention to the psychology of philosophers. .A. sincerely reli-
gious "":';hilosopher, thOUg~l 11e is seeking the truth rillerever it may 
be fouT"'d, would most T,ro be bly raJeher find it ';;1 thin his ovm 
feith's philosophical writin,g. St. Thomas, indeed, "tias m.ore tbar 
ordinarily tolerart, for his time, tov!ard.s the JarJs; he was :ro 
faY1atic ard had 110 persoral feeliY'G ac.;airst ther:::,;19 ir fact, 11he 
co:-,sidi:;red that the Jews slloulc~ :nave freed.om of:CJorsllip, si:rce 
tl~eir religior contains t.ile Gor:fls of Christianity. n20 Yet, thougl 
he might Quote a J'e,Jish rabbi as authority to show that a certain 
opi:l1io11 was held regardless of religion, I believe that in any 
case vlhere it is po ssi ble, his O'1:irn sta teuent will be baseci 01: 
Christian rather than Jewish sources. 
19Singer, 2:£. cit., p. 265. 2 0 Ibid., p. 266. 
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This preference for CIITistiaD sources would, of course, 
11ave reference to discussions which occurred after the C.ilristians 
~GCaDe a sect distinct from the Jews; any sources prior to this 
tL18 are t ~le COE1.'7l0Y1 :9roperty of' both religiors. 
~e must determine, then, what factors in the Guido 
Vlould be unic.ue in their iY'flueY'ce or 3t. ThorJas .,-:e have ruled 
out the interpretatio r of the Torah except ir such cases as 3t. 
Thome,s follows ar i f1 terpretation peculiar to =,~air:lorides; 'we must 
also rule out poi f1 ts ','.'hich are a raatter of dogma rather than c::f 
reason, e.g., t:aimonides' denial 2nd ,Jt. 'rhom.as' affirli1atio'~ of 
tje doctrine of the ~ririty. 
The reL:.airin,~~ factor, then, is ~~ai~ilorid.es' criticism of 
Aristotelierism. Let us here cuote at lergth from the analysis by 
busik, who has one of the more balanced consideratiol"s of this 
irter-relatiorship: 
The Church [upor' the introductio'" of Aristotle in ~"a tin 
transla tioY' ir the thirteenth century] took alarm because 
the new Aristotle constituted a danger to accepted do@aa. he 
taught the eterni ty of the world, the ul"iformi ty of natural 
law, the 'J_Y'ity of tuman intellect. 2l 
Albertus ~~agnus and '';:'hornas .Il..qui nas undertook the study of 
Aristotle a!'d -~he interpretatior of his ~:;orks tlith a vie','; to 
harmoni ziT1g his teachi r'[;s,]i t11 the dogmas of Christianity. 
Albertus ~ :agrus begaY' the task, Thomas Aqui Y'as, his 81'88 tel' 
disciple, the 1,laimoT1ides of ChristiaY' philosophy,22 completec 
it. ",':-Dd in this u!'dertaldY'g, ~:aim.onides was 'l'hoffi2,s A .. ui:ras' 
model. 23 
21Husik, History, p. 305; cf. Singer, £E. cit., p~249-51 
~2Italics rot in original. 23Husik, History, p. 306. 
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Judaism had to be formula ted and defended. '.,'l-cn 2. view no t so 
much to the darc;ers threatening from Cllristiari ty and ~,=oham­
medanism as to those endar'gering all religions alike, namely 
the opinions of science ara philosophy, as taught especially 
by tho Aristotelians. }:£ence, • • • Thomas A~uinas the Ghris t-
iar> had no scruple in Illaking the, eVJish philosopher's method 
his own nhen he und0rtook to defend the Catholic faith 
"contra GeJ"tiles".24 
I"t is no doubt an exaggeration to say tllat there r.'ould have 
been no Aluinas if ~._aimonides had not preceded him. ior 
A ,uinas had access to the \iorks of Aristotle a"nd his i~rabian 
commentators, the l"ormer of whom he studied more diligently 
tha"!"' ~:8imonides himself. 3ut there is no doubt that the 
method of llarmonizing Aristotelian doctrir>e:Ji th traditional 
teachP'g so far as tIle comrIlon elements of Judaism and Christ-
ianity 0ere ~oncerr>ed ~as suggested to A,uiras by his Jewish 
predecessor • ....,5 
St. l'homas' peculiar problem, then, is the harmonizatiQl'1 
of Aristotle ard the Church; Catholic Qoctrine in itself 1iJas in 
no diff icul ty, but it seemed to be in def i:nit e conflict \Ji th the 
new science, just now available after the conquest of Constanti-
rople by the Crusaders ir 1207. 
The problem is ~he same as that with v7hich :,:aimonides 
had been faced: 26 are religion and reason naturally contradictory' 
Car a man correlate revelation and science or must he choose be-
t~ 'een thelo.'? :rIle Cllristian tradi tion , so far as philosophy rias 
concer:red, had been for the uost )art B Platonic and ~~o-Flato:ric 
Qre; this, -,.-:i th its r.:ysticBl overtones, fi tte;i itself '"lell to the 
~4Ibid., p. 406. 
25Ibid., pp. 306-307. Cf. Eusik, A"Y' Ano"f1ymous .. edieval 
011ri s tian CrItiC, PI'. 159-166, on the paralle1 betvJee!1 the two. 
26Cf. supra, pp. 1-130 
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irterpretation of ~ho Scriptures. However, the ~ristotelian phi-
losophy, TIith its factual, eX~3rimental attitude, so ~ell pre-
Dared for by the emphasis or the Grga~on in the ?recedirg century 
posed a }Jroblem.lhereas t:le ::::'1a toPic a!'d 1'eo-:l:)latol1ic =Jhiloso-
:",hY[la d :~ade a poi~t of be P"S detached, Aristotle ',jas an extreGe~ 
dorm-to-earth thinker; his p:::'emises could be checked against the 
facts of experience. So, it seemed, when his conclusions cortra-
dicted revelatio~s, ore nus~ either deny the validity of faith or 
of reasor or relegate thorn to different strata entirely. 
This problen had already beer faced, and faced BOSt 
thoroughly by iaimonides in the context of the Jewish fai~h; the 
'Jhristian philosophers had coT'sidered it to soue extent and SO:-,le 
of the :homistic doctrine concerning it car be traced to Albertus 
~agrus ar~ other Christian thirkers. Here, however, ~e TIill cor-
c ::;rr ourselves orl:/ Tai th t;11C ct irect irf luence of _.air'lOP i do s. 
1r ord~r~o detcrniT'e his irfluerce or 'i'homas, \:e Gust 
C~)'Y1sider tIle ;,18i1'" })robleEls '-lith '.'.'hich JudaisLl a"'d Christia""'ity 
.ore presented b:~ l.>.ristotle. r~:ho first is, of course" tho ra"cure 
cf '~~od,L}K; ~'irs~ Cause, lrL:e _=over, _h011!3;ht thiJ'"ll:iJ'"lr; Itself, in 
'olatic·r to ~h8 God of the ;]ible. '3:'he secord i:3 G:Ll~~ cre8tic"'" ex 
nihilo as op~osed to the eterrity of the uJ'"liverse ard, as a s~b-
(1ivisior of the problen, the uriformity of J'"lc.tul'81 la,';. The 
third is the u"'i ty of 'che h'-11:18'- intellect as opposed_ -~::) the cloc-
1;)9 
ered; t~18 absolute i!lDlutabili ty 2J'lci u1"ity ,~f tlK' Aristotelian dc-
ity led hi~ to dery 211 attributes, even to the poirt of sayiJ'lg 
tl12~ aDy tera used in reference to both God aDd . ..an is used oqui-
voc211y. fhis is, obviously, the first reaction TIhich would fo~-
lOTI fr0:21 tryiJ'l; to recoY'cile Aristotle and the ~rorah; it is rot, 
as '.'Jolfson puts it, re~;ucirC the idea of Goa !fto a vanishlY'S 
point, n27 but rather aJ:; atter,pt to renove all corporeal character-
istics fron tho idea. 
Here, it seeus, can be fouYld a definite effect on St. 
'I'hofJ.E s. Certai:rly, he disagrees "VJi th the ~1abbi or the sta temeY't 
that all ter~s Dust be used equivocally or negatively concerning 
God 28 aDd clarifies the discussion TIith the analogy of beirg, but 
r:ould this theory ::t8.ve evoLved to its advanced state 'sithouL the 
Guide? Before l:aimonides, both JerJish a:rcl Christian thi""kers had 
already said that God ~as :recessarily incorporeal, but tho very 
all-irclusive ~ature of his consideratior of the probloD makes it 
a l'ew solutio1"1. 
Tlmt is to say, one caD state 6.Y'd believe that God is 
:rot man all one's life and philosophers car point it out through-
out the history of philosophy, from Heraclitus' scorn of arthro-
pomorphism on; but until soneone systematically E',ttacks all the 
/ 
277101fson, .2]2. cit., p. 310. 28Cf. supra, p. 40,n.55. 
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e.ttributes ascribod'co liim, the problem is not properly set. 
i.:aimonides performed the attack: he denied tha t any 
terrJ could be properly applied to God. Immediately, (;1"10 problem 
appears: How then can we say anything about Him? This is the 
Cluestio!'1 that 3t. Thor.'las' analogy answers and there seeul {::;ood 
grou!'1ds for sayi:t"g l1is development of the doctrine is determined 
to a great extent by the cornpleteness of Eaimonides' attack. 
;,:aimonides 11ad, t ha t is, pernanently destroyed the pos-
s1 bili ty of a ttri but i ng any c;laracter is tic uni vocally to God aY'd 
nan; for him, this left only the possi bili ty of equi voca 1 and 
~cgative attributio!'1. But equivocal attribution means we are 
actually sayi:ng I"othirg about God's rature and rei~;ative attribut-
10r nears the t 'FIe are sa yil'G only rIha t God is not. ~iegardless of 
t~a ways in which this doctrine can b~ interpreted, taker liter-
ally it means that VJe car' knovJ absolutely nothiDg about God.. This 
atti tude is com.pletely repugnant to the whole spirit of St. 
Tho~as, as, iI"deed, it is also to that of ~aimonides. 
The problem, then, is: Ho',] car we lcTIO\) anything about 
God? There are only three possibilities: univocal knowledge, e~~ 
vocal kro'\'Jlecige and analogous knowledge. 1'11e firs t is completely 
ruled out by I:aimonides' argwnents; the secord. is no knowledge at 
all, sirce it says merely that the terms applied to God are 
neaniTlgless., Therefore, if ';je are to JerOVi' Him, it must be analo-
gously. The problen has been set and the only possible anSt;ler in-
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dica ted VJi thiJ:'1 the nork of the 3.abbi for, if Thomas says iNe can 
trow God, he cannot igTIore the Guide t s restriction upOl'"' that }(TIOVJ 
ledge. 29 
Certai:rl y, lJe ".'Jould not deny tha t other at'd Christia n 
sour ces H'f luenced tho development of the argument frorl analogy; 
it did :rot sprinb full- bl::mn from the Guide through st. Thomas. 
'::hat we do attemnt to sh01'1 here is not that 'i'homas conceived the 
\:hole :ration from his readi YlC of lv.lai:'nOrlides but that he developed 
it more completely than he would have otherwise do'" e, because the 
Habbi had so effectively cleared aVJay the disguising underbrush 
from the Droblen. 
The proofs of God t s ezistence according to the princiJ.. 
of Aristotle were, i:r all probability, ::,~ostly adaptations of thos 
of L:aimoT.ides. "The first proof [from motion] recurs in its com-
-plete form ir Albertus ;:ag n11s, '7ho ••• borrows it, without doubt, 
from ==a i;-;lonides. n30 Several more of Thomas t s,uinque viae31 are 
8.1so res ta t e:;:ent s of l.laimonidean arguments. 32 
29Cf. supra, pp. ?8-60, especially pp. 36-37 and 11. 37. 
30,:~tienne Gilso:r, '1111e Philosophy of st. Thomas Aquinas, 
trans. -:~drJRrd Bullough (3rd ed., Cambridge: VJ. Heffer &30ns, 
Ltd., 1929), p. 67. 
31Ibid., pp. 84-86. 
3201'. su-pra, pp. 22-26; p. ~:;5, n. 15. 
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Changir!; O',lr order sO;~'le':;l1Bt, let us take l"e==t the last 
of t:'lG three ::-::.a,i or pro;JlGus of AristoteliaTIisn COr:l!:lOn to both 3t. 
ThoD'..as a!'d ~.:aiL10"" ides, tha t of tte u,... it y of the hw;mr i rtelle ct. 
:rere, let us aga i n ',~ uote .tius ilc 
'Thona s ..:'~c::ui ""as, as a truer i!'terpreter of ..:' .. ristotle, goes so 
far as to nairtain tbat the Active Irtelle~t itself is also 
a part of the human soul, aT'd not Or'3 of the angelic separ-
ate Intelligerces. ~Tei the::' ~,~aimorides nor ~iillel ben .samuel 
Dar any other Jewish philosopher was able to depart so 
widely from their Arabian masters or to urdertake an indepen 
dent study of Aristotle's text, as to come to a similar con-
clusion, Herce the Active Inidlect in Je"1lJisll Philosophy is 
u!'an imously held to bo the las t of tile .L~rgeJ-ic sub stances, 
ard the proximate inspirer of the )ropllet. 33 
'lIe have here no intentioT' of datermining the accuracy 
of this interpretation of ~aimonides, i.e., whether he actually 
holds that there is no part of the Active lrtellect in the irdivi 
dual soul; though it I.wuld seeu frOG ~;ha t we have roted previous-
ly34 that this is not ':recisely his posi tio"". If there is but 
ore Active Intellect, ir which all men participate, on ~hat does 
:.:aimor'ides base his distirctio:r betwee r the varyi'"'g 'capacities' 
of vari ous rY~8r? 
I think i t,jQuld be f:10re ~'roPGr to interpret Laimonides 
as believing in tria types of Active IY'tellects: the I,..,tellect 
:'Iroper, conprisirg the sum total of knorJlel.cge corcerrir'C; "uhe 101'1-
es t sphere, aT'd the individual's intellec t, cOI!lprisiT'g hi s capa-
city for that knowledge, 8 capacity defiT'ite and determined both 
Defore and after death. 
33Husik His 34 
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Be th2t [is it nay, the point to be corsidered here is 
the differeJ1ce be ti:eeT' his i Y'terpretation and st. ThoIllas'. "The 
Active Intellect is a part of the hlliillJ1 soul, and not one of the 
separate intelligences ll : '.:hy? 
Examinirg l;~aimonid.es' doctri '~e ,lie carae to the conclu-
sion that nar coulcL only retain his indivicluali ty after death if 
his k J1 ov;rledge remained limited after death as before; the distinc 
tion between incorporeal beings is ore of degree ard, if these 
ircor~orefl beings exist only as knowing God (an idea not too un-
Christian), the OY'17 differertiation betweer the3 will be on the 
grounds of difference in kJ1owledge. 
j ToVi1, if there be no individual active i:rtellect, c)bvi-
ously, there will be no individual after death; each portion of 
the whole IJ1tellic.;e nce will rejoir the ':Ihole. 1'0 mairtain r:laD' s 
individuality, the r , it is necessary that there be individual in-
tellects. ~7e hold that this car be deduced frOl~ l.aimonides' oW 
theory, but, '·;het~1er or not he actually held such a t:,eory, it is 
apparent from our explication of his doctriJ1e on life after death 
that such ar opi1'1ion on the intellect is necessary to nmke this 
life af~er death individual. 
The secord problem we listed a-d the third we shall con 
sider here is that of tIle creation ex nihilo. This is, of cOUJ::'se 
OJ1e of the most imp ortat"t points in discussir:g the harnoniza tion 
of Aristotle and Scriptures; Aristotle holds the eternity of the 
I 
II 
I 
! I 
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uri verse, Jcri -pt ures say t:18 t God created 0.11 from nothi ~G. 
:his is o11e of the standard -~oir;ts of reference I,;hen 
corsidering the relationshi~ between ~~imonides and St. Tho as: 
The i-:<cl:.::;btedness of i~quinGs to :_oses c.~o.L~orides in this flat-
ter o:f maintaiJ:1i Y\'; the i:rsuf:ficie"cy of reason to nrove or 
d.isprove tl1e eterr>i t y of DO. t te::.~ :las be e-:< iil'.ch exaggera ted, 
a1"d it is u-:-deniable that to the study of tlw vexed QuestioY' 
of the origi fl of t~1e u"i verse ,3t .c'ho;.::.as IJlakes an entirely 
oriGinal coT'tributioT1. -'.:..8 311mJeo. that tl18 )hilosophical 
ter>et of the eterDi ty of natter ~7as rot, as ~.airQonides 
tho'-rc~ht, in itself irrecoflciliable ',',i t] the dogma of creation 
8X 1:1ih110. I'riJ1lary matter must, i" any event, be a creation 
of God. 35 
eternal riorld to exist, it ezists to the exteflt t.hat.;od VJills it 
':;0 exi s t, si "ce t>'.'9 boi ~'g of -:;he ,,:orld d.e)eflds r'~ '(;}13 :'Jill of God 
2S on its cause. n36 
Asai TI , there is 
no doubt the. t t~) solve the ~Jro blem of croat ion our philoso-
pher has aV911ed hi,self of the results of his predecessors, 
:notably of Alber tus l.~8{;nUS a no. Icloses Liairilonides. 'l'he posi-
tiofl adopted by him is not, however, identical with that of 
a:ny ore of his :i.Jredecessors. ~~aimonides admits t:le creation 
of the rJOrld o:nly 0"" the autilO::,'ity of Hevelatio r '; St. ~lllOrJ.as 
on tho cofltrary, bases it on deno::rstl'2. t1 ve ar gWllents. Eu t 
both pllilosophers agree that it is ir:ipossi ble to grovo the 
begir-ni''lG of the ':Jorld iT" time, aDd. furt.tler that it ~s 8,li:!o.YE 
pes si ble to deny t:Je etel'J'al exis terce or' the=; VJorld. 67 
35Rev. Ricl1.ard DO'.:rey, "3t. Thom.as and lU-'istotlef!, St. 
Tll0mas ~ "Ul' nO.'" (""ambrl' d o'e' "r '.JQ-"'fer·) c:.; r- DS -r +.:l n Q') p""" 81 
_ .tl.'c-:· ,;:., v j,l G' .J. ~.L0.l (.~ '-JU' ,Lv..-, •• ,.1:'. -
:J6St. Tllo!:lCl S , 3. Theo., I, 40, a.l; cf. .c:.J:4,a.2 
37Gilson , ::.~ hilosophy of st. TllOrrB s, FP. IjO-151. 
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ITO";:, it is true t~la"t \Jhen :,=aimonides tah:os U? the speci-
fie _uestior of creatior , be o~poses it to the eternity of the 
uriverse as a ~ecessary cortradiction; this would recGssarily fol 
1":'1 ,if one defi 1"es the doctri:re of the eternity at.' the u'·' i verse 
as the theory that the u~iverse is co-existent with God, in the 
seT'se thc::t, thou";h God produced. it, he "did not protiuce it fran 
rothi"-'g.tf 
Obviously, if the eterni ty of the universe is taken to 
~ean that God did not produce it from nothi~g, it must be a con-
tradiction of the creatio~ ex nihilo. 
Or the other hard, what is this 'demonstrative argument' 
of St. Thomas? The statement that the existence of the world, 
whether it be eter:ral or :rot (which according to St. Thomas, also 
cer>:rot be :9roved),38 is dependent on God's will. 
For 00 mpariso n , let us append here one more quotat iOD 
fror:l L;aimoD ides: 
It is therefore certai:r that there must be a being -;-;hich has 
absolutely indepeT"dent e];:istence, and ts the source of the ex 
isteT"ce of all things, whether transient 2L permanent, if, a~ 
Aristotle aSSUIJ1eS, there be in existence such .§. thing, vihiCh 
is the effect of an eternal cause, and must therefore be it-
selteternal. ~ - - -
It would seen that T'ot st. ThoElas f deperdence aT' lIaimon. 
ides i r his a1"1swer to this c uestion but his iT'depeI'dence has t1beel 
38Cf. st. Thomas, ~. Theo., 1,46, a.l. 
39J\laimonides, Guide, II, 19. Italics not in original. 
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great ly exagS8l'a ted. It The Saint f s argument is more de tailed and 
more complete than that of the Habbi, but, basically, it is the 
same argument. 
In general, we may agree with Gilson: 
On a good Llany points the position of the nRabbi Eoses" pre-
pares that adopted by 'l'homisIil and their respective interpre-
tation of Aristotle is often analogous ••• their mental at-
!t~~~46 positive and full of conilllOn sense, is singularly 
Certainly, \'Je co not hold that st. Thomas could not have 
l.'Jri tten wi thout the aid of i:.~aimonides, but the Guide vms such not 
only to the perplexed of the Jewish faith but to the course of 
Christiar Aristoteliarism; indeed, it seems certain tlntnany of 
st. Thor;las f criticisms, anS"\Jers and revisions of Aristotle are 
based directly on those of the Guide. 
Tlley are only i rfrequeT'tly paraphrases or resta ten';,e f1 t s 
of ~:aiElonides T argUIJGnts, but it is obvious that, in ::w.ny of the 
[wst in::ortant problems, the ~{abbi ;oot only cleareu the ground 
and established the precise ~uestion to be ans~ered but often 
provided also the nucleus of st. ~homasT answer. 
The discussion of the nature of God, the analogy ~. 
beinr'" the human in tellect and the crGa tior _ex Y'ihilo all rest 0' 
upon a firm fou f1dation of ~"aimonidGan study; they are in Lhe Guide 
in a conbiY'a tior of act, ~'ote:rcy and, in so;,~e cases, i=aimonides f 
own favorite, Tnegativity', but none the less the foundations of 
40The Philosophy of 'J.'homas "P. 34 n. 33. 
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Thomisn are, to e greet exte~t, there. 
::..t lenst so far as ret:ards th3 co;:mlOTI Aristotelian 818-
:'.:,e:rt, one rn.ay say wi t:l =~m.ile3aisset: 
~=aimonide est 18 precurs3ur de Sairt.2honas d t A':, uin, et 
let Liore Febou~:him a:r:",once et prenare le Sururna Theologiae. 41 
41Ci ted :'-'ron"~ail:].onide et Spi Yloza l1 , Revue des Deux 
Londes, 1862, in Yellin, .212.. cit., pp. 2l3-~:14. --
Of. i'l1fra, Appendix V, for further cO[lLlentaries con-
cerning l.:~aimonides' influence 0'11 Scholasticism. 
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Source: 1,1aimonides, Jefer IIa-:==itzvoth, trans •. dabbi Charles Chavel 
(London: Soncino ?ress, 1940). Vol. I, Apper~ix IV, pp. 
400-408. 
r~te: The first five ~rirci~les arc ~uoted i~ full, as ~avirg to 
do ·wi th th,3 ra ture of :J.od; the rer:J.airirg eiz;ht are sU.!"nrnar-
ized. Footnotes gJve n ir the bo~y of the Quotation are 
those of the tre r s12tor, in his nUHberirg. 
Ir> his i rtroductio"" to t.:~o Com:.lortary on tho Ge-('th ChaD"Ger of 
':':'ractate S8.nhedrin -- chapter chelekl -- r::;:aimonides enumerates 
thirteen Basic Prirciples as constituting the very foundation of 
the Faith of Israel. These principles, vlhich LaimoYlides s1..1.bstan-
tiates on the basis of Scri ntural authori ty arei which deal in the 
naiI1 rIi th (1) Belief in the~ Lord (Basic ?rinciples I.:i:V) , (;:~) Pro-
iJhecy (Basic Prirciples ~vI-I~C), and (3) :teward arei punishnert (Ba-
sic Principles X-ZIII), are as follo~s:2 
What is most of all essential to emphasize at this poiI't •• 
is that the furdamental principles of our faith arei its doots are 
embraced in thirteen basic principles. 
BASIC })::~IN"CI?U:: I 
(concerning God's Existence) 
Principle I is that (we are) to believe in the existence of 
the Creator, blessed IDe He, that is (we are to believe that) there 
is in ~~isterce a Being Perfect in respect of all (possible) ~ays 
of eXister>ce, who is the (Supreme) Cause of all things in exist-
ence, through vJhom (alone) their existence is possible, and from 
'o7hom (alone) their existenco (ensues). It is impossible to posit 
lef also J. Abelson, ttl.:aimonides on the Jewish Creedr Jewish 
.~uarterIy ?"eview, Ll:X-73 (Cctober 1906), 24-580· 
2Trarslator's irtroduction154' 400. 
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the nega tion of His exis te:rce, since YJi th the negation of Eis ex-
istence the existence of all other thi~gs becones an impossibil-
ity-- ir that no ob::ect nhatever could then conceivably CO!1ti n ue 
in exi 3 tence-- while if we rJere to })Os it, (on the other hand) the 
rega tion of all things in existence besides lHm, the existence of 
the Lord, blessed be He, would neither cause nor suffer diminuti 
therefrom; indeed, absolute unity and Lordship are His alone, 
blessed be ~Us rame, for He is Self-containing in the nature of 
His existence, being sufficient unto ':~iLJ.self, and requiring Y'othill 
in existence besides Himself. But all things (in existence) besid 
:::iim-- from the angels, and the Bodies of the Spheres, alon;; ni th 
all that they cortain as vJell as all that is below them-- are ev 
d 3pendent upon L.iim for (the ir exister:ce). It is this, the Jj'IRST 
?3.IFC IPL~~, th:r t is r~ferred to ~n the c OrllJfl ndnent, I §:g the Lord 
thy God, et c. (see .L~os. :]omm. 1.). 
l"7x xx C) ~ ..... ,{...J • 
BASIC PR1FCIFLE II 
(Concerning God's unity) 
Principle 2 is (that we are to believe in) the unity of the 
Lord, blessed be He, tha t is, we are to believe tha t He who is t 
~ause of c~ll things (in exis tence) is ene: not that ~::e is One in 
numerical sense, or one in the sense of a species, or one in the 
sense of (representing) an Individual Person who is divisible int 
many parts, or oTIe in the sense of constituting some one simple 
substance capable of i~finite division-- but the Lord, blessed be 
He, is O)'"1e bJ virtue of a unity which is unlike any other uri ty. 
It is this, the ,T~COND FIn~~CIPLE, that is referred to in His word 
Hear, C Israel: the Lord our God, the Lord is onel • (see Pos. Co 
~ - ------- ------
r':' ) 
IDeut. vJ." 4 , . 
R:\.SIC PTII1'TCIPL"3 III 
(Concerning God's Incorporeality) 
Principle 3 is that (we are to believe in the) negat ion of 
(attributes of) corporeality (in our conception) of iIim, that is, 
we are to believe that this One (Being) referred to is not a body 
or a power in a body, a'."'d is not subject to any accidents affect" 
(corporeal) objects-- such as movement, rest, abiding place-- ei-
ther in respect of any event that rJ.iGht befall HirJ.. It is for this 
reason that the Sages, of blessed memory, have negated in all ref 
erences to Him (the attributes of) cOr1position and decomposition, 
in the words, uIn -the world above there is ]"1either sitti""g nor 
stancli'i1g, etc. n2--that is to say, neither decempositioY' nor compo 
si tion a.re to be found there. It is thus that the prophet has sa:id 
To whom then vlill ye liken :,~e, tha.t 1. should be e;,.ual? sai th the 
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¥OlY one3-- since if He were a body He would be like other bodies 
0':1 whatever representations are made i:r the .:::3acreci Scriptures 
concerning Hin as displayiy\:; bodily attributes, such as walking, 
standing, si ttP'g, speaking-- as 1:7ell as all other similar expres 
sions-- are irtended i:r a figurative sense. Tbe Sages, of blessed 
'lemory, b...ave likewise said: "The Torah speaketh the language of 
aan. n 4: •••• It is this, the 'I'HIRD PRrFCIPLE, that is referred to 
i~ His words, (Toke ~ therefore good heed u~to yourselves--) for 
~ saw :ro Plan ner of form (on the day that the Lord spoke u""to iTOU 
etc:TO; that is to say, you did not (then) perceive Him as posses 
sed of any (ma:rner of) form, because, as we Aave me nt ioned, He is 
nei ther a body nor a power in a body. (see Note to Pos. CO[!lll1. 2). 
2Hag. l5a. 3Isa. xl, 25. 4Ber. 3lb. 5Deut • iv, 15. 
BASIC }'j:UFCIPLE IV 
(Concerning God's Eternity) 
Principle 4 is (that we are to affirm His Eternity, :r'amely, 
His) Priority (to all thinGs in exi stence); that is, we are to be 
lieve that this One {Being} referred to is (Eternal-- being) Pri-
mordial in an absolute sense-- and that '\ivhatever is found iT: exis 
tence besides HiLl is subse uent iT" relatio!' to Him. The nroof's 
for this (principle) in the Sacred Scriptures are [lany. It is thi 
the POURTH ?RIT'TCIPLE, tha t is referred to in Scripture's '.7ords, 
The Eternal God is §;. dwelling-place2 (see Pos. COf.:IDl. 1). 
2Deut. xxxiii, 27. 
BASIC PRINCIPLE V 
(Agai:rst Irtermediation in ~Vorship) 
Principle 5 is that (we are to believe that the Holy one), 
blessed be He, alone rmIY rightly be worshipped and exalted; that 
it is (the Holy ore, blessed be He, alone) whose Greatness we are 
to proclaim, eTd that it is His COIn!aandments (alone) that we are 
to fulfill-- ard that we are to act in such ~:anner only towards 
Him, blessed be His :Fa:n.e, and towards nothi:ng whatever in exist-
erce below Him-- whether it be the Angels, the Stars, the Spheres, 
or the 3lements and their Compounds-- inasmuch as all these are 
predetermined in their :nature, possessing neither Judgme:rt nor 
Free ~!'lill. l:ei ther may any of them rightly be ':Jorshipped with a 
view to entreating t~lem as intermediaries that might bring (our 
prayers) near to Him: to HiEl aL)ne our thoughts are to be directed 
disregarding all thirgs (in Existence) besides Him. It is this, 
the F IFTH ~RIFCIPLE, tha t is referred to in His admoni t i on agains 
the worship of idols (see ~::eg. Comm. 1-7), and that constitutes 
the bas is of many other admoni ti oI1s in the rforah (see I'Teg. Comms. 
8-14, a~d 30-45). 
I
I: 
'I 
I 
I 
I
i 
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BASIC PIUNCIPLE VI 
Believe that men are found possessed of qualities excellen t 
ir the extrerae, their souls disposed to take on the "Form of .i.~ea­
son," the "hill2an reason thereupon uY1 iti!lg with the il.ctive Intel-
lect from which significant emanations proceed towards it--••• 
such bei TIt; the manner of Prophecy_ f! 
BASIC PI-UN"CIPLE VII 
Believe in the supremacy of Eases as a prophet, ara i:r the 
su~rernacy of his prophecy. 
BASIC PRINCIPLE VIII 
Believe all of the Torah is received from. Heaven, traIl alike 
corstituting the Law of the Lord. 1I All is essential, all is abo-
unding in wisdom. 
BASIC PRIl'CIPC IX 
Believe the Torah is ilITmutable, both written and oral; it 
nill never be added to or ta leon fran. 
BASIC PRI1TCIPLE X 
Believe God tfhas cognizance of all -~he deeds of man, and tha 
His ',"'!atchfulness over all men is unceasing.!1 
R\'sIC.t:~INCIPL:S XI 
Believe the Lord ITrewards him viho fulfills the c or:.:.mandments 
of the 'L'orah, and pUflishes him that transgresses agai:rst them. tt 
"The greatest reward (is) ••• the Uorld to Come, ••• the severest 
punishment (is) ?~xtirpation ••• :'JllOsoever hath sinr.ed. against 1,ie, 
h OI OIl bl.l.. : "7· b 1 ff (.,." • ° ~2) ~ _ ~~ .22:!E. .2!. .,cY., ~ .:::.x. XX.~ll,..) • 
_ji;.3 I C :l'=i IFC IP U~ XI I 
Believe the IIessiah rJill come, but "set no tirJe for his arri-
val. 1t tf(He) will eT'joy pre-emir.ence, excelle]1ce ar,u glory to a de 
gree surpassing c::t II ki '"'gs that were ever in exi stence. tt 
BASIC Ii-UHCDJw XIII 
PrincipIa 13 is (that we are to believe in the comiT'S of) thE 
Jesurrectior. of the Dead; this we have already explained. v 
3Cf. trans. introduction,.2.Q_ Cit., p. 408: HIn an earlier 
part of the Introduction. 'Resurrection is only for the riGhteous 
of ruankind--. • .for hO-:1 ce,]1 the wi cked ever a ttain Resurrection, 
II: 
l5S 
inasmuch as they are alrea.dy lldead tf vihen they are yet alive; even 
as the Sages have said, "The wicked are called fdead' even in 
their lifetime, and the righteous are called 'living' even after 
t~leir death" (Ber. lSb) -- notwi thstanding tha t all men must die 
equally, their boties beconing dissolved into their constituent 
na tter. ff 
l 
II 
I 
l:rote: Maimonides, in the Sefer Ha-Hi tzvoth, lists two hundred and 
for ty-eight Posi ti ve Precepts and three hundred and sixty- II 
five ITegative Precepts as comprising the whole of the Law. 
These Frecepts are known as the Taryag commandments, the 
Hebraic word Taryag also standing for the n~~ber six hundre 
and thirteen, the total nillaber of Precepts. Of these we 
quote here only the Positive Precepts 1-9 and negative Pre-
cept 1 wi th sone of I.Iaimonides' comments upon them, since 
the remaining Precepts have no iIIlJ:i1ediate bearirg upon the 
topic of this thesis. 
Source: I"fair:lonides, Sefer Ha-lJi tzvoth, trans. l1abbi Charles Chavel I 
(London: 80ncino Press, 1940). Vol. I. i 
PO" ImIV'''' 0U-'l"'~:IAl\m',:'L;'i':ril"81 0.L ......J u .... "iLI -'·'lJ.:...~- I. 
1. ~r,le are com:~:anded to acknowledge the existeY':ce of t:le De-
ity, as it is said, I ~ the Lord thy God (who brought thee out of 
the lann of Egypt, out of the house of bondage). (3x. xx, 2) ..;;.;; 
2. '.;Je are cOIIlJ:i1aTIded that we are to affirm His un i ty, as it 
is said, Hear,O Israel: the Lord our God, the Lord is One. (Deut. 
vi. 4) 
3.,7e are cOIfu'1landed that we are to love Him, as it is said, 
And thou shalt love the Lord thy God. (Ibid., 5) 
4. f!le are commanded that we are to fear Him, as it is said, 
'fhou shalt fear the Lord thy God. ( Ibid., x, 20) 
5. ~Je are commanded that we are to pray urto Him, as it is 
12£. cit., p. 7. 
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said, A~d ~ shall serve the Lord your God (Ex. XXlll, 25), that 
is to say, we are co~~nded to serve Him-by praying u~to Him. 
6. :r:e are com.ruanded that we are to cleave unto Him, as i t i~ 
said, And to Him shalt thou cleave. (Deut. x, 20) 
7. ':!e are comruanded that we are to swear by His T'arJe, 8.S it 
is said, A~d EI His ~ shalt thou swear. (~oc. Cit.) 
8. ';Je are commanded that we are to imi ta te Him in respect 0 
His good aYld righteous attributes, as it is said, And thou shalt 
walk in .'{is ways. (Ibid., xxviii, 9) 
9. ',7e are commanded that we are to sanctify His na..'lle, as it 
is said, But I will be hallO\ved arrlOY'lg the childreYl of Israel. 
(Lev. xxir:-32)------
1. \7e are commanded agai l1 st entertaini Y'g the thought that 
there is in existence any deity besides the Lord, as it is said, 
'rhou shalt have 1'0 other gods before 1.:e. (Ex. xx, 3) 
1. Note. This cO[ll~ndhlent-- the first of the Decalogue-- is 
of the very essence of Judaism. Indeed, without a firm belief in 
the existerce of the Deity, or Lord of the universe, and without 
a firm conviction and clear sense of his All-transcendent Heality 
-- such as were directly decreed by the Almighty Himself under the 
terms of this commandment-- an understanding of the Torah and the 
observance of its commandments become utter impossi bili ties. • •• 
50r any Israelite who denies the existence of the Deity is an o~t­
and-out apostate, having neither merit nor yortion with Israel. 
2. In most I.:idrashim you will find (the Sages) interpre ting 
(this verse 'Hear, 0 Israel • •• ' by representing the Lord there-
in as) layiYlg do~n the condition that' (Israel) declare the unity 
of r\~y name', or as layinG dOYJr the condition (that Israel declare) 
2 -, . t 3 Q£. El-., p. 2. 
3Paragraph numbers ind ica te }:'osi ti ve Precept to l.vhich referrec. 
L1. • ~Q£. Clt., pp. 79-80. 
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'The unity of :;.~ine Essence', arei (you will find there) other simi-
lar exuressiors. 
r·ote. 'Hear, 0 Israel. • .': this conmlaneimert is thus de-
clared to be binding primarily orly upon Israel. ',7hile the admis 
sion of spiritual rulinG powers subservient to the 3upreme-- and 
associate~ 1ith Him-- in the religious TIorship and ritual of non-
Israeli tes is to be tolerated urder the terms of this COGlilEJ'dmen t 
its very language ~resages the spirit of self-sacrifice that Is-
rael "7;as to evince throughout the ages, anel the grim :mrtyrdol11s 
he VIas to suffer, in upholdi 1'g his faith in the Uri ty of God. The 
great goal of Jewish history, according to .Laimor:ides, is Israel's 
affirmation of the unity of God. 
The doctrire of the Incorporeality of God-- namely, that God 
is Spiri t an d not ma tter-- as )romulga ted in JeYJish 1'eli gious 
thought, f i nels its root and substantiat ion in the comma ndment 
'1.7hich establishes His Divine Uni ty. ' ••• rothing corporeal can be 
a unity ... ' (I.ioreh Febuchim, II, 1). 
The uni ty of God is furt.rler the logical basis for the human-
i tarian doctriJ:1e of the Uni ty of ~.~ankind. Indeed, froB the belief 
that there is Gne God, who is our COlillJ.On Father in lieaven, it is 
but a ~tep to ?onc~ud~ tgat VJe are all equally :-{is children ••• 
(Ref. Job, XXX1, l~-lo). 
3. "e are to dwell upon and contemplate liis comrJ.andnents, 
~lS words, and His (wondrous) deeds, so that we may obtain (in a 
measure a true) conce:9tior of 11im, and ill conceiving Him attain 
2.bsolute joy, this procedure constituting t;.1e love of HiLi., and 
being obligatory •••• 
We have thus explained to you that through. • • contempla tion 
you will attain a conception (of Him) end reach that stage of JOYl 
('i,;,here) love will then follow of necessity. • • • this cOITllJ1andme nt 
also embodies (the obligation) that we should call upon all man-
kind to serve Him, praised be He, aY'.d to have faith in Him •••• 
}Tote. In the expression' contemplate His deeds' , J.:aimonides 
refers to the partial manifestation of God through nature. The 
attainment of the love of I1U:l nay thus be said to be dependent 
upon a study of the Torah and of Creation • •• 6 
4. ~he doctrine of fear of the Lord is the basis of the doc 
trine of rewards and punishnent, which is an II iJ:'1tegral part of the 
faith of Israel."7 
5Q£. cit., pp. 80-82. 
7Ibid., p. 85. 
61' . d ~ , pp. 82-83. 
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5. I'Tote. The chief tllirg in prayer is kavJWanah, devotion--
or more correctly, direction of the heart. ~rhus MaiLlonides 
wri tes: 'Prayer without devotior is no prayer at all. 'Tho In.an 1'-"Jh( 
has ""9rayed wi thou.t devotion is under obliga tion to recite his pra 
yers again •••• Nori 1vhat is devotion? one must free his heart 
from all other thoughts and regard himself as standing in the pre-
sence of God ••• '8 
6. 'Cleave unto Him' is interpreted as 'to attach ourselves 
to the Sages and help and protect them in all ways possible'. 
~Tote. The Sage. • • interpreting and exemplifying as he (ioes 
the word of God, is co nseQuently regarded in Jewish thought as be· 
ing nearest to Him. To cleave unto the Sage is thus to cleave 
urto the Lord. 9 
7. Note •••• iD the case of every such transgression [a 
false oathl, Israel as a whole without regard to culpability is 
held surety and subject to pu~is~~nt •••• According to the Tal-
mud, all transgresiooDs may be forgiven-- all, except those invol-
virg a false oath. 
8. He has co~~anded us that we are to make ourselves like 
unto Him, praised be He, as far as it is in our power to do so. 
This (principle) finds expression in His words, And thou shalt 
~alk"in His wafs, (Deut. xxviii, 9) and has al~eady been repeated 
l!l H1S words, :Tha t doth the Lord thy God requlre of thee, but to 
fear the Lord thy God,} to >;mlk in all His ways. (Ibid., x, 12) 
Now on this (latter verse) the Sages have cornmented as fol-
lows: 'Just as the Holy ere, blessed be He, is ca lied Gracious, SC 
shouldst thou be gracious; just as the Holy one, blessed be He, iI: 
called Eerciful, so shouldst thou be merciful; just as the Holy 
one, blessed be He, is called Chasid (a quality bespeakirg kind-
ness, goodness, etc.), so shouldst thou be a chasid.' (Sotah, 14a) 
This thought has already beer repeated in another form, in 
His words, After the Lord your God shall ye wali~. (Deut., xiii, 5) 
In explanation (of this verse the Sages have commented) that the 
reference is to our imitating (Him) in respect of His manifesta-
tiors of Goodness, ard in respect of His lofty Attributes, by 
which the Lord, praised be He, is described, all in a figurative 
way-- He being iI.;'lITleasurably beyond such attributes. ll 
HIb"d ("">0 
..J--l., p. 00. 
lO~., p. 91. 
9Ibid., pp. 88-89. 
llIbid., pp. 91-92. 
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9 •••• The purport of this commandment is that we are in 
duty bound to nroclainl this (our) true faith in the world, and 
that (in dOing-so) we are to disregard all fear of injury from 
any source. :3veT1 where one uses force agei nst us, seeking to con. 
strain us (to a den,ial of Him.) , we are not to heed him, but we are 
rather to submit to death, a~d we are not so much as to mislead 
him into supposing that we have denied Him even while in our 
hearts "'Ie continue to affirm our f ai th in Him, praised be He .12 
Among them [the Posi ti ve Commandments], there are comman d-
ments which are perforce obligatory at all tines and at~l places 
and urder all circumstances. • •• 'rhe corilLlandments of this class 
are called UT"conditio:ral COll:nandnents, b3cause they are of neces-
sity i'-cw"1bent upon everyone of age in Israel at all tirnes and at 
all places, and u~der all circumstances. • • .'fhese sixty uncon-
di tioYlal Comr1a'rld~!1ents are signified (by the verse), There are 
threescore ,ueens (80""g of Solomon, vi, 8) .14 
12Ibid., p. 93. 
13Ibid., p. 384. 
14Precepts 1-9 are included among these sixty unconditioral 
20si ti ve Comm.and~1ents. 
APp:sNDIX III 
}Tote: We append here a representative list of references to r=ai-
monides in the Summa Theologica a"-'d the :::3Ulll11a Contra Genti~ 
of st. Thomas A_uiras.i'his is by no mears a complete or 
exhaustive li st ing; it is intendErl L1erely as an i l'dicat ion 
of the number and type of reference the latter sakes. 
Source: St. Thomas Aquinas. The Basic VJri tings of Saint Thomas 
A;;,uinas, ed. by Anton C. Pegis. Vew York: Random House, 
1945. Vol. II, 1174. 
3Uli.JI:lA 1.11:::::;0 LG G I CA , I 
That the names predicated of God affirmatively 
are intended to rel:love something from Him, rather 
than to posit something in Him ••••••••• 
That names predicated. of God 
predicated equivocally. • • • • • 
creatures are 
. .. . . 
That among corporeal beings aan alone, because 
of the nobility of his intellect, is subject to pro-
vidence, while the other corruptible beings are sub-
r 
• 'C.J. 13, 2 
ject to providence only accordi~g to the species ••• ~. 22, 2; 
ibid., ad 5 
That the angels, in so far as tbey are called 
ilfu'TIS.terial substances, are I:lultiplied according to 
the number of movements or bodies in the heavens, 
as Aristotle held, but that in Scripture men, who 
act as divine messengers, are called angels, as are 
the pmvers of natural things whi ch rilan ifes t the di-
vine omnipotence. • • • • • . • • •• • ••••• Q. 50, 3 
That angels never assume bodies, and the angelic 
apparitions nertioned in Scriptures refer only to 
an Lnaginary vision. ••••••••••••••• .Q.. 51, 2 
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That (in Genesis i. 2) darkness signifies fire, 
because f ire is not luminous in its O'li,m sphere. • • .;~I. 66 1 
- "(,. 
That where Scriptures says God called, the 
equivocal use of a name is signified •••••• 
That under earth Sacred Scriptures includes 
• • • ":i". 
I' 
'q,. 
68, l,ad 
69, l,ad 
all the four elements. • •••••••••••••• ~. 74, 3,ad 
Three reasons why the expression and God ~ 
that it ~ good is not used in the work of the 
second day ••••••••••.••••••••••• Ibid., ad 3 
That the ceremonial precepts are those that ex-
ist without an evident reason. •••••••••• .Q. I-II 101, 1, 
obj. 4 
That the Law prescribed many restrictions about 
external worship in order to dim.inish foreign wor-
ship. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . G~. 101, 4, 
ad 3 
on the ceremonial precepts of the Old Law per-
taining to sacrifices and sacred things. • ••••• Q. 102, 3, 
ad 4,6,11 
:;~. 102, 4 & 
on the reason for the sacraments and the ceremo-
ad 2,5,7 
nial observances of the Old Law. • ••••••• (. 102, 5, 
obj.10,ad 
(~. 102, 6, 
1,6,8,9 
On the interpretation of the judicial precepts in 
Deut. xxi. 1-4. • • • . . . . • .•.•••••• Q. 105, 2, 
ad 12 
Maimonides as historical source, chiefly on Aris-
totle, the Peripatetics and the IvIutakallimin , S. Theo., I 
Q. 22, 2; 
Q.. 25, 5; 
Q.. 46, 1 & 
obj. 1, 3 
5, 10 
Q.. 46, 2, 
obj. 6, 8 
r 
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i,~. 57, 2; 
Q,. 110, 1, 
ad 3; 
Q. 116, 1, 
obj. 5 .. 
s. C. G. 
III, 65,-69. 
,III 
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APFSNb IX IV 
TH::::; CRITICISJ:iS OF GILES OF ROME 
Source: Giles of Rome. Errores Phi los o;QhorUfll. Critical text VIi th 
notes and introduction by Josef Koch. Trans. by John O. 
Riedl. Latin and :;:Gnglish. ralwaukee: Iv~arCJ.uette university 
Press, 1944. 
1-!ote: In Chap. 12, trDe collectione errorum Ha bbi I\;Ioyse, II Erroree 
Philosonhorum, Giles prai ses Ll:aimonides f or holding, in 
contradiction of Aristotle, the creation of the world. l 
However, he says, "in aliis multis deviavit a veritate 
firma et fide Catholica.,,2 We append here merely the ele-
ven points on which Giles says he errs, omitting Giles' 
exam-:::;les and references. 3 
1. Posui t enim in Deo non esse aliquam multi tudinem. 4 
2. Ulterius erravit circa divina attributa credens sapien-
tiam, bonitatem esse omnino aequivoce in Deo et in nobis ••• cum 
perfectiones nostrae derivatae sint a perfectionibus divinis. 5 
3. Ulterius erravit circa tales perfectiones, non credens 
lOt • .£2.. ci t., iniIDduction , liThe Sources of the Cri tiqu€ 
p. liv: "Giles owes to Haimonides the decisive stimulus for his 
cri til_ue of Aristotle. Here he found the idea that the doctrine 
of the eternity of the world rests on definite methods of proof. 
This idea he took up, and for his part tried to show that all the 
errors of the Stagirite rest on one false principle." 
2Ibid., p. 58, 11. 13-14. 
3Cf. Husik, An Anonymous Lledieval Christian Critic, pp. 
172-190, for commentary on these criticisms. 
4.QE. cit., p. 58, 1. 15; :.:aimonides der'ies the Trinity. 
5T • 11 1 0 11 1 
-L b J.d., p. 58, • 2 - 22; p. 6, • -2. 
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eas in Deo vere existere ••• ait Quod Deus est non in essentla e+ 
" "t .,.., n"n"t 6 ' ." V1Vl .'0 1 Vl a ••• 
4. Ulterius erravit circa propria personarum, credens Verbum 
et ,spiritum Dei in divinis dici essentialiter solum. 7 
5. Ulterius erravit circa supercaelestia corpora, ponens ea 
esse animata et dicens ipsa esse animalia ratioralia ••• 8 
6. Ulterius erravit circa motum supercaelestium corporum et 
circa eorum innovatiopem. Fam licet crediderit motum incepisse, 
credidi t tamen ipsum punquarn desiTlere. 9 
7. Ulterius erravit circa prophetiam, credens hominem se 
!Josse sufficienter dis~Jorere ad cratiam prophetiae, et r~uod Deus 
non elegit in prophetando .uer:lcunlque homi:rem sir',3ularem, sed il1um 
qui se adaptat ad talia. lO 
8. Ulterius erravit circa diviram potontiam, dicens ali Qua 
esse Deo possibilia, aliqua nop; inter quae imDossibilia Y'arrat 
esse impossibile accidens esse sine sUbiecto. l1 
9. Ulterius erravit circa divinam providentiam. Credidit enim 
Deum habere providentiffill hominwll quantum ad speciem et quantum ad 
singularia; aliorum autem dixit Deunl tantum habere providentiam 
secundum speciel1l et non secUndwll si ngularia .12 
10. Ulterius erravit circa hUL'lanam voluntatem et Y'aturam, po-
neps quod Ii cet talia a Deo imr;1ut~ri possint, n~nquam tamen imr:1U-
tantur, quia tunc frus tra esset arlrnoni t io prophe tarum; credens ho-
minen per se ipsum absque speciali Dei auxilio r~sse omnia peccata 
vi tare et omnes moni ti ones DroDhetarwn ir.mlere. .) 
~ ~ -
11. Ul terius erravi t circa hmuanos actus, ponens Sil'lT)licem 
fornicatioJ1en nullo l:lOdo esse Deccatum in iure naturali, sed solum 
est ibi ~eccatum ratione prohibitionis. 14 
6-rb"d 1. 1 ., p. 60, 11. 4-6. 7Ibid., p. 60,11. 11-12. 
8Loc. cit" 11. 16-17. 9~ c nl"~ 11 °1 0~ . ~., • G -0V. 
10Ibid. , p. 62, II. 7-9. 1110c. Cit., 11. 12-14. 
-- --
12Loc. cit. , 11. 17-20. 13Tb"d 64 11 ~ 7 ~., p. , • ~- • 
14Loc. ci t. , 11. 13-15. 
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'l'Tote: VIe append here appraisals from. various sources of the rela-
tionship between L:aimonides and St. Thomas. These opillions 
have been onitted froLl the Hain body of the thesis in the 
interest of brevity, either because they duplicate some 
opinion expressed there or because they would entail too de-
tailed a cor sid ~ra tior- f'or the rela ti ve importance of the 
subject to tho who1.e thesis. 
Source: Julius Guttmann, Das Verhal tniss des 'rhomas von Ac:uina z~ 
Judenthum, 1891, pp. 31 sClCl., Quoted in Yellin, Maimoni~ 
pp. 213-214: 
As regards Thomas A(~uinas, his dependence on r:iaimonides is 
not confined to philosophical details, but in a certain sense [Jay 
be detected in the whole of his theo:l_ogical system. 
Source: Louis-Germain Levy, Llaimonide, pp. 265-267: 
Chez Thonas d'A~uin, l'iJ'1fluence de LIaimonide gagre encore er 
valeur. Croateur d'UT systeme harrrroniQue et clos de la theologie 
chretieJ'1:"'e, 'rhonas d 'AquiD a recu les doctrines du penseur juif 
non d'u~e facon exterioure, mais les a elaborees et incorporees a 
son oeuvre. 'rhomas se deLlande pourquoi la revelation divine com-
munique a l'hol1lme r>on seulel1lent les verites que par sa seule rai-
son il ne saurait saisir, mais aussi certaines verites superieure:: 
qui rentrent dans les conr>aissances naturellement accessi bles a la 
raison; dans sa reponse, '11homas d' Aquin suit l.Iail1lonide de pres. 1 
11 s'inspire egaleme nt de l'argumentation de Maimonide sur la con-
naissance de l'existence et de l'essence divi nes,2 sur les attri-
buts,3 Ifomniscience,4 la providence,5 la toute-puissance,6 la 
creation du monde,7 la distinction entre l'etre a l'etat acheve 
et l'etre en voie de devenir,8 la prophetie. 9 11 fait presque 
cOlluletement sienne l'internretation rationelle du Pentateuaue 
telle qU'elle est exposee par le docteur de la synagogue. 10 ~ 
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Loc. cit., references: 
l~uaest. disput., De veritate, q. 14, art. 10 (Opera, Paris 
1660) : 
"Perfectae autem cognitionis statim homo in suo principio non 
est, u~de oportet, Quod accipiat per viam credendi ali qua , per 
ouae filanuducator ad uerveniendum in uerfectam cogni tionem ••• 'Juae 
Jam vero su-t, ad qu~e etiam in hoc ~ita perfecte cognoscenda~pos. 
sumus :pervenire sicut illa, quae do Deo dcnoT'strative probari pos 
sunt, quae tamen a principia necesse est credere propter quinque 
ra tioJ'"les ,-luas :Eta bbi Moyses poni t. r~~uarum prima est profurd i tas 
et subtilitas istorum cognoscibiliurJ., etc." 
Yoir encore Contra Gentil., I, ch. 4; Somne, I, q. 1, a. 1; 
Com..l11ent. i1'1 Sent., III, dist. 24, q. 1, a. 3. 
2Contra Gentil., I, ch. 22: 
"Hanc autem sublimem veri tatem lwyses a Domino est edoctus, 
Qui cum quaereret a Domino, Sxodi tertio dicens: "Si dixerint ad 
me filii Israel, quod est nomen ejus, quid dicam eis?" Dominus reo 
spondit: "Ego Suill, qui sum,ft sic dices filiis Israel, "qui est" 
misit file ad vos, ostendens suum proprium nomen esse: "qui est. r1 
Q,uod libet nomen autem est insti tutem ad significandem naturm seu 
essentiam alicujus rei, unde relinquitur, quod ipsum divinlli~ esse 
est sua essentia vel natura. It 
Dans un passage similaire, rrhomas nOillllle I,laimonide: ttpraetereE 
R. ~oyses dicit, quod Deus est ens non in essentia et vivens non 
in vita et pot ens non in potentia et sapiens non in sapientia. 
Ergo in Deo non est aliud essentia quam esse." Quaest. disp., De 
potentia Dei, q. 7, a. 2. 
3~~uaest. disp., i b., a. 4: tTpraeterea Rabbi I.Ioyses dicit quoc 
hujusmodi nomina non significant in Deo intentiones additas supra 
ejus essentiam. Omne eTlim accid8nS significat intentionem additam 
supra essentiam sui subjecti; ergo praedicta nomina non signifi-
cant accidens in Deo. tT 
Par ailleurs, Thomas d 'Aquin combat l.:aimonide, Ibid., a. 5: 
!fRespondeo dicendum, quod quidam posuerunt, quod ista-nomine dicts 
de Deo non significant di vinam substantiam. C~uod maxime expresse 
dicit R. Moyses ••• n 
Somme, I, q. 13, a. 2: If ••• unde dicunt quod, cum dicimus Deun 
esse viventem, significamus, quod Deus non hoc modo est, ut res 
inanimatae, et similiter accipiendum est in aliis, et hoc posuit 
R. 1I10ys es • tf 
4Compar. Contra Gentil., I, ch. 65 avec Guide, III, p. 136. 
Comment. iTl Sent., I, dist. 36, q. 1, a.l: "Ideo alii dixerunt, 
sicut R. Hoyses, quod Deus sci t perfectissime singularia. JI:t omne~ 
rationes, quae i'1' contrarium inducuntur, solvit per hoc, quod di-
II 
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cit scientiam Dei esse aequivocam scientiae nostrae, unde per con-
ditiones scientiae nostrae 'ron possll.rnus aliquid de sCientia Dei 
arguere, etc." 
Sur les rauports de la prescience divine avec la liberte hu-
maine, comp. Contra Gent., 1-, ch. 85; III, c11. 72, avec Gui de, 
III, p. 151. 
5Somm.e , I, q. 22, art. 2: tfA corruptibiliwn etian ge nerali-
ta te excepi t R. :r:oyses homines propter splendorem intellectus, que 
participant"; cf. CO[;lment. in ::lent., I, dist. 39, (1. 2, a. 2. Tou-
tefcis Ie docteur angelique reproche a Maimonide de n'adtt1.ettre la 
providence divine que pour les seuls individ.us hwnains dans ce bas 
monde, Somme, ibid. 
6Comp. Contra Gent., II, Ch. 25 avec Guide, I, ch. 75; II, 
ch. 13; III, ch. 15. 
7Comp • Contra Gent., II, Ch. 32, 00, 34, 38 avec Guide, II, 
ch. 14 et ch. 16; samme, I, q. 46, a. 1 avec Guide, II, p. 121. 
8;Juaest. disput., De veritate, Cl. 13,8. 1: " ••• ~Luod non est 
eadem :Datura rei, dwn est in fieri et dtLl est in perfecto esse, u i 
dicit Rabbi ~oyses." 
COL1r:lent. in Sent., II, dist. 1, q. 1, a. 5: "unde si quis ex 
CO!1di tionibus hominis nati et perfecti vellet argur~entari de con-
ditionibus ejus, secundum quod imperfectus in utero matris exis-
tens, deciperetur, siGut narrat R. 11oyses, de Cluodam puero ••• "; 
cf. Guide, II, p. 130 et suiv. 
De potentia Dei, q. 5, a. 7: nEt R. Moyses dicit, quod motus 
coeli in universo est sicut motus cordis in animali, a QUo depen-
dGt vita totius animalis; cf. Guide, I, p. 361. 
Par contre, il n'approuve point 18 theorie de l'animation deE 
spheres celestes, quoique l:Iaimonide l'ait adoptee: "Ad decimum 
nonum dicendwn., quod ~orobatio ilIa fri vola est, licet R. Moyses 
ponat," Q,uaest. disput., De anima, art. 8; cf. Guide, II, p. 62/ 
Et un peu plus loin: ":st ideo intelligurtur isti coeli mater-
iales irdicare nobis gloriam Dei, non quasi animalia waterialia, 
ut R. }ioyses dixi t, sed. in e jus pulchri tud ine, qua multo :;1agi.5 in-
dica tur eorum artifex.!! 
Contre ~:aimonides, il estime ('~ue Ie monde a ete cree en vue 
de 1 f homme: "Ad sextw.n dicen.dum, quod ratio ilIa est Habbi l,ioyse, 
qui omnino ni ti tur improbare mu~dum propter' hominem esse factum, 11 
Comment. in Sent., IV, dist. 48, q. 2, a. 3; cf. Guide, II, p. 21E 
et suiv. 
'Thomas rejette egalenent sa conception des anges; voir Contra 
Gent., II , ch. 92; Somme, I, q. 50, a.3; Comnent. in Jent., II, 
dist. 3, Q. 1, art. 3; De potentia Dei, q. 6, a. 7. 
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9Quaest. disput., De veritate, Q. 12, a. 5: nEt ideo dicit 
R. IIoyses, quod. hoc est signum, Cluod a1iquis si t fa1sus propheta, 
quando vo1uptatibus et so11icitudinibus saecu1i detineturtf; cf. 
Guide, II, p. 285 et s., 311 et s. 
lb., a. 2: nSed in omnibus, quae sciuntur per demonstrationen 
idem est judicium prophetae et cujuscurque alterius scientis i11ud 
et neuter alii praefertur, ut dici tit. Moyse ff ; cf. Guide, II, p. 
269. Comparez encore Somme, II, 2, q. 171, art. 5 avec Guide, III 
p. 194; ib.,II, 2, q. 174, a. 4 avec Guide, II, ch. 35 et 39. 
10Som.me, II, 1, q. 101, art. 1: "Praeterea R. l!iloyses dicit, 
quod praecepta caerimona1ia dicuntur, quorum ratio non est mani-
festa, etc."; cf'. Guide, II, pp. 347, 440, 453. Comparez Somme, 
II, i, q. 102, art. 3, avec Guide, III, p. 250 et suiv.; art. 4 
avec Guide, III, p. 349 et suiv.; q. 101, a. 3 avec Guide, III, 
p. 257, etc. 
[Levy'S references to the Guide are to the Guide des indecis, 
1856-66, trans. by Salomon Liunk.l 
Source: Dr. P. Anselm Rohner, G. Pr., Das Schopfur gsprob1em bei 
Moses 1';aimoTIides, A1bertus Magnus urd Thomas von .A.qui1. ~f.uns ter i. W.: Aschendorffsche Ver1agsbuchhandlung, 913. 
Pp. 136-137. 
1. Dass die ".7e1 taus r'ichts geschaffe Tl is t kann die Vernunft 
kJ-emons trat i v bevJeisen, so Thomas von Aquin; diesiJ issen nur aus 
der Of fenbarung, behauptet li:aimonides. 
2. Dass die ';7e1 t einen Lei t1ichen Anfang 1".<8. t, wissen wir nur 
durch den Ga1ubeTl und kann nicht demonstrativ beweisen Derden. In 
dieser These kommen beide miteiTlander oberein, beide stehen auf 
dem rein kri tischen Standpunlct •••• Denn Thomas hat dest 3chop-
rrungsproblem unvierg1eich1ich tiefer, k1arer und praziser behand-
e1t. 
Source: Charles aTld Dorothea Vi. Singer, tiThe Jewish .i!"1a ctor in Medi 
3va1 Thought," The Legacy of Israel, pp. 267-271: 
To Eaimonides, st. Thomas t debt is ve ry great. It is, in 
general, the same in kind, but greater in degree than that of Al-
bert. 
1) Relation of :aeason to 3eve1ation. Thomas here owes almost 
evorythiTlg to l,:aimonides. Tot merely details in the structure but 
~he very bases of his systeLl are to be fourd in the Jewish phi1o-
souher. 
- 2 ) Divine At tri butes. St. Thomas adopted the doctr ine of 1o=a i-
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moJ'lides that RUhlan .:.ieason can attain to the recognition of the Ex 
istence of God, but J'lei ther to a knowlelige of his ITature, nor to 
recogDi tion of the id3nti ty of His Fature ':;i th His =:xistence. St. 
rrhomas also agrees wi th l,~aimonides that the Attributes of God can 
not be regarded as something added to His Eature, sil'ce that woul 
suggest that Accidents distiJlct from His TTature could be added 
thereto, and such a conce:9tion wo uld impart pluxali ty to His si n-
gle "''"8 ture • . • 
3) God's Knonledge. LlaiL10nides says the ~,-roVJer can tains the 
knovlJ'l, thai- God knows futill~es, that it is a mistake to compare 
God's knowledge to nan's. God's l:r'owledge is akin to the artist' 
knowledge of a work conceived, the ndetails are implici t in the 
conception, but have no separate part i1'" the artist's thought. St. 
Thomas fo1101.'JS these lines, and especially elaborates the concep-
tioT1 of the Supreme Artist." 
4) Providence. ~aimonides says, in co~tradiction to Aristotl 
that Divine ?rovidence extends to the sublunary sphere and to eac 
inhabitant in 1jroportioJ1 as he has cultivated his spirit and thus 
a ttained union wi th God. St. ':Chomas adopts the argum.ent, but 
!I s tigDla tized as heresy the 1 1:'1 i ta tion of God's ?rovidence,. • • 
which was T10t limitec~ to those bein;:-;s who had cultivated the spi-
rit.1I 
5) Omr'ipotence. tlst. Thomas also adopted the argu~lle1.1t of Eai-
monides that Logical absurdities are outside the raJ'lge of God's 
omnipotence." 
6) Creation. "In no matter did :,~aimorides show lilore power 
and orig:rni:ili ty than in his doctrine of Creation, which formed th 
greater part also of trle teachirg or: the subject by st. Thomas. 
I.:aimonides regards the Doctri re of Crea tioD in Tine as matter ra-
ther for Faith than rieason •••• Exegesis on such absurd [sic] 
lines [as the work of the Seven Days and the explanation of why 
God did not say the second day's VJork was good] is adopted by St. 
Thomas direct from :~airnonides.fI 
7) Structure of universe. st. ':Phornas follows U:aimonides' ana 
logy between the Prime J:'lover in the heavens and the heart in the 
animal body, but not in the souls of heaver.ly bodies nor the de-
nial of Creation for rl18n' s sake. TIRe believed in the -aerfec t re-
newal of creat ion and ever for the benef i t of :ilan. II ~ 
8) Angels ~ -orophecy. Ic~aimonides limited ar,sels and identi-
fied them with the separated Intelligences of the Spheres or divi-
nely inspired men. These two concepts were not congenial to St. 
Thomas; hOi.lever, he folloVls ~aimonides T opi:rion tXlat angels have a 
greater [:leasure of Freewill and Reason than mer have, also that 
prophetic revelation is accomplished by the agency of angels. He 
a180 adopted the Maimonidean classification of grades of prophecy 
and the unique character of the :Drophecy of LI08es. 
9) Biblical law. "The attempt of ~~aimonides to ratiOl'"!alize 
t 
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biblical law by s~nbolic interpretatiop ••• particularly scandal-
ized his Jewish coptenporaries. By his Christian follovi8rs [sic] 
01'1 the other hand, his doctripe on this subject conmanded complet~ 
approval. " 
Source: David Yellin and Israel Abrahams, l.~aimonides, pp. 213-214. 
If the Guide of the Jew and the Summa of the Christian bear 
this relation tin re quotations from GuttI!lan, cf. supra, p. 169, 
and 3aisset, cf:-sil'Pra, p. 147), then J;,B.imonides deserves a pla ce 
among the fathers of the Church. 
Note: Full bibliographical details have been given only for source 
not quoted in the boiy of the thesis. All quotations are 
literal, except those from the Singers' article. This has 
been quoted exactly except when the lengthiness of their 
discussion of a subject has forced condensation and summari-
zation. 
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